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Shames Mountain. reality o+ co um , I ountain Ski Corporation 
by Tod Strachan 
Dust those skis and shine those 
boots. There will be skiing at 
Shames Mountain this winter. 
Shames Mountain Ski Corporation 
director Larry Krause made the 
announcement a a press confer- 
ence last Friday as he outlined a 
number of hurdles in the way of a 
1990 opening that have now been 
overcome. 
T r&c  Contracting of Terrace 
has completed clearing on 10 of 
the 11 runs and all lift lines sched- 
uled in Phase I of the project. 
They are now in the process of 
removing the logs and debris in 
preparation for lift construction. To 
follow this work, the contract for 
concrete foundations for lift 
towers, dismantling of towen at 
Kitsumkalum and .re-erecting. the 
towers at Shames has been 
awarded jointly to Mizar Construc- 
tion and Wildwood Construction. 
Their work should now be under- 
way. 
Also, the Regional District of I J~ l  ~ '~0 ' 
Kitimat-Stikine has given the 
go-ahead for the removal of equip- 
ment from Kitsumkalum Mountain. 
And to get that work under way, 
Carl Ernst of Mueller Lifts was in 
Terrace recently to survey both the 
equipment and the Shames Moun- 
tain ski area. 
Mueller Lifts is a long estab- 
lished ski lift construction firm and 
has been brought on-line as the 
consultant for lift construction and 
as one of the suppliers of about 
$600,000 of replacement equip- 
ment for the +chairlift and T-bars to 
insure they meet Aerial Tramway 
regulations. New chairs and hang- 
ers for the Kitsumkalum chairlift 
will be suppliedby Borvig Lifts of 
New York. " % " . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  
•7  
Of course, all these noteworthy 
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and encouraging announcements 
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A-MOMENT IN HISTORY as the final land-use • operating agreement is signed for Shames 
Mountain ski development. Signators are (left) Junior Gingles and Larry Krause, directors of 
Shames Mountain Ski Corporation and MLA and Minister of Crown Lands, Dave Parker. 
Business license suspended Government nurses strike 
Terrace RCMP received numerous 
complaints. In some cases, officers 
talked to Interprovincial salesmen 
on the street in an effort to calm 
the situation, but that didn't work 
either. 
RCMP then advised Lafleur of 
the complaints and he tried con- 
tacting the local representative, 
Dave Desorineaux, but his only 
address was that of a local hotel 
and he was nowhere to be found. 
Lafleur says he then contacted 
Inte~provincial's B.C. office in 
Kelowna and advised them of the 
business licenee suspension and 
told them the city would be mail- 
ing them a letter to that effect 
outlining the appeal procedure. 
Lafleur says that Interprovinciai 
has 21 days to appeal the suspen- 
sion and if they do a company 
representative will have to appear 
before council to explain why their 
licence should be reinstated. Coun- 
cil can then either reinstate or 
revoke the licence. If the company 
doesn't appeal the suspension 
council will likely follow Lafleur's 
recommendation and. revoke the 
Ilcence. In this case, their chances 
of obtaining a business ltoenee in 
cOnt'd pg.2 
• Plague¢i by door-to-door sales- 
men p~hing magazines? You can 
breathe a sigh of relief. The city 
has suspended the licenc¢ of 
Intcrprovincial Circulation for 21 
days and this is one group of 
salesmen :you won't see for a 
while; possibly never again. 
Interprovincial Circulation acts as 
an agent for several magazine 
publishers and employs primarily 
university students to sell subscrip- 
lions door-to-door during the sum- 
mer. Interprovincial, however, has 
a record of promoting "aggressive" 
salesmanship. 
City licencing inspector, Bob 
Lafleur, says complaints received 
by ;he RCMP describe actions as 
bold asitterally putting their foot 
in the door, "ganging up" and 
send ing  a sa!~sman to both the 
. front and back door at the same 
time, virtually holding the home 
owner under seige, and a variety of 
other questionable business prac- 
tices. "They're xcessively aggres- 
sive, very pushy, and they refuse 
to leave." says Lafleur. 
He, says the company was 
warnedAwice about their aggres- 
sive behavlotw lag year, and last 
March were warned agst~and told 
. to "cool their jets". It didn't work, 
by Betty + Barton 
• Last Thursday, Terrace govern- 
ment nurses held their first infor- 
mation picket in front of the 
Skeena Health Unit. For more than 
two weeks, 2500 government 
nurses throughout B.C. have been 
on strike for a fair wage and bene- 
fits package from their employer, 
the provincial government. 
In Terrace, the nurses affected by 
this strike are one in mental health, 
two in community healthcare, four 
administrators, and three in home 
care. The home care nurses are 
• still providing basic essential ser- 
vices to their patients, and will 
continue to do so for the duration 
of the strike. 
Community health nurse Carol 
Harrison says the strike is escala- 
ting. Picketing is continuing in 
Smithers, Prince Rupert and Kiti- 
mat. On Monday, the long-term 
care assessors throughout the pro- 
vince joined the striking muses. 
The assessors had been designated 
"essential services" (these people 
determine the care requirements 
for patients requiring 10ng-term 
care), but have defied the Indus- 
trial Relations Council's ruling by 
their actions. Prince Rupert and 
Smithem each have a long-term 
care assessor who is partidpating 
in the strike. The Terrace office of 
the Skeena Health Unit has one 
long-term care assessor position, 
but it is vacant at the present time. 
The government nurses feel 
strongly that their work should be 
considered as important as the 
work of hospital nurses. And that 
their wages should reflect this 
equality of service. 
cont'd pg.3 
Skyl ine optimist ic 
Siewart that contains a number Of 
promising sites such as the Bron- 
son Creek, Bonanza West, C-3 and 
Mike prospects. 
And there is good reason for 
optimism at the Reg Claims pro- 
perty; an infusion of cash. Price, 
announced last Wednesday the 
completion of $2.2 million in 
flow-through common share finan- 
cing, subject o regulatory approv- 
al, to fund exploration •work 
planned for the northern portion of 
Skyline Gold Corporation has 
suspended operations at their John- 
ny Mountain mine site but opti- 
mism in their Vancouver office 
hasn't been dampened. "As far as 
the property as a whole is con- 
cemed," says Skyline president 
Bill Price, "I'm very optimistic." 
He explains that Johnny Mountain 
is just one site on what is known 
as their Reg Claims property; an 
area located in the Iskut Valley 
about 100 kllomelres northwest of 
the Peg Claims property. This will 
result in the issuance of an addi- 
tional 2,200,000 common shares. 
In addition, the exploration work 
qualifies for funding through the 
Canadian Exploration Incentive 
Program. Skyline will receive a 
further $600,000 from the federal 
government on completion of the 
exploration program, increasing the 
total consideration received for the 
cont'd pg. 3 
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AN AERIAL VIEW OF THE NEW SHAMES MOUNTAIN SKI 
development, with recently cleared ski runs in the background and 
the last kilometre of access road construction in the foreground. 
Shames.. continued from page A1 
wodd mean iittle ~ w|thoU(;a much 
more significant event that also 
took place last Friday. This was 
the official signing of the Shames 
Mountain operating agreement by 
MLA and Minister of Crown 
Lands Dave Parker and Shames 
director Larry Krause. 
This agreement establishes a 
3,500 hectare land-use area in the 
name of the Shames Mountain Ski 
Corporation and gives the corpor- 
ation long-term security for the 
resort hrough a renewable 20-year 
agreement. The boundaries of this 
land-use area encompass all 
Shames facilities including the lift 
runs, downhill runs and base area. 
But enough on the business ide 
of things. What about the fun? 
That should begin early this winter 
• , . .  . 
"when the first of four development 
phases  is open to serve 1,500 
skiers a day on 11 well maintained 
ski runs with an 1,800 feet vertical 
drop spread out over 40 hectares 
of the Shames mountainside. 
And the future holds nothing but 
promise for bigger and better 
things to come. Use of the facility 
will, of course, dictate how fast the 
next three phases proceed but 
increasing use of the new facility 
isn't seen as a hurdle. The Alaskan 
Panhandle ' contains a larger skier 
population than Terrace, Kitimat, 
Smithers and Prince Rupert com- 
bined and we can expect to see 
plenty of visitors from there. 
Kltimat, though, might do more 
than anyone in getting the word 
out. There's a good chance you 
ELKS MEMBER JIM LECLEIR (left) and Brad Benson of Benson Optical Laboratories present 
Michael and Geoffrey Ambridge with glasses donated jointly, to make their world a little clearer. 
Their mother Kim Ambridge looks on. 
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abuse their right to sell their wares magazine subscriptions from this 
in our community. Last year, a firm is to write the publishers of 
photography firm went so far as to those magazines. Few publishers 
sell a $450 portrait package to a like to be thought of as "execs- 
may be seeing Shames Mountain 
on a provincial television etwork 
in three or four years. Kitimat has 
put in a bid for either the 1993 or 
1994 B.C. Winter Games and they 
tlave named Shames Mountain, 
with the blessings of the Shames 
Mountain Ski Corporation, as the 
site for all alpine skiing events. 
Not everyone in Terrace is a 
skier, of course. Some people think 
of skiing as a recreational ctivity 
for the mildly insane. But if you fit 
into this category, it doesn't mean 
the development at Shames holds 
nothing for you. With a potential 
for 1,500 skiers per day at $25 per 
head, there will be a lot of new 
jobs in town. To be more exact, 
Shames is expected to create 
around 60 new jobs directly and 
dozens more in the hospitality 
industry as well. So if you're not a 
skier, but either unemployed or 
looking for a better job, Shames 
might be in your future too. 
4535 Greig Avenue. Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 
Subscription Order Form 
I-I Visa 
I-I 1 year - -  $39.00 
l-I Cheque I-1 Money Order 1--I Master Card 
Please send a subscription to: 
Name. . Card No. . 
Address 
I 
Expiry Date , 
Phone:i _ Postal Code . . . . .  Mail or bring" this form to :  
Seniors ,n Terrace and District $30.00 Terrace Review 
Seniors outside of Terrace and District $33.00 ~ 4535 Greig Avenue, 
Out of Canada $100.00 Terrace, B.C, V8G 1 M7 
errace and Thornhill residents only: Subscribe now and receive a free copy of Close up 
lagazine with your subscription. 
13-year-old. But when these corn- 
panics strike, don't feel intimid. 
ated. Lafleur recommends that you 
first phone his office at 635-6311 
or as an alternative the RCMP at 
638-0333 and action will be taken. 
Lafleur notes that the Terrace 
RCMP were most helpful in this 
most recent incident. 
sively aggressive" or "pushy" and 
your comments certainly won't do 
the reputation of Interpmvlnclal 
Circulation any good. If you like a 
particular magazine, pick one up at 
a news stand. They all contain 
subscription applications, and most 
offer special deals. 
Jim Irvlne George Gough 
~Tot:~rn 9o~1 i~ /=fza.+++d to ,+nnounee. tfmt 
a~urn,d t~ r~anag,.=,rtt ofou, [sod~ ,go/+ 
4f-ti,,  ,:,q,+ts ,99o. 
For quality paint and body work,,.. 
count on Totem Ford!! 
(, 
4631 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 635.4984 
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COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH NURSE Marsha Lloyd distributes information on the current B.C. 
government nurses' strike, now entering its third week. 
Community/Convention Centre update 
The proposed Community/Con- 
vention Centre in Terrace is 
causing a ,stir in some circles. A 
local ice user group likes the idea 
but thinks it would be much better 
if a sheet of ice was included in 
the "lower floor" of the complex. 
The group is currently preparing a
brief outlining the need for a 
second sheet of ice in Terrace. 
At the same time, another group 
has already made the first booking 
application for the complex. The 
Northwest Academy of the B.C. 
Society of Medical Technologists 
wants to l~ld their September, 
1992, "Annual Scientific Congress" 
in Terrace; if possible at the Con- 
vention centre. In this regard, the 
Terrace representative for the 
group, Gloria Jones, Urges council 
to take the proposal to referendum 
this fall and wants to know if it 
will be ready in time if it clears 
that hurdle. 
Council is willing to discuss the 
need for a second sheet of ice in 
town but not willing to go as far 
as to say a Community/Convention 
Centre will be ready in time, or i f  
it will even be built. • "We would be 
hard pressed to have it finished," 
was mayor Jack Talstra's com- 
ment. On the other hand, alderman 
Dave Hull suggested it was "some- 
thing to shoot for"... "Our first 
convention." Bob Cooper, though, 
suggested that the group consider 
using the arena instead. If the 
Convention Centre did happen to 
be finished, they could •:always 
move their convention. 
But what do the people think? At 
this point it's hard to tell. The 
Recreation Department recently did 
complete a recreation eeds urvey 
by phoning about 400 local resid- 
ents. And although the written 
copy hasn't yet been released, 
information included in the min- 
utes of a Community and Recre- 
ation Services Committee meeting 
doesn't even list a community 
centre. According to the minutes, 
the public is quite satisfied with 
current recreational facilities and 
services and any future develop- 
merits should include tennis courts 
and easily accessible trails and 
walkways. 
Still council is committed to a lot 
of preparatory work prior to a fall 
referendum and in this regard they 
are forging ahead. The project was 
most recently discussed at an 
in-camera meeting of the Commit- 
tee of the Whole on July 3. Topi cs 
of discussion ; included possible 
federal government funding under 
the Community Initiative Fund and 
the possible integration of the 
library into the Community/Con-- 
ferenee Centre. 
As a result of this meeting, the 
city has already submitted a fund- 
ing application to the Community 
Initiative Fund and asked adminis- 
tration to arrange a meeting with 
the library board as soon as possi- 
ble. 
Skyline...cont'd fr. pg. A1 
shares issued to $2.86 million for 
an effective issue price of $1.30 a 
share. 
But there is more. Skyline chair- 
man and CEO, Ron Shon, 
announced last Thursday that they 
have reached an agreement with 
Placer Dome Inc. to conduct fur- 
ther exploration work on the Bron- 
son Creek and Bonanza West gold 
prospects. 
As part of this transaction, Placer 
purchased 500,000 flow- through 
common shares of Skyline for 
$500,000 to fund an equal amount 
of exploration work on the Bron- 
son Creek and Bonanza West 
prospects in the current exploration 
season. These shares are a portion 
of the 2,200,000 flow-through 
share financing completed by the 
compa~ last June. 
Placer also has the option to 
spend a further $3.5 million on 
exploration in the succeeding two 
exploration seasons to earn a 60 
percent interest in the prospects. 
The prospects on'compass an area 
of approximately 1,682 acres and 
represent about 11 percent of 
Skyline's Reg Claims property 
interest. Upon satisfaction of the 
esrn-in obligation, the property 
coveting the prospects will be 
transferred to a joint venture oper- 
ated by Placer. Skyline will retain 
a 40 percent interest in the joint 
venture. 
In a companion agreement, 
Placer agreed to advance up to 
$3.4 million to Skyline to meet its 
working capital and bank debt 
servicing requirements. Advances 
made by Placer will be evidenced 
by demand notes and secured by a 
debenture registered against Sky- 
line's assets. 
The notes are repayable upon 
receipt of financing proceeds by 
Skyline to place the joint venture 
property into production or one 
year from the date that Placer 
elects to relinquish its interest in 
the joint venture property. Interest 
at 12 percent per annum will be 
repaid upon 'repayment of the 
notes. The notes and unpaid inter- 
est are convertible into common 
shares of Skyline at $2.25 per 
share. The issue of shares is sub- 
ject to shareholder approval. 
According to Shon, "Completion 
of the Placer transactions will 
accelerate xploration of the Rng 
Claims property and confirms the 
significance of property interests 
held by Skyline in the lskut River 
region." 
In the meantime, though, the 
Johnny Mountain site is rolling 
toward an early close became gold 
reserves there were less than anti- 
cipated. Price says operations there 
will be suspended by the end of 
August. The mill at that site, how- 
ever, may still be of value. Antici- 
pated reserves from the claims 
north of Johnny Mountain may 
mean the mill will reopen at some 
point in the future, says Price. 
With this in mind, two mainten- 
ance/custodial employees will 
continue to work at the site. One 
of their duties will bc to monitor 
water quality in order to maintain 
government permits in anticipation 
of new rc.~erves of ore. 
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Nurses... cont'd from pg. A1 
Also, equity of wages would 
alleviate alot of the recruitment 
problems for community healthcare 
nurses in the north. They point out 
that it is difficult to get nurses here 
at all, but when they do come, 
they are enticed to join the hospital 
workforce because of the wage 
advantage there. 
The B.C. Government nurses 
want a fair wage which is the 
hourly rote that general hospital 
nurses get. Currently, government 
nurses receive almost $800 less a 
month. They want increased pre- 
miums for working weekends and 
shifts. They want a professional 
responsibility clause that addresses 
employee concerns regarding 
safety for patients and nurses and' 
nursing practice conditions. And a 
plan to include basic protection for 
nurses affected by privatization or 
layoffs including alternate mploy- 
ment and additional employer-paid 
education. 
The nurses in Terrace and a few 
other communities have started a 
petition that they hope local resi- 
dents will support, "to get the two 
sides back to the negotiation table 
and end the strike" says commu- 
nity health nurse Carol Harrison. 
Dr. David Bowering, medical 
health officer/director of the 
Skeena Health Unit, also has his 
"fingers tightly crossed that the 
strike will be over shortly". Dr. 
Bowering's main concern in this 
area is immunizations. With the 
government urses' strike entering 
its third week, the absence of 
immunizationservices i  "very 
worrisome", says Bowering. He is 
approaching local physicians to see 
if they can do immunizations until 
the nurses are back on the job. 
Bowering explains that, in the 
lower mainland, physicians regu- 
larly do at least half of the immun- 
izations required. In the northwest, 
the community health nurses "do 
practically all of it." 
In an Tuesday morning interview 
with Ron Meyer, manager of 
Labour Relations in Victoria, the 
following information was gleaned 
on the status of the B.C. Govern- 
ment nurses" strike; 
Meyer says that negotiator Vince 
Reddy announced last week that 
participants incontract negotiations 
arc expected to be hack "at the 
table" later this week. Meyer also 
adds that "the unions were aware 
of this fact last week. Escalating 
the strike is not indicative to meof 
them settling." 
Meyer was speaking particularly 
of the long-term care assessors, 
some of whom arc considered 
essential by the IRC (Industrial 
Relations Committee), who have 
joined the striking nurses. He is 
seeking voluntary compliance [or 
them to return to work. 
Meyer explains "the major issue 
is money and job security. They're 
asking 21.9 percent, with a wage 
re-opener in the second year. 
We've advised them that 20.93 
percent is available over two 
years." This is the same percentage 
increase that general hospital 
nurses settled for last year. Meyer 
also points out that hospital general 
duty nurses work, on average, two 
and a half hours more per week 
than general duty community 
health nurses. 
Meyer concludes by saying, "Our 
community level nurses will be 
making more on an hourly basis 
by the second year (than general 
duty hospital nurses). 
Liquor license 
allowed 
You may be able to sip a few 
while you bowl this fall. Terrace 
council says a liquor licence appli- 
cation submitted to the Liquor 
Control Board by Terrace Bowling 
Lanes conforms with the uses 
permitted under existing zoning of 
the property and they have no 
objections to the issuance of a 
liquor lieence. 
If approved, Terrace Bowling 
Lanes will be adding a bar to their 
list of available services, but it will 
be closed during youth bowling 
events. According to Terrace 
Bowling Lanes manager, Diane 
Francis, at the present ime they 
apply for at least two special occa- 
sion licences each month during 
their regular season and a perma- 
nent licence would save a lot of 
unnecessary paper work. 
Terrace Centennial Lions 
would like to congratulate the 
organizers on the success of the 
annual Skeena Valley Triathlon 
and wish all competitors Good Luck!! 
As usual, we will be on hand with 
excellent food and refreshments 
at our concession stand. 
Don't miss the fun, Sunday, July 15 
at the Lakelse Lake picnic site!! 
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THE SKEENA CELLULOSE Co'IrONWOOD NURSERY west of Terrace may offer future stability 
for the logging industry. A cottonwood plantation can be harvested every 20 to 25 years and may 
offer a source of fibre for some types of pulp and possibly even a new source of construction 
materials if drying techniques can be refined. 
by Ted Straehan 
A NUMBER OF SILVICULTURE TREATMENT METHODS have 
been tried at the Salvus test site 55 kilometres west of Terrace 
and all offer valuable lessons. Girdling, either by hack and squirt 
(the infusion of a herbicide) as above or by mechanical means 
are not recommended methods with stands of 18-year-old alder. 
The majority of planted conifers were badly damaged by falling 
debris and stems. 
The Northem Silviculture Com- 
mittee "Summer Workshop" held 
in Terrace last week could be 
given a cursory glance or looked at 
in great detail. Given the import- 
ance of the forest industry to our 
community, the latter is preferred. 
In coming weeks the Terrace 
Review will be examining some of 
what was learned. 
The Northern Silviculture Com- 
mittee is a group of volunteer 
professionals ranging from biol- 
ogists to industry representatives 
who'are concerned with the future :
of our forests. Their goal is to 
provide, 'through cooperation, an 
understanding and improvement in
the application of silvicultural 
practices at the field level At their 
Terrace meeting, then, 120 com- 
mittee members divided into three 
groups, boarded waiting school 
buses, and examined first-hand 
what is happening in our region. 
On their first stop, each group 
toured a 30 year-old stand of 
second growth near Erlandsen 
Creek. Trees in the area were 
spaced under a Canada Works 
EBAP program in 1983 and again 
under a spacing trial in 1987. 
Should the area now be left to 
mature, or is more work needed? 
Not everyone agreed. 
CHEMICAL VERSUS MECHANICAL site preparation. Many 
Oppose chemicals but mechanical methods may cause problems 
,as well. The Hydroaxe is nothing more than a huge lawnmower 
Silvi ult re  
_.summer school 
This was followed by a look at a 
more difficult problem; the impact 
porcupine are having on second 
growth forests. This is a mammade 
problem. By clearing and planting 
large tracts of land we have 
provided an ideal habitat and 
plenty of food for the porcupine 
while at the same time chasing out 
all natural predators. If the prob- 
lem is man-made, though, can the 
solution be too? So far, no one 
knows. 
A subsequent s op found another 
silvicultural solution. A 30 year- 
old stand of trees spaced in 1980 
and pruned in 1987. This site was 
different than the first, however. 
Here the trees were spaced at 450 
per hectare rather than the 900 per 
hectare at Erlandsen Creek. Here 
again, there was some disagree- 
ment. This treatment offered better 
underbrush for wildlife habitat but 
could this stand be profitable? If 
disease, porcupineand blowdowns 
claimed half the trees, what would 
this mean to the quality of .the 
tree~ that were left. Would they be 
worth harvesting at all? 
A little later, the Hydroaxe and 
Timberwolf 90 were examined as 
mechanical a l ternat ives to 
herbicides and here again there 
were questions. As one biologist 
pointed out, the process left plenty 
of browse for moose as well as 
habitat for small animal and birds 
at first glance. But a second glance 
left one, wondering hgw ' many 
small animals and birds, burrows 
or nests, were destroyed by the 
w~rring blades of these 32-ton 
mechanical monsters. Is it possible 
herbicides would cause less devast- 
ation? 
Another site offered a dramatic 
contrast in the resulls of two site 
preparation methods. One was 
handslashed, broadcast burned and 
planted. When the first crop failed, 
a second was planted but these 
seedlings too seem doomed to fall. 
This site is now described as a 
"jungle" with little value for some 
time to come. Adjacent to this 
"jungle" is a site that was windrow 
piled, treated with a Madge Rote- 
clear, seeded with grass, and 
planted with spruce and hemlock 
seedlings. This site looks nice. The 
trees appear to be doing well. But 
there is little or no wildlife habitat. 
Does successful forest management 
mean the exclusion of wildlife? 
This was followed by a visit to a 
Douglas Creek logging site near 
Rosswood and a first-hand look at 
high lead grapple yarding. This 
system offers advantages in the 
cost of harvesting but might offer 
a new set of problems too. 
The final day of the tour offered 
a look into the future with a visit 
to a Skeena Cellulose cottonwood 
nursery -- perhaps one of the. pri- 
mary species of the future -- and a 
six-h0ur tour of the Salvus 
floodplain test site where a number 
of silviculture methods are being 
tried to provide answers for tomor- 
row. What are the pro's and con's 
of blading, burning, seeding with 
grass and using herbicides. The 
results aren't conclusive yef, but it 
is obvious at Salves that no one 
method is going to provide a magi- 
cal solution. 
As though this weren't enough, a
few evening presentations offered 
more information and raised still 
further questions. Smithcrs biol- 
ogist Jim Pojar talked about "Bio- 
diversity". Is it economically advis- 
able to maintain all natural plant 
and wildlife species on a single 
site? Is it even possible? 
Victoria silviculturist Mike 
Wyeth talked about "Incremental 
Silviculture" and explained .what it 
means. UBC Indmtdal Research 
professor Lea Reed offered his 
• own view of the world; things may 
not be as bad as they seem. Global 
warming and the Fall Down Effect 
might only be false alarms trig- 
gered by a lack of good informa- 
tion. 
I :or I Watch articles on these  d o ther  
topics in [silviculture i 
of the I future issues ! 
ONE HUNDRED TWENTY PROFESSIONALS from all phases of the forest industry met in Terrace 
that efficiently removes brush and small trees. But as one last week to attend the Northern Silviculture Committee summer workshop. They broke into throe 
biologist asked~ ,Howmany small animals and birds are destroyed groups for bus tours to visit a variety of sites such as this one at, Erlandsen Creek wher04hey . . . . . . . . . . .  i 
by  the blades?" discussed the devastation caused by porcupine. - ~, 
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HALLIWELL RESIDENTS weren't too amused last week when 
they discovered their property had been transformed into 
beachfront lots. The problem was created by heavy equipment 
working in the area. This compressed the rock and gravel over a 
water line, causing it to rupture. Water service was cut off for 
about two hours dudng the supper hour. 
Hospital grants- 
a point of contention 
by Ted Strachan 
The Health Committee of the 
Regional Hospital District 
approved a number o f  items last 
month. Mills Memorial Hospital 
has been given the go-ahead for 
the purchase of a patient ventilator 
for the Intensive Core Unit. Total 
cost is $40,080 of which the hospi- 
tal district will contribute $9,915. 
Of the balance, $25,208 will be 
t 
paid by the T.B. Vats ~ and $4,958 
will he covered by the province. 
Also approved for Mills Memor- 
ial was a lithium analyzer for 
monitoring therapeutic levels of 
lithium which is used in treating 
some mental illnesses. And a urine 
strip reader which provides a 
quantitative measurement of bio- 
chemical components in urine. The 
total value of the two pieces of 
equipment is $24,433 and the 
hospital board will go good for 
$6,109 of that, while the province 
will take care of the balance. 
On other funding, the hospital 
district approved in principal a list 
of minor capital projects for Ter- 
race, Kitimat, Hazelton and the 
Nass Valley. The items on this 
wish list are paid for 60 percent by 
The Halliweil Trail 
The Halliwell detours and appar- 
ent lack of road access to Northern 
Light Siiidm, 6o~litnh~tave ~ome 
at a worse time t~or the Ehses. A 
major upgrade to their Japanese 
style park at the rear of their prop- 
arty was already in the works and 
a "smooth" road would certainly 
have enhanced this year's tourist 
trade. 
The Ehses, therefore, acquired 
two neighbouring lots and spent 
over $10,000 adding an acre to the 
existing park. "We put a rush on 
the job to have it ready for the 
summer," explains Kaye Ehaes. 
And the park now boasts another 
Japanese bridge and a Japanese 
style gazebo large enough for an 
average wedding party as well as a 
few other additions. But the con- 
struction work continues, the tour. 
ists aren't coming, and the park, 
and their crafts business, sit idle. 
City council has asked the direc- 
tor of engineering to investigate 
corrective measures but neither he 
nor the Ehses really believe any- 
thing can be done. The time to 
take corrective measures, says 
Kaye Ehses, was before the job 
began. If they had known the 
project was going to take all sum- 
mer, she explains, they would have 
relocated their store and perhaps 
taken a little more time in expand- 
ing the park. 
According to Darryl Laurent, 
though, the Ehses aren't the only 
Halliwell residents uffering as a 
result of the project. He says he 
was told last week, that several 
residents had their, driveways 
blocked for up to 10 days and 
people were forced to park their 
cars across the street in Skeena- 
view Park. This was apparently a
bad idea, though. Last Wednesday 
craning, four or five cars parked 
there were vandalized. 
The expression "No pain, no 
gain," isn't normally used with a 
construction project, but the Halli- 
well upgrade may change all that. 
And the Halliwell residents uffer- 
ing the greatest pain may be Matt 
and Kaye Ehses of Northern Light 
Studio~. 
In a letter to council, the Ehses 
explain that they voted in favour 
of the project with the belief the 
job would last from six to eight 
weeks. With an April start, it 
would mean the job would be 
completed before the tourist season 
began and new pavement would 
certainly enhance access to their 
business. 
As they point out in their letter,- 
however, "The work has now been 
going on  for three months and 
there is talk of at least two months 
more." The result: "Because of the 
road construction and inadequate 
and poorly distributed signs, it is 
virtually impossible for tourists to 
get to our shop." In fact, "The 
number of tourists who visit our 
garden has dropped from approxi- 
mately 50 people a day to none." 
The Ehses realize that, given the 
current situation, there is little that 
can be done but they have asked 
the city to at least post signs at the 
bottom of each hill to inform tour- 
ism and tour buses that it "is 
indeed possible" to reach Northern 
Light" Studio by road. 
Mayor Jack Talstra agrees that 
access might be a little difficult. 
During Monday night's council 
meeting he suggested that it's "sort 
of a boy scout exercise to follow 
the arrows around." Alderman 
Ruth Halleck, on the other hand, 
Suggested that the city isn't at 
fault; it was a ,few unexpected 
delays caused by additional work 
required by Pacific Northern Gas 
that created the problem. 
And there have been other probl- 
ems; pa~icularly for the elderly or 
hafi~li~hl~ii~d.' -~L~fit '~: s~ys ':" ~e" 
4-1/2 foot deep excavation ecess-. 
ary to replace clay with gravel 
meant many Halliwell residents 
had to "wrestle" down one em- 
bankment and up another to get to 
their homes. He says these resi- 
dents have suggested that the city 
install sets of stairs in future exca- 
vations to allow residents a reason- 
able opportunity to get to their 
homes. 
In light of the complaint from 
Northern Light,, Studio and other 
HailiweU residents, Laurent added 
a suggestion of his own: "In future 
when we do a major project like 
this it might be a valuable xercise 
to send letters to each resident 
informing them of. the scope and 
duration of the project." Because, 
as one Halliwell resident told him, 
"An informed public might not be 
an angry public." 
Another suggestion which Lau- 
rent says comes from Terraceview 
Lodge calls for a "temporary" stop 
sign where the "temporary" road 
across Skeenaview Park meets 
Kerby Road. According to Laurent, 
vehicles speeding through the 
intersection pose a hazard to Ter- 
raceview residents and staff. A 
stop sign, he says, "could save a 
tragedy". Public works has boon 
asked to install a "temporary" stop 
sign. 
In the meantime, though, the 
construction goes on and for most 
HalliweU home owners it's going 
to be a long summer. Paving Halli- 
well from Sparks to Eby is now 
scheduled for the first week of 
August. That's only three or four 
weeks from now, but the section 
from Eby to Thomas isn't sched- 
uled to be paved until mid-Septem- 
ber. 
the province and 40 percent by the 
regional district's Regional Hospi- 
tal District. 
The regional district's share for 
this list totals $107,898 with items 
like an x-ray electrical hook-up 
and pharmacy fume hood for Mills 
Memorial, incinerator improve- 
merits and a dishwasher for Kiti- 
mat General, a n eye clinic and 
x-ray ventilation for Wrinch Me- 
modal, and landscaping and 
exterior lighting for the Nass Val- 
: lay facility. 
While Stewart General Hospital 
isn't on that list, they weren't 
forgotten. The hospital district 
offered support for the Stewart 
General Hospital board who have 
been trying to nail down govern- 
ment funding for planning the 
replacement ofStewart General for 
a quite a long time. 
The best they have to date, how- 
ever, is a letter from the Minister 
of Health dated Nov. 7, 1989, 
which offers nothing more than he 
was hopeful that the Treasury 
Board would approve funds in the 
"foreseeable future". Since this 
letter was received, there hasn't 
been a single word. So the hospital 
district has written the Minister of 
Health restating their support for 
the project and asking for an 
update on the status of the 
planning approval. 
Then came an item from Kiti- 
mat.., and a lengthy dehatc. Kill- 
mat C-cneral had a washer/sanitizcr 
listed as number 12 on their prior- 
ity list and that didn't rank it high 
enough to make the hospital dis- 
trict's capital projects list. Since it 
was ranked 12111, though, Kitimat 
C-cneral has changed their mind 
and wants to place it at the top of 
the list. 
But this has a few implications 
other hospitals in the district may 
not accept. Primarily, if this item 
is approved, somebody elsc's 
priorities will have to be placedon 
the back burner. And the number 
of dollars arc significant. The  
washer/sanitizcr is worth $40,752 
of  which the hospital district 
would have topay  a third, or 
$13,384. 
The present piece of equipment 
is not adequate, argued director 
John LeSage, and the province had 
already recommended that it be 
replaced. He also pointed out that 
Mills Memorial got twice as much 
money as Kitimat last year. This 
was became of the Mills Memorial 
nuclear medicine facility. 
Other than from Kitimat director 
Chee Ling, a motion by LeSage to 
approve the purchase received no 
support at all. A couple of other 
motions didn't get a lot of support 
either. Los Watmough suggested 
they offer what little money was 
available and Kitimat raise the rest 
themselves. Pete Weeber suggested 
they put it on the list and Kitimat 
can have the money at the end of 
the year.., if there was any left. 
Finally, the request was tabled; 
with recorded opposition from 
LeSage. :, 
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If you wish to announce 
the birth of }'OUR baby, please .fill out the form " ~ ~  
available in the raaternity ward at Mills 3~emorial 
Hospital. We icili pick up your forms, every week. 
CRAMM - -  David and Gillian are pleased to announce the 
birth of Heather Gillian on June 29, 1990 at 3:57 p.m., 
weighing 9 lbs. I 1 oz. A sister for Margaret and Jared. 
DURAND - -  Lesley and Randy are the proud parents of 
Joshua Edward, born at 17:22 hours on June 30, 1990, 
weighing 7 lbs. 9 oz. A brother for Phillip and Carmen. 
KEUMPER - -  Lorne and Karen are proud to announce the 
birth of daughter Lindsey Marie on July l, 1990 weighing 8 
lbs. I oz. 
MORGAN - -  Angel R. Morgan is proud to announce the 
birth of daughter Sheena Courtney April Marie Morgan on 
July 5, 1990 at 8:15 a.m. weighing 7 lbs. 3 oz. 
O'MORROW - -  Proud parents Brad and Margaret would 
like to announce the birth of Eric John on June 28, 1990 at 
4:36 p.m., weighing 5 lbs. 15 oz. A new brother for Michael 
and Erin. 
OTI'ENS - -  Born to Ralph and Barb on June 26, 1990, their 
second child - -  the little sister John wanted - -  Emily Nicole, 
weighing 8 lbs. I l oz. 
r i 
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" Accuracy  as  
: c r i t i ca l  as  air  
EDITORIAL 
I . . . .  I . . . . . . .  
Accuracy is as critical to newspapers as air is to 
breathing, A newspaper without a reputation for ac- 
curacy is of no use to its readers. 
Like most human beings, journalists hate to make 
mistakes. Admitting failure is among the most dif- 
ficult things we humans are asked to do. 
A factual error is a definite no-no in the profes- 
sional newsroom of today, regardless of how big or 
small the error may be. One of the trends that has 
developed over the last few years in the newspaper 
business is an emphasis on accuracy and the need to 
willingly correct an error of fact as soon as it is 
discovered. 
There was a time that newspapers would only print 
a correction if the mistake was so bad that someone 
could sue and win. Fortunately, for readers and news- 
paper people, that attitude has changed at most 
newspapers. That's why in many newspapers, you read 
more corrections than you did a few years ago. It's 
not that we make more mistakes. It's because we're 
more willing to eat humble pie and admit it. 
It is not uncommon for the responsible reporter or 
editor to phone or write a letter of apology to some- 
one whose name was misspelled (just to let them know 
we didn't take the matter lightly). Our goal is to never 
make a mistake. However, we know that perfect ac- 
curacy is the impossible dream in the real world. 
At the Terrace Review, we will always endeavor to 
get it right the first time, but we won't pretend or con- 
tend that we're perfect. If we present somethir/g as 
fact and it isn't (regardless of the cause for that 
mistake), we will do our best to set the record straight 
and make sure the same error doesn't get printed 
again. 
Accuracy is not just important to us, it is the life- 
blood of our profession and this newspaper. 
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VICTORIA - -  There is one 
word which sums up the new 
Referendum Act just intro- 
duced in the Legislature - -  
Danger! 
At first blush, the legislation 
may appear to be - -  and 
already is being touted as - -  
the best way to have pure 
democracy in action. 
Basically, the two-page, 
seven-section bill takes more 
power away from the elected 
MLAs of all parties, and gives 
it to the partisan Cabinet o 
"go to the people" on any 
issue they want, any time they 
want, any where they want. 
Cabinet would have the 
power to make the results of 
the referendum legal and bind- 
ing. 
Cabinet would have the 
power to say which of the eight 
United States of B.C., also 
known as the premier's decen- 
tralized regions, would be in- 
eluded in any given referen- 
dum. 
And Cabinet would have the 
power to increase the percen- 
tage of votes needed to have a 
referendum pass. 
In other words, Cabinet 
stacks the deck, deals the 
marked cards, and then, when 
accused of cheating, says, 
,"Who, me?" 
Premier Bill Vander Zalm 
says it's "the best thing we can 
do for democracy", because it 
gives the people the chance to 
vote on controversial issues in 
their areas or province-wide. 
He acknowledges that the 
Act "could be used for almost 
any issue where there's a great 
deal of controversy, and where 
there are strong feelings one 
way or the other in a corn-, 
munity or ;: region or the prey- 
• ° 
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The view from 
Vic tor ia  - -  
by John Plfer 
ince". 
For instance, an issue such as 
abortion, Mr. Piemier? Or a 
form of B.C.-style separation 
or sovereignty association from 
Canada? Or user fees for 
health care services? Or any 
other pet plan you have been 
plotting to push through while 
in power? 
I don't know about you, 
dear readers, but this humble 
scribe has learned that the peo- 
ple who least should be trusted 
in life are those who repeatedly 
say "trust me", or "to be 
honest with you", or "it's 
democracy in action". 
In the world of doublespeak 
that is politics, never forget 
that the opposite of what is 
said, is all too often truly what 
is believed or intended. 
Thus, when you hear a 
premier say he does not believe 
in public-opinion polls, you can 
bet your butt he hangs atten- 
tively on the results of each 
and every one of them, and 
then sets out to influence the 
next one any way he can. 
(Province-wide TV addresses; 
or fireside chats spring to 
mind). 
Under the powers of the 
Referendum Act, it could be 
argued that a government 
would be in a position to con- 
duct public polling at taxpayer 
expense, rather than through its 
party's coffers. 
As tothe cry of how demo- 
cratic this all is, do not forget 
that the relentless determina,, 
tion of fanatics to press their 
case on any subject can and 
does influence such results so 
that they bear no resemblance 
to reality. 
For example, you and Mr. 
Vander Zalm may call it dem- 
ocracy for a 25 percent urnout 
of 1,000 eligible voters to deter- 
mine your fate with a 51 per- 
cent vote. But that means just 
128 of those 1,000 people 
decide the matter. 
I call that dangerous; and 
would prefer to have the 
British parliamentary s stem 
prevail, thank you. Otherwise, 
the one-issue wonders and 
other minority-interest people 
set the political agenda. 
May this insidious legislation 
die on the Order Paper... 
quickly. 
For those of you wondering 
just how current polling is go- 
ing, there is generally better 
news for Social Credit sup- 
porters than there has been of 
late. 
It seems as though the 
Socreds have pulled within 
about l0 points of the New 
Democrats, and the personal 
popularity level of Mr. Vander 
Zalm has nearly drawn level 
with NDP leader Mike Har- 
court. Both • of them are a few 
points behind the party stand- 
ings. • .- 
The most recent results came 
before the airplane-logs saga, 
and before the end of the 
Meeeh Lake Discord. I am 
reliably informed that another 
Socred party poll is under way 
to see what effect those two 
issues have on the earlier- 
mentioned figures. 
It appears likely that the 
kafuffle over the use of govern- 
ment jets by Cabinet ministers 
will cause little if any blip on 
the graph; but the failure of 
Meech Lake and Mr. Vander  
Zalm's support for it could 
cont'd on AH 
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alp, he meadow 
Last week we began our review Now on to the MID-SLOPE 
of ecology and forest management regions. These aremore familiar 
at various elevations in a typical than the upper slopes to m6st '  
people, This is where you might 
go for a summer's picnic or per, 
haps  the annual Christmas tree. 
These are the forested hill sides or 
benches that range in elevation 
between 600 and 1200 feet. 
Mid-slope regions are ~fl0W 
through" sites that provide nutri- 
ents, moisture and soil for the val- 
ley floor. They receive these 
elements from the alpine and 
upper-slope r gions, add a little of 
their own, and offer them to the 
valley below. AS a result of their 
contribution to lower levels, soil 
depth is relatively shallow here, 
perhaps one metre on side hills 
and two to three metres on bench 
areas. By comparison, the more 
fertile valley bottom might offer a 
soil depth of as much as 60 to 75 
feet. 
The mid-slope regions also offer 
a very specific biogeoclimatic 
zone; it is drier and slightly 
cooler than the valley floor and 
wetter and warmer than the slopes 
above. The combination of these 
factors encourages the growth of 
different species of plants and trees 
than are found anywhere lse in 
the Valley. 
Lodgapole pine can be found in 
well.drained areas with coarse 
soils. These are usually inter- 
spersed with a few hemlock and 
Msights valley. We~began with a second • look at the alpine and sub-alpine regions and this week we continue with a review of the mid-slope region. Next week, we will take a 
final look at the lower elevations 
and a specific problem area as 
well.., wilderness reserves. 
As we have seen, there is really 
nothing for the forest industry in 
our alpine meadows. The best 
advice is probably to leave things 
alone. Even recreational ctivities 
should be carefully monitored. 
Upper slope ecology is also diffi- 
cult to manage but we've shown 
little caution there. In many 
instances, vast areas of trees have 
been harvested even with the 
knowledge that management is
difficult, road construction expen- 
sive and the trees mall. Why? The 
"Fall Down Effect". 
We have been forced to go there 
out of desperation. We've cut all 
the good trees that are easily 
accessed and the forest industry 
has been left with two choices: 
drive a few hundred miles to log 
good trees or only a few miles to 
cut marginal trees. The obvious 
choice is the latter, but it's a finan- 
cial balancing act with a predict- 
able end; ecological damage that 
will take nature many years to 
repair. 
by Harriet1 Fjaagesund 
\ 
by T0d Strachan, in consultation with Rod Arnold and Doug Davies 
"Properly", of course, is the key 
word here. First, educated eci- 
sions on exactly where, when and 
how the logging is going to take 
place have to be made. Most often, 
the "how" will be site-specific 
clear-cutting based on the local 
topography and conditions. 
On a continuous slope, for 
example, these clear-cuts wouldn't 
be any larger than 20 to 50 hec- 
tares and the shape would be deter- 
mined by the steepness of the 
slope. A series of benches might 
be cut from bench to bench, leav- 
ing the slopes between intact. But 
in all cases, these clear-cuts would 
be done in patches with buffer 
zones left between. This encour- 
ages natural regeneration a d mini- 
mizes the possibility of slope fail- 
ure. 
The final consideration i  the 
management of mid-slope regions 
is site preparation after logging. 
The secret to success is often 
balsam. In wetter areas, spruce and 
cedar flourish and in swampy 
depressions or near creek beds 
willow and a few cottonwood 
grow. Between these two extremes 
you find aspen, slide alder and 
birch. 
As far as brush is concerned, you 
find species uch as false azalea, 
rose bushes and vaccinium Colue- 
berries and huckleberries). 
This patchwork of growth is a 
familiar sight from a distance. 
Fingers of light green are basically 
the result of deciduous growth in 
wetter areas while dark green 
patches are the coniferous trees 
growing in the drier areas. Some 
hill sides offer a little more deci- 
duous growth than others; either 
because of recent logging activity 
or a fire. But this logging activity 
is much more acceptable than at 
higher elevations and if done pro- 
perly, provides a good source of 
fibre for the forest industry. 
Slash burning - tour  of sites 
all taken into consideration. 
Then by using the guidelines set 
down in the Pro-Harvest Pre- 
scription they have a plan, or 
blueprint, to work from. • 
The second sight was logged 
right after the first, but was not 
burned because it is less than 20 
hectares; anything smaller than 
20 hectares i considered too dif- 
ficult to control. The site has 
regenerated naturally. Kata- 
sonowf stated that although 
natural regeneration is free of 
charge to begin with, 20 years 
later they must go in and thin the 
trees at an approximate cost of 
$700-$800 per hectare. 
Wilson added that this area 
will be difficult o plant because 
the slash is severe, and that 
because they have no control 
over the ~pacing of the trees or 
of the species grown, there may 
be a lower yield of marketable 
trees. 
To reduce the risk of wildfire, 
two different methods of hand- 
ling the slash have been tried. 
Larger debris has been piled into 
several different piles for burn- 
ing later. Katasonowf explained 
that by burning one or two piles 
at a time not only is there less 
smoke, but the burn is easier to 
control. 
The remaining slash has been 
broken into smaller pieces by a 
machine called a slash buster. 
Katasonowf admitted that they 
don't have all the answers yet, 
but they're hoping that these 
smaller pieces will deteriorate 
faster. 
Trowbridge said that from the 
point of view of a Protection Of- 
• ricer, the sight was unacceptable 
because it was abusive to the soil 
and encouraged beetles and 
other pests. "This stuff doesn't 
go away fast. There's too much 
wood here, and it's poor 
forestry to leave it here." 
Katasonowf explained that 
clearing a site by mechanical 
means rather than prescribed 
burn isn't always the answer 
either because heavy machines 
compact he soil, especially in 
wetter areas, making it harder 
for new growth to establish 
itself. 
"We cannot afford to keep on 
piling slash for silvicultural pur- 
poses. Nobody likes smoke; 
there may be detrimental effects 
from a health point of view, but 
can we afford to live with this 
hazard from a protection point 
of view?" 
Les Watmough of the regional 
district protested. "This site can 
be left, and will eventually be 
productive. We should learn 
from history. To say this site will 
burn tomorrow or will not grow 
back is wrong. Odds are that if 
planted, this site would grow a 
healthy stand of trees; maybe a 
little slower, 10 years in the 
90-year cycle." 
The third •site was just logged 
earlier this year. It will not be 
burned because of its close prox- 
imity to the airport and popu- 
lated areas. This area receives a 
lot of 40-60 km winds. 
Wilson explained that a lot of 
what they do is simply compro- 
mises because they don't have all 
the answers, and that they are 
still trying to • correct past 
Because of the amount of con- 
troversy now surrounding slash 
burning, the Kalum Forest 
District decided to hold a tour of 
three of their sites on Beam Sta- 
tion Rd. June 25. Representa- 
tives from the Thomhill fire- 
fighters, regional district, and 
members o f  the press attended. 
City council was also invited but 
did not attend: 
The tour was sparked by two 
letters from the regional district 
to city council in April, one of 
which reads in part: 
"The  greenhouse effect is an 
environmental issue with global 
consequences. One of the major 
contributors to this effect is car- 
bon dioxide generated from 
burning forests..." 
"Slash burning is a primitive 
and often destructive t chnique. 
It not  only degrades our air 
quality, it detrimentally impacts 
upon tourism and recreation op- 
portunities at critical times in the 
industry and can represent a 
serious hazard to the movement 
of aircraft ~and highway traffic." 
Following a meeting with the 
regional district and city council 
in which verylittle of the issue 
was resolved, it was decided that 
it would be more productive to 
hold a meeting on-site. 
The first site was logged in 
1984, burned in '85 and replant- 
ed in '86. Head o f  Protection 
Resource officer Joe Katason- 
owf explained that the site, or 
block, was ~ burned for two 
reasons. 
The first was to improve 
planting conditions. When a 
block has been cleared of all 
debris they have more control of 
the overall number of trees (and 
species) that can be planted in 
that  one area. It also enables 
them to space the seedlings more 
evenly. 
The second reason for burn- 
ing was to remove the potential 
threat of fossil fuels from the 
• area. Slash left from the logging 
operation becomes a fire hazard, 
especially during hot months 
like Ju ly  and August when 
everything becomes tinder dry. 
Rick Trowbridge, research 
scientist with the Regional Pro- 
tection Office, dug a soil pit to 
assess the soil. He explained that 
the forest floor is actually made 
up of two layers, the top being 
the organic, or humus layer. It is 
in this top layer where most of 
the soil nutrients collect. 
Trowbridge said the majority 
of the humus layer was intact 
and that the trees growing on the 
site appear healthy. He added 
that each site is different;•pre - 
scribed burning must be careful- 
ly controlled to avoid damaging 
this organic layer, and that 
enough of this layer remains to 
support new seedlings. "The 
harder you burn a sight, the 
more you change that site. You 
get more of a shift in bacteria." 
Silviculture Resource Officer 
Bob Wilson said that before 
harvesting even begins, each 
area is carefully assessed using 
an ecological classification 
system: climatic conditions, lay 
of the land, soil pits, and plants 
presently growing on the site are 
found in the logging practices 
themselves. Utilize the trees that 
are there, leave little waste, and 
you can have a productive site for 
years. If you don't, your first cut 
may be your last for a long time to 
come. 
Next week we will conclude our 
review of management a d ecology 
before getting into our next topic 
of discussion, the tenure system. Is 
it all it's cracked up to be? 
Forestry Insights is a regular 
weekly feature of the Terrace 
Review, written by staff reporter 
Ted Strachan in consultation with 
Registered Professional Foresters 
Rod Arnold and Doug Davies. We 
encourage our readers to become 
involved in forestry issues by 
submitting questions, comments 
and contributions of their own. 
Write to Forestry Insights, clo the 
Terrace Review, 4535 Greig Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. vgG 1M7. 
mistakes. But there will definite- 
ly be less and less prescribed 
burning as technology comes up 
with better answers. 
When contacted later, Wat- 
mough said he appreciated the 
fact that the Ministry of Forests 
is spending a lot of time and 
money to try alternate methods, 
but he doesn't feel that the 
answers they are giving now are 
any different han those he re- 
ceived 10 and 15 years ago when 
he complained; that they are 
slow to make changes. He says • 
he intends to keep on pressing 
them. 
He added that his wife re- 
ceived several phone calls from 
people in the area offering sup- 
port after hearing an interview 
he did on the radio protesting 
slash burning. 
If you are a woman 
40 or over, 
this program is a must. 
SCREENING 
MAMMOGRAPHY 
is funded by the B.C. Min- 
istry of Health. A doctor's 
referral is not required for 
women over 40. Call 1-800- 
663-9203 for an appdnlment. 
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Letters to the editor 
Kitimat/Terrace port report 
To the Editor; 
I would like to provide some 
clarification and additional in- 
formation about the decision of 
the :government of British Col- 
umbia~to proceed with a 
feasibi l ity study for the 
Kitimat/Terrace Port project. 
This project has the strong 
potential to generate a very 
positive and sustainable impact 
upon the ~ economy of British 
Columbia and in particular the 
communities of Kitimat. and 
Terrace. De~,elopment of the 
project would rid Kitimat of its 
'end of the road' syndrome and 
would serve to further enhance 
the role of the City of Terrace as 
a regional service center. 
It is obvious that a natural 
harbor such as Kitimat's must 
ultimately be developed. But any 
development - - whether private 
sector or municipal, provincial 
or federal - -  is going to have to 
meet rigid environmental stan- 
dards. Whether the development 
proposal faces the federal En- 
vironmentai Assessment Review 
Process or the province's Major 
Project Review Process, we can 
be assured that we still have con- 
siderable work to do before 
commencement of construction 
of any project. The steps the 
province is taking must be fol- 
lowed regardless of who 
develops the port. We no longer 
live in an age where we can sim- 
ply .identify an opportunity and 
go ahead with it. We owe it to 
future generations of northern- 
ers to consider, all the  social, 
economic and environmental 
aspects and potential impacts of 
a development of this scope. We 
want jobs, but not without 
weighing all the choices. 
The study that is being under- 
taken with provincial funding 
under the guidance of the 
Kitimat/Terrace Port Commit- 
tee will help answer important 
questions regarding the ultimate 
development of this facility and 
how it fits with overall provin- 
cial port policies. This .work will 
assist in meeting stringent new 
environmental review require- 
ments, and provide us with a 
viable framework for develop- 
ment. 
The port studies undertaken 
to date by the municipality of 
Kitimat have been invaluable in 
focusing provincial attention on 
the needs and opportunities for 
such development. Their work 
to date will form the basis for an 
extensive and complete study of 
the viability for a provincial port 
facility. 
The work by the municipality 
has also greatly contributed to 
the development of a Provincial 
Port Policy that is to be released 
in July. 
Kitimat Harbor and its future 
development represent a major 
provincial resource. We must be 
certain as we proceed, that we 
obtain the maximum benefit 
from this resource - -  not just 
for Kitimat, but for all of the 
north. This is why we have 
northerners directing the study. 
The membership of the com- 
mittee ensures broad represen- 
tation from all segments of the  
community and will also make 
certain that the process and 
review is a public one. 
Kitimat and Terrace should 
view this initiative as a positive 
step towards a rational and en- 
vironmentally acceptable trans- 
portation infrastructure for the 
north. I am 6pfimistic ab0ht he 
potential for this development 
and am looking forward to re- 
viewing the first phase of the 
feasibility study with the Port 
Committee arly this fall. 
Dave Parker, 
MLA for Skeena, 
Minister Responsible 
for Northern Development. 
from Alaska 
Dear Mr. Townsend 
(Northwest Consolidated 
Supply Ltd.) and the 
residents of Terrace: 
Just a short note of apprecia- 
tion for you and the Terrace, 
B.C. group coming to Ketchikan 
and letting us share some insight 
as to goings on in and around 
Terrace. 
The world is getting smaller, 
and with the advent of free trade 
between Canada and the U.S., 
the North American world will 
be getting smaller. Accordingly, 
everything we can do to know 
more about our neighbors will 
result in positive events. 
Your visit to us was one of 
those positive events and we 
thank you. 
Thomas W. Stevenson, 
General Manager, 
Ketchikan Public Utilities. 
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- : :  : ~ : : : :  ~' How about"The.Dqg~atch"? will we get him home? : 
• ' -We are dog-less at the mo- Maybe adog-trot on city hall 
ment, but our grand-dogs like to is the answer. All interested dogs 
come for sleep-overs. Never cal1635-FIDO for information. A dog's l i f e  again. Whatabout Prince, down Alex Houlden, 
for a visit from Houston? How Terrace, B.C. 
 .rses explain strike Recently an article in the " l iW paper said that the law would be 
cracking down on dogs riding in 
the back of pickups. 
'Having belonged to several To the Editor; • do not receive monetary rec' 
dogs over the year, I feel I must In continuation of Carol Har- ognition for attainment of a 
speak up for my four-legged rison's letter "why nurses are on nursingand/or other degree 
friends, many of whom are muz- strike", ! would like to provide a o do not receive .a monetary 
zled, so to speak..  Homenursing Care perspective reward for working weekends. 
• It is cruel and unusual punish- focusing on what this strike It is not really a question of 
ment to deprive a dog of the means for your community, work for these nurses. There is 
pleasure of riding in a truck. I am the Home Nursing Care work available at local hospitals 
Many dogs I have known would supervisor for programs in and unfortunately, this is what 
kill to ride in the back of a truck. Prince Rupert, Kitimat, Hazel- they are choosing. Over recent 
Is there no charter of rights for ton, Smithers and Terrace. This months nurses have left home 
dogs? Are they not members of program services all ages and nursing for hospital jobs. I can 
a distinct society? provides: only foresee a continuation of 
What will these creatures do • maintenance care for the this trend should wage parity 
when they are earthbound? They elderly with hospital nurses not be 
might turn to a life of crime. No • acute care for early hospital reached. 
cat will be safe outdoors when discharge patients We are existing on the barest 
all the dogs, normally in a ~peed- • teaching and counselling in minimum staffing levels now. 
ing truck, are lying about health related activities uch as Further decrease will result in 
waiting for a passing tabby, diabetic self-care program closure and no avail- 
There is, however, a bright • supportive care for those able service for those in need. 
side. The K-9 corps will have a choosing to die at home. The unfilled positions would in 
new sense of purpose. Instead of Home care nurses are all likelihood be reallocated to 
chasing robbers and finding registered nurses and must have other provincial programs. 
missing children, they will be in a minimum of two years acute Do you care? 
full cry after that brown law- care nursing experience within i If you value this community 
breaker in the back of the the last four years. They fre- service, please show support for 
Ranger. Will they be referred to quently work as hospital and your government nurses and 
as Uncle Toms and Auntie home care nurses concurrently, contact your MLA with your 
Lassies? They might even be Home care nurses: concern. 
compromised and turn on the • are paid $800 less per month Vicki Fowler, 
dog master, than hospital nurses Terrace, B.C. 
The RCMP will be forced to 
create a new branch of the ser- 
vice. "The Bow-Wow Squad"? 
9F THE TOWN 
Do you know what 
the Skeena Valley 
Triathlon is or 
anyone participa- 
ting in it? 
w 
Rick Moore 
I know a fellow who has 
been in it in past years; he 
may go in one leg of it this 
year. It is an endurance 
event with three stages: 
swimming, biking and 
running. I think people 
from Prince George all the 
Way to Rupert participate. 
Nell Glnther 
No, I don't know anyone 
who is In it. It is three dif- 
ferent events - -  swim- 
ming, biking and running. 
Scott Neis 
I believe It's swimming Hes,ther BellAmy 
at Lakelse, cycling to the I don't know anyone 
weigh scale and then a who is going to be In it, 
10-mile run. I am thinking but as I work at Furlong 
of watching them come In Bay Park, will probably be 
from the swimming event, there for the action. 
.%.~,  , ; ~ . .~  , . _~ .~,  ~, 
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, Residents question 
fo reshore  lease  
The regional district has tabled a 
land referral from the Ministry of 
Crown Lands pending input from 
the Lakelse Lake Community 
Association. The land referral is 
related to an application submitted 
by Larry McCowan of Lakelse Air 
for a 30-year foreshore lease at the 
foot of Lakelse Lake Lodge Road. 
There was some controversy last 
summer when Mccowan began 
developing his property and closed 
what was believed at the time to 
be public access to the beach area. 
That was resolved when it was 
explained that a 66 foot wide 
highways access would continu eto 
provide access to the beach area. 
This access was later developed by 
the Ministry of Highways to pro- 
vide public access. 
If the foreshore lease is 
approved, however, it would close 
all but the 66 foot wide section of 
the beach Where the highways 
right-of-way accesses the beach. 
Became of this, the regional dis- 
trict wants to give the community 
association time to respond before 
they offer their support to the 
Crown Lands application. 
The beach area was once a part 
of the property where eli's Res- 
taurant is located and, although it 
was private property, the beach 
was open to the public and thought 
by some to be a public beach. 
Prior to selling the restaurant in 
1976, however, the property owner 
subdivided the land into two 
pieces; one where the restaurant 
sits and the other the beach front. 
Thee were soldseparately and 
McCowan acquired the lake front 
lot a few years ago. 
McCowan began operating a 
charter float plane service from the 
area last year and since then his 
business has grown. This means he 
needs unrestricted access to the 
water and the foreshore lease 
would give him exclusive commer- 
cial access to the lake for the full 
length of his property and a sec- 
tion of the lake in front of the 
property 80 metres wide extending 
50 metres out into the lake on the 
south side and 10 metres on the 
north side. 
The community association has 
discussed the Option of roping of 
the 66 foot section of beach at the 
foot of the highways right-of-way 
to ensure the safety of swimmers 
but some residents don't believe 
that leaves enough beach for 
everyone. The association will be 
meeting soon to discuss their 
options but a date has not yet been 
set. Their options range from find- 
ing another beach to co-existing 
with the float plane operation on 
the present beach, or perhaps 
direct opposition to the granting of 
the lease. 
Airstrip maintenance queried ....... 
by Ted Strachan 
In spite of the construction of a 
road into the Iskut Valley, the Bob 
Quinn airstrip still promises to be 
a focal point of industrial activity 
in the area and the ~gional district 
wants to make sure there are no 
complications in its operation. The 
basis to the smooth operation of 
any transportation facility, though, 
is maintenance. And that's one part 
of the Bob Quinn airstrip that 
hasn't been ironed out. 
For this reason, the regional 
district has written letters to all 
those with an interest in the air- 
strip suggesting that the Ministry 
of Highways be the one respon- 
sible for job. This is only a matter 
of simple logic, according to One 
regional district director; as Les 
Watmough points out, they already 
have the needed equipment in the 
area. 
Ironing out the maintenance 
question was one of the primary 
goals of a June meeting in Terrace. 
The meeting was organized by the 
Air Policy Branch of the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways as 
part of a tour of regional airstrips 
and there were about 25 people in 
attendance who represented air 
carders, expediters and govern- 
ment agencies. In the end, though, 
the matter of maintenance was left 
for the future consideration of 
concerned industries. Suggestions 
were that operators may want to 
Economic opportunities abound 
~, ' ~ . . . . .  : .  . . . . .  ~ -  . . . . . .  , . ~: :  • , .  
call toll free for more information. 
and its purpose, the program and 
its limits, and then went on to 
explain the routine as an idea 
progressed from a dream to reality. 
The limitations of the program 
were of particular interest; every 
government scheme has limits, but 
basically, if your idea is new and 
isn't going to put someone lse out 
of business, Dodson's ministry is 
interested. The goal is economic 
diversity in the west to put an end 
to the "boom or bust" situation that 
exists with single resource cono- 
mies. 
If you attended the luncheon, you 
probably took advantage of the 
opportunity to discuss your idea 
with one of Dodson's assistants 
who were there to provide some 
one-on-one counselling. If you 
missed the event, you may have 
lost the edge to someone else's 
business dream but you can still 
The number is 1-800-663-2008. 
This is one of the unique things 
about this program; there aren't 
any application forms per se. You 
simply discuss your idea with a 
Western Diversification staff mem- 
ber and in all likelihood mold it to 
fit their basic criteria. From there, 
who knows? You may be on your 
way to economic growth and fi- 
nancial independence. And that's 
not only good for you. It's good 
for western Canada as a whole 
according to Dodson. 
The scope of Western Economic 
Diversification is broad, says Deal- 
son. His ministry is involved in 
international development opport- 
unities, small business, tourism, 
mineral resource development, 
agriculture, science and technology 
and the Forest Resource Develop- 
ment Agreement (FRDA). The 
FRDA I agreement has expired, of 
course, but according to Dodson, 
the FRDA II money is there; it's 
just that all the players involved 
haven't yet agreed on how much 
of the overall Western Diversifica- 
tion budget should go into FRDA 
projects. 
Another budgetary item probably 
not missed by mayor Jack Talstra 
and alderman Danny Sheridan, 
both of whom attended the 
luncheon, is the fact that last year 
Western Economic Diversification 
Canada loaned $14.5 million for 
the construction of the Victoria 
Convention Centre. But don't be 
intimidated by the size of that 
project or the apparent complexity 
of this ministry's interests. Dodson 
says his ministry has made loans 
as small as $5,000. 
form a society or other entity to 
maintain the airstrip. Apparently, 
the ministry didn't want to take on 
the job themselves. 
There is, however, still a little 
time to sort things out. The Bob 
Quinn airstrip roject began a little 
over a year ag O and was to be 
completed in September, 1989. 
Wet weather delayed the project, 
and construction is just now get- 
ring Underway with a 40,000 cubic 
metre excavation which will be 
followed by a gravelling operation. 
If conditions are fight, the airstrip 
may then be sealcoated ands  
Completion date of mid-August has 
been set. 
According to a regional district 
memo summarizing the outcome of 
last June's meeting, it was lndi- 
eared that the airstrip will be well 
used in spite of the lskut road 
alternative and it will probably be 
written into airline schedules as a 
planned stop on the Bronson Creek 
run.  
Helicopter companies are inter- 
ested in using Bob Quinn as a 
staging area as well. Vancouver 
cont'd on A l l  
It was a quiet luncheon with 
promising words, and out of it 
could grow new economic oppor- 
tunities in the area. The luncheon 
was hosted by Western Economic 
Diversification Canada nd the key 
speaker was Western Economic 
Diversification assistant deputy 
minister Robin Dodson. 
Western Economic Diversifica- 
tion Canada is in the business of 
helping to develop new economic 
opportunities in western Canada 
and this is what the 50 or so north- 
west businessmen who attended 
the affair were there to learn more 
about. The promise: "If your com- 
pany is developing a new product, 
entering anew market, introducing 
new technology to the West, 
improving productivity or replacing 
imports, you may be eligible for a 
repayable contribution from the 
Western Diversification Fund." 
Dodson described his deparlment 
Sewage plant 
poops out 
Lightning played havoc with 
one of the big transformers at 
the city's sewage treatment plant 
June 30. A lightning strike 
caused a massive power surge 
about 2 p.m. that blew the trans- 
former. 
The entire alarm system - -  in- 
trusion, fire, gas and electronic 
control was knocked out. The 
alarm system normally sounds at 
the fire hall if there is a problem 
at the plant, but they were un- 
aware of any difficulties because 
all systems appeared okay from 
their end. 
A transistor inside the elec- 
tronic panel (Relcon Variable 
Speed Control) that keeps the 
pumps continuously pumping 
literally blew apart. To replace 
the panel, which is only two 
years old, will cost between 
$3,000 to $5,000. : 
The system is designed with a 
backup generator that kicks on 
in three minutes in case of a 
power failure. City employees 
were able to get the alarm system 
back on line through the co- 
operation of B.C. Tel, but B.C. 
Hydro were having problems 
locating another transformer. 
They cited Wednesday as the 
earliest hey could hope to find a 
replacement, but when the city 
informed them of the serious- 
ness .of the situation, they 
managed to track one down at 
Vanderhoof and installed it the 
next day. 
Stew Christensen, director of 
engineering for the city, said 
running the Sewage Treatment 
Plant on just the back-up system 
is not an ideal situation for two 
reasons: 
It causes more wear and tear 
on the three pumps. The Relcon 
Variable Speed Control keeps 
the pumps running continuously 
at varying speeds which extends 
pump life and saves power, but 
running off the generator each 
of the pumps must start and 
then stop when they reach 100 
percent, then the next one kicks 
in and so on. 
And instead of traveling 
through the lines and into the 
lagoons, if the back-up system 
• W~re to fail for some reason, the 
sewage would eventually back 
up and spill over into the Brauns 
Island slough. And Christensen 
said that's the last thing they 
want to see happen. "The back- 
up system is designed to be just 
that - -  a back-up system only." 
A city employee saw the 
lightning strike while on 
business in the downtown area, 
and said that for a moment it 
looked as though the entire sky 
had split apart. 
And the 
winners are... 
These are the winning lottery numbers as provided by the B.C. 
Lottery Corporation. In the event of discrepancy between the~e 
numbers and those held by the corporation, the corporation's 
numbers hall be held as correct. 
Thole are the winning Ioltery numbers for the week of: June 2 -July 8, 1990 
~ "  ~ WiNHING NUMBEI:IS 
LO'l'rO 6/49 July 8, 1990 
July 4, 1990 
11.14-15-25-38-42 Bonus 45 
02.08-11-25.45-47 Bonus 24 
EXTRA 
LOTTO BC 
EXPRESS 
PROVINCIAL 
BO KENO 
July 8° 1990 32-77-87-94 
July 4, 1990 17-29-90-91 
July 8, 1990 01.06-15-26.28-39 
July 8, 1990 211242 
825076 
599119 
122404 
July 6, 1990 1354163 
July 7, 1990 03.0S.07-08.28.82-44.46 
July 6, 1990 06-11-12-2B~7.39-41.48 
July 5, 1990 02-11-18.21-27.28-,8B.43 
July 4, 1990 03.09-22-23-31.89-87.41 
July 3, 1990 24-25-36-37-42-44-50.54 
July 2, 1990 01-04..Q5-28-31.39-43.44 
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There seems to be a lot of talk Still, a few black bears are get- incident, though, does raise an  tion emi r  or the RCMP deal with Will attfa.6t:beais, ~sO regulaftfips . . . .  
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about bears this year. But conser- 
vation officer. Peter Kalina notes 
that, although there have been a lot 
of sightings, the number of com- 
plains involving black bears is 
down from last year. This could 
mean two things: either the beam' 
table manners have improved or 
the public has learned to be more 
careful in the way they store gar- 
bage or compost on their property. 
ring themselves into trouble. One 
was shot and killed by a Willow 
Creek Drive resident last Wednes- 
day • evening because it was caus- 
ing damage to private property and 
threatening poultry. According to 
Kalina, this is the second bear that 
had to be destroyed in that area 
this year. The shooting was report- 
ed to the RCMP and from there to 
the Conservation Branch. This 
interesting question. When, i f  at : 
all, do you have the fight to shoot 
a black bear? ~ 
According to. Kalina, private 
citizens can shoot a black bear, 
without a licence, but only if the 
bear is considered to be an imme- 
diate threat to personal property or 
human life. Kalina suggests, how- 
ever, that this is a judgement call. 
If possible it's best to let a censer- 
ii bear problem. Because m the' 
end, if the conservation officer 
isn't satisfied that there was an 
immediate threat to life or pro- 
petty, tic citizen pulling the trigger 
can be charged under the Wildlife 
Act. 
The best advice, as is pointed out 
every summer, is for humans to 
adopt a few preventative habits. 
Garbage stored on the property 
le the ,  dump am ~. rccommnd,~: 
Compost is also appealing to beam 
and it's best stored well away from 
the house or outbuildings, And fish 
fertilizer, this should be an obvious 
one, is like putting out cheese for 
a mouse, Use it sparingly, if at all. 
Fish fertilizer is like putting 
ouL cheese for a mousel 
I 
SAFETY STARTS 
wITH EDUCA'I DI 
Safety is ¢ skill like any other- 
,t has to be learned. To 
learn properly you need the 
r,ght teocher g the right tools i 
Your Workers' Compensation Board is North d~ 
America's leading publisher of workplace safety materials 
Books, brochures, videos and posters-all researched ~ . . . .  :~ .~: . '  • : .  
. . . . . . . . . .  ' and  prepared by authorities in thefield of occupational 
health and safety. 
With 700 video, film and slide/tape productions, I50 
instructional books and brochures and more than 200 safety 
• posters, the WCB offers you safety education on a wide 
' range of topics. Everything from taking care of your back to 
handling dangerous chemicals. This material is flee, or 
available on free loan, to B.C. workers and employers. 
Last year you asked for almost I2,000 brochures 
and posters and 2,000 films and videos on safety. 
Safety at work It starts with education ~!~!!!ii 
• Whatever your trade, whether you're a crane or hoe 
operator, a rigger slinger, painter or tree trimmer, •
we can teach you how to do your job safely After 
all, we've got the right tools 
• ' , , 
• " ,  - . , ,  , . ,  • . , . 
• ~ . . . . .  . ,, 
I 
" , .  , , .  • , " .  
. . . . .  . ~ - , 
[i::f 
.:!!! 
PLEASE SEND ME THESE ~~~' : "  ........ ~ i 
~ SAFETY & HEALTH BROCHURES: 
! D Back Talk [] Hear Today Hear Tomorrow 
Construction Safety Guide [] Lock-Out I I  
[] Electrical Safety for :1"1 Low Voltage Electrical • " 
Construction Machine and Safety. 
Equipment Operators [] Publications and Posters 
[] Excavation Work " Catal°gue I 
[] "Fallers' and Buckers' [] Working Near Powerlines 
I Handbook [] Safety.,,Make itWork for You 
• REVISED EDITION AVAILABLE IN JUNE, 1990 | 
Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery of all publications. 
; Prices vary from $,50 to $1.00 per publication outside B.C. 
SEND TO: 
NAME ' [I 
ORGANIZATION 
ADDRESS ' I 
CITY OR TOWN 
POSTAL CODE PHONE # [ 
i MAIL TO: WCB FILMS AND POSTERS SECTION 
P.O. Box 5350, Vancouver, B.C. V6B SLS 
~0~ WORKERS' I 
",tg~ II~ COMPENSATION 
o , . ,~  I , ~ ~  BOARD co~m~ 
EDUCATION IS THE KEY TO A SAFER WORKPLACE _ j  
. Airstrip..cont'd fr.A9 : 
r Islapd Helicope~ for example, has 
. . . .  .a!,r~: dy said they wil, l be occupy- 
ins :part of  the nesi'by Noroadco 
highways maintenance camp. And 
a comment apparently made by 
representatives of 8 mineral pro- 
party located in the lower Iskut 
River valley indicated that they 
believed they could best be served 
by Bob Quinn. 
Othcr sites looked at by the Air 
Policy Branch last June included 
several in the Hess Valley where 
there is a proposal for medivac 
helipads and Hess Camp where it 
has been suggested an old airstrip 
be revived. Of course, these sites 
too will need to be maintained, but 
that's a debate for another day. 
No looney 
swim 
The City of Terrace will be ad- 
vising the B.C. Division of the 
Canadian Paraplegic Association 
that their request for free pool time 
has been "regretfully" denied. The 
"Laps for Loons" is a fundraising 
event designed to raise money in 
the form of Looneys and the asso, 
elation requested five hours free 
use of the pool in Terrace for the 
event. 
According to Superintendent of 
Parks and Recreation, Steve Scott, 
however, the distribution of the 
money is a little different than 
suggested in promotional material 
submitted with the request. Alder- 
man Ruth Hallock says that after 
some investigation they discovered 
"that some information in that 
letter was not up front and sharing 
(of the revenues) does not all go to 
the BCPA... only a minimal por- 
tion goes to them", 
According to a Community and 
Recreation Services Committee 
report, only 50 percent of the 
proceeds go to the B.C. Paraplegic 
Association while the remainder is 
split between the Canadian Ama- 
teur Swimming Association and a 
local swimming group. 
View..cont'd ft. A6 
take the spread between the 
two parties back into the 15 
percent range.. 
And if you think that 10 per- 
cent and a reasonable standing 
for Vander Zalm is enough to 
encourage a fall election, rather 
than one next spring, think 
again. 
The Socreds desperately need 
• an issue to be the springboard 
for an election, and they don't 
have one.., yet. 
It would not surprise this 
correspondent at all to see an 
issue created (manufactured) on 
the labor scene, what with 1991 
being the year most of the big 
unions - -  including government 
workers - -  return to the bar- 
gaining table. 
With the economy likely to 
wane further this fall and next 
spring, the Socreds will try to 
milk to their advantage the 
perception that they can better 
handle a slowdown than can 
the allegedly spendthrift NDP. 
Stay tuned. 
, "  ~ , '  
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BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear in the more than 100 Newpepers of the B.C. and Yukon Community NewspapersAsmdalion 
and roach more than 1,600,000 home and a potentialtwo minion readers. 
$165. for 25 words ($3.15 per each additional word) 
~s~s Gm F am~, , .Tmsm l ,c .  v zG o,,,~ . . 
n" 
• / 
L 
• . • • ,, 
' ; t 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Active Auto Brokers, disposal 
agent for Active Bailiff Services. 
Repossessions, estate, bOa/S, 
cars, trucks, motorhomes, boats. 
Call Mr. Pdse (only), (604)434- 
1819. 135476. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
J 
START YOUR own impod/expod 
business, even spare time. No 
money or experience. Since 
1946. Free brochure: Wade 
World Trade, PJo C, dn. Sinai Bud- 
ness Inst., Dept. W1, 1140 Bel- 
lamy Rd. N. #1, Scarborough, 
Ontario, MIH 1H4. 
Stationery and oiflce equipment 
store located in the beautiful and 
of Brf Bal~/rit growing Fraser Valley .a~e. a 
ishColumbM. WillconsK=ar 
all sedous offers for assets or 
sharesolCompeny. Replyto BOx 
183, c/o The Abbotsford News, 
34375 Cydl Street, Abbotsford, 
B.C., V2S 21-15. 
Appliance repair business. 15 
washer laundromat and 3 bdrm 
house in Princeton. Pkg deal, 
$125,000. 113 down, owner will 
finance the rest. Phone 487-8727. 
Resod, Kamloops area. Fully 
equipped, semi-remcte. Log con- 
struction. Excellent fishing in 6 
lakes. Picturesque. Great poten- 
tial for price of house. $95,000. 
Will assist. 1-376-7970. 
Decks. Decks. Decks. Weather- 
dekCanada's leading supplier oi 
waterproof sheet vinyls for sun- 
decks, balconies, rooldecke and 
pool surrounds. Has a licensed 
dealerehipavailable in this area. 
Investment can be as low as 
$6,000 and includes opening in- 
ventory, tools ~ trair~: •: in sales 
and installations as well as oilice 
systems. These successful deal- 
erships can run as either full or 
pad-time operations. Contact Mr. 
Chalsson (604)860-1200 collect. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
ORDER YOUR "LOVE STUFF" 
BY MAIL FROM OUR NEW 
LOVER'S LANE CATALOGUE! 
You're assured pdvasy and seou: 
dry from our established stoml 
Check us out in the BSB IN 
HOME,SHOPPING! BEST SE- 
LECTIONI GREAT SERVICE! 
$5/catalogue: LOVERS LANE 
BOUTIQUE, 1074 SHOPPERS 
ROW, CAMPBELL RIVER, B.C., 
vgw 2C6. PHONE (604)286- 
1010. 
EDUCATION 
Rewarding ProfessionalCareed 
Electrolysis, Thermoiysis, Blend. 
500 hrs. Registered Trade 
School. Financial assistance 
available. Canadian Eledrolysle 
College, #201-13303-72nd, SUr- 
my, B.C. V3W 2N5. (604)597- 
1101. 
FREE: 1990 guide to study-at- 
home correspondence. Diploma 
courses for prestigious careers: 
Accounling, Airconditioning, 
Bookeeping, Business, Cosmetol- 
ogy, Electronice, Legal/Medical 
Secretary, Psychology, Travel. 
Granton, (SA) 263 Adelaide West, 
Toronto, 1-800-950-1972. 
EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY 
Logbuiiders or Shorgogger Truck. 
Rear mounted Pmnllce Hydraulic 
Crane, 16 flatdeck GMC 
cabover, Detroit 8V71N, good 
rubber, hydraulic winch, cable. 
Asking $21,500. Equipment 
trailer tandem axle, tilt deck, air. 
$3,500. 396.10g0. 
-" ~ FOR SALEMISC 
Lighting fixtures. Westem Can- 
ada's largest display. Wholesale 
and retail. Free catalogue avail- 
able. Norbum Lighting Canlre, 
4600 East Hsstinge St., Bumaby, 
B.C., V5C 2K5. Phone: 
(604)299.0666. 
FOR SALE MISC 
S & N Home Shopping dub, 
$1,000 credit line guaranteed. 
Cel nowfor pre-approved appli- 
cation. (604)389-0959, 3211 
Irma St., Victoria, B.C., VSZ 3R9. 
Trampolines: Buy direct. Huge 
13x13, only $995. 14" round 
only $395. Delivery and ast-up 
included, same resider/one aRW. 
Pads and rentals. 10 year war- 
ranty. 1-222-1263 Mon-Sal or 
toll-free 1-800-663-2261 any- 
where in B.O. 
LOVE NEST. "ORDER BY 
MAIL". -Lover's Toys, Sexy 
Novelties. - $4 color catalogue. 
Love Nest. 161 East 1st St., 
Nodh Vancouver, B.C., V7L 1B2. 
(604)987-1175. See this ad ev- 
eryother week. 
Summer Clearance gas fireplaces 
Valor type, 20 BTU $1,195 for 
$825 (other fireplaces also). Ship 
anywhere. Call 594-3406 24hr an- 
swedng. 
TRAMPOLINES - 14' diameter 
"FUNSPOT". $660. Monsyback 
guaran~es. Free delivery. Mailor- 
der now - save hundreds $$$. 
Avoid GST. Call Trampes Ino, 
toll-free 1-800-387-6214 or 
(416)761-1822 nodect. 
GARDENING 
THE ULTIMATE GARDENERS 
STORE, 1,000's of products, 
greenhouses, hydroponics, huge 
book seiactlon. $4 forcatalogue 
full of money saving coupons. 
Western Water Farms, #103, 
20120-64th Ave., Langley, B.C., 
V3A4P7. 
Reach morn than 1.5 million 
readers for just $165.00. 
An advertising "Best Buy/" 
HF.AL114 
VITAMIN DISCOUNTS. Since 
1973, oiledng high quality-lower 
prices on Vitamins, Minerals, 
Herbs, Body Building and Weight 
Loee, Supplements, Hair Treat- 
mant, Skin Care and More. FREE 
CATALOGUE. Wdte: VITAMIN 
DISCOUNTS, Dept.BC15, 260 
S.W. Marine Drive, Vancouver, 
B.C.,VSX 2R5.1-800-663-0747. 
In VancotNer, 321-7000. 
HELP WANTED 
Train Io manage an Apartment/ 
Condominium complex. The 
government licensed home.study 
cerlllication Includes line Ixace- 
ment asalstanse. Free brochum: 
(604)651-5456. Or. RMTI, 1120- 
789W. Pander, Vanoouver, B.C., 
V6C 1H2. 
HOUSEWIVES, Mothers and in- 
teresled persons needed immedi- 
ately to sell toys and gifts for Na- 
tional Home Pady Plan. No in- 
vestment, deliveries or money 
collection. Call (519)258-7905. 
CertHied machinist for small ma- 
chine shop in Fort Nelson, B.C. 
Full-time i:x:~ition. (604)774- 
7806 days, (604)774-3558 eve- 
nings. 
Expadenced red cedar shake 
block cutters. You must supply 
your own powersaw and work 
gear. can~work$1:~/cord. 478- 
7165. 
The Revelstcke Curling Club Is 
now acceptrng applications for the 
position of Icemakerlor the 1990/ 
91 season. Please submit res- 
ume lo Box 1359, Revelstoke, 
B.C., or phone 1-837-6388. 
WANTED: 77 people who have 
been unsuccessful wlththeir pm- 
vioue diet to lose weight. Doctor 
msemmended. 100% natural. 
Free delivery. Visa. Toll-line in- 
formation line 1-978-3072. 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Active Auto Bmkem, disposal 
agent for Active Bailiff Services. 
Repossessions, estate, legals, 
cam, trucks, motorhomes, boats. 
Call Mr. Pdse (only), (604)434- 
1819. D5476. 
Wholesale 48 month lease. 4x4 
$~419,, Economy Car $196, Luxury 
Van $348, passenger Sa- 
lad or Voyager $365, pickup 
$240, Jimmy $359. Lonny 
Spdngman - 464-3941. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
START YOUR own impod/exped 
business, even spare time. No 
money or expedenco. Since 
1946. Free brochure: Wade 
World Trade, PJo Cdn. Smal Bud- 
nese Inst., Dept. W1, 1140 BUI- 
iamy Rd. N. 1H4#1".Scalb°r°ugh' 
Ontado, MIH 
Computer business for sale or 
padiwrshlp. We//established re- 
taller in Central Okanagan. 
Stock, fixtures at cost. Owner 
expanding Into programming after 
18 years in business. P.O. Box 
633, Vernon, B.C., VIT6M4. 
Janitorial Business on beautiful 
Sunshine Coast. Good flnncon- 
tracts up to ten employees. Must 
sell. Health masons. $135,000. 
Box 100, 7030 Albemi, Powell 
River, B.C. veA 2C3. 
Established Saw and Tool Shaq~ 
ening businese, centrally located 
in the Shuswap. Training avail- 
able. $12,500 Indudes tock and 
equipment. Salmon Arm. 832- 
4092 days, 832-9704 eves. 
Inventors, you can profit from your 
Ideas. For FREE Inlormstlencall: 
Paclllo Inventions Inc., (604)6..84- 
5030 or wdte, #700-556 W~t 
Hastings, Vancouver, V6B 4N5. 
Ol:)podunity of the nineties. %+ In commissions elling a 
natural rejuvenating Hair a SPIn 
Care Product. Small Investment 
required. Ph. Kemlcope 573- 
4256. Dave. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
DON'T BUY I SELL REAL ES- 
TATE. Do you want to in~sse 
your profile of your mat estate 
investments? Let the CANADIAN 
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT 
NEWSLE1-FER help you. For 
fudher details write to: C.R.E.I.N. 
c/o Rico Enterprises, Dept R3, 
BOx 965, La Ronge, Seek. S0J 
1L0. 
CLIP NEWSPAPER ITEMS - 
$2.00 to $2.5.00 EACH! "WOW," at 
home - in spare timel Write 
TODAY. FREE DETAILS: Clip- 
ings BC2, #150-1657 West 4th, 
ancouver, B.C. V6J 1M4. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
Repair your credit raiingl ...Rue 
fill your bank account ~ cashl 
For free details, write: K s Pub- 
lishing, BOx 615, New Westmin- 
ster, B.C., V31. 47.3. 
EDUCATION 
Rewarding Professional Camed 
Electrelyais, Thermoiys~, Blend. 
500 hrs. Rog~emd Trade 
,School. Rnandal ualatance 
avallalde. Canadian Ebdmlyais 
College. #201-1330&72nd, sg~" 
my, B.C. V3W 2N5. 1604)5 - 
1101. 
EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY 
1973 Ford LN 7000 single axle 
3308 Cat annie, hoiet with bex or 
deck. Excellent power train, 
needs back time. $6,800. Call 
Wee JJ37560 through Fort Iqel- 
Charnel_ 
FOR BALE MISC 
~t~ng fixtures. Wastam Can- 
um=a dle~ay. Whobsa~ 
and retail. Free catalogue avail- 
able. Nod)um Lighting Centre, 
463o Eaut Ha~ge St., BureaU, 
B.C., V5C 2K5. Phone: 
(604) 299-0666. 
S & N Home Shopping clul), 
$1,000 credit line guaranteed. 
Call now for pm-aRxoved appli- 
cation. (604)389-0959, 3211 
Irma St., Vlctoda, B.C., VSZ 31:19. 
FOR SALE MISC 
Trampolines: Buy direct. Huge 
13x13, only $995. 14. round 
De,ve / .t-up .i.- 
, some mstdctlons apply. 
Parts and mnlals. 10 year war- 
ranty. 1-222-1263 Mon-Sal or 
toil-|me 1-800-663-2261 any- 
whom In B.C. 
14 FOOT TRAMPOUNE $799. 
Freight included. Tell a friend - 
$50 off on 2 or morn. Vlea/MC 
(403)436-7334 (collect). 
For sale or hke: 1988 Linkbeit 
LS2800 c/w Lako delimber, 
$167,000obo, 1988John Deem 
648D~,  1800 hourswarr., 
$105,000 obo, 1975 Cat 966C, 
regent center pin, front dill., 
$44,000 obo., 1973 Caas 1150, 6 
way blade, FS winch, $13,000 
obo, 1968 Cat 966C, grapple, 
chains, $23,000 obo. Opemtore 
wanted for Lako delimber and 
John Deem grapple ddddar, 
Marlin (604)847-5652. 
New and dd irleas for mmY lamly 
member. Get: DOWN HOME 
CFIAFTSELECTIONS. Forlnlor- 
mat/on S.A.S.E. to: J.C. Pun~, 
Box 127-1027 Davle Street, Van- 
couver, B.C., V6E 41.2. 
GARDENING 
THE ULTIMATE GARDENER'S 
STORE, 1,000's of Ixoducle, 
greonhoueas, , huge 
full of ~y  asving ~ .  
Weatem Water Farms,  #103,  
20120-1~h Ave., La~by, B.C., 
V3A4P7. 
HF.£LlrH 
VITAMIN DISCOUNTS. Singe 
1973, offadng high qualty4owest 
prices on Vitamins, Minsmls, 
Hed~ Body Bullc,ng and W~ht 
Loss, SuPplements, Hair Treat- 
ment, 61dn Cam and More. 
FREE CATALOGUE. Write: 
VITAMIN DISCOUNTS, 
Dell.B315, 260 S.W. Madns 
Drive, Vancouwr, B.C., V5X 
2R5. 1-800.-663-0747. In Van- 
¢ouver, 321-7000. 
HELP WANTED 
Train to manage an Apadment/ 
Condominium complex. The 
government llse .nsed horn.  ucly 
cedificstlen indudas tree ptace- 
men assistance. Free brochure: 
(604)681-5456. Or:. RMTI, 
1120-789 W. Pender, Vancou- 
ver, B.C., V6C 1H2. 
AGRICULTURE EXCHANGE- 
WORK overseas for 7 months 
and have I month holiday. Per- 
sons aged 19-28 contact he In- 
ternational Agrk~und Exchange 
Assodstion, #206,1501 - 17 Ave. 
S.W., Ca l~,  AB, T2T OE2. 
We are Icoldng for a team player 
to loin our Idghly regarded radio 
sales deperlment, ff you have 
advediaing sales experience, ff 
you m mollvated by Itnenc~..I 
reward, enjoy a stimulating work 
environment with room for ad- 
vancernont and world like to live 
in the Lower Mablend ol British 
Cdumblek wdle to Box D93 c/o 
The Chilliwack Progress, 45860 
Spadlna Ave., CNHiwack, B.C., 
V2P6H9. 
WANTED: 78 peop4e to lose 10- 
29 Ibs in the next 30 daysl Natu- 
ral, Dodorre¢ommended, 100% 
Guaranteed. TdHree 1-978- 
8032 24 hrB/day. 
Prolesslonai Whi~lar family 
eseke lul-time livo--in Nanny/ 
Housekeeper. Children aged 9, 
6, & 4. Apl~Iconts must have 
chllclcare expedonce, valld 
B.C.D.L. CommltoJobmln.1 yr, 
be outdoor c~enled, rmpombia, 
adive and enthmias~. N/S. 1- 
604-932-5842. 
Overesas pceitions. Hundreds of 
top-paying pceitiona. AH oo:upa. 
tions. Altractive benefits. Free 
detaib: Oversees Employment 
Servloas, Dept. CA, Box 460, 
Mount Royal,Quebec, H3P 3C7. 
Kamloope Chrysler Dealership 
requirse Iloensed teChnidans, 
Prngreesive shop. State ol art 
~lulpment, Gcod pay and benoflt 
package Including penslon plan. 
Call Gino or Derek. (604)374- 
4477 
PERSONALS 
HAS YOUR BODY BECOME A 
TOXIC WASTE DUMP? Learn 
how you can think dearly again. 
Call 1-800-FOR-TRUTH (1-800- 
367-8788). 
Mastercerd guaranteed Instant 
approval. Bad credit. No credit. 
3ankn~oy. No prdgem. No one 
~fused. Qualifications ocial 
nsurance number. Over 18. 
Marketing enquiries wekx)me. 
(604)765-0017. 
FREE PERSONALITY TEST. 
Your pereonality determines your 
happiness. Know why? Call the 
Dianstice hotline 1-800-367- 
8788. 
MERRY WIDOW--34; 5'6", 
1201be., (39-28-36) damsel in dis- 
tress needsa sensuous man as 
my financial adviser. I am pretty, 
shapely, blonde, and blue-eyeo. 
Please write to Amanda, Ste. R, 
Box 4915, MPO, Vancouver, 
B.C., V6B 4A6. 
REAL ESTATE 
RELAX COUNTRY LIVING. 
1,5,10 acre lots. Wstar, hydro, 
telephone, dver view and dyer 
front. 30 mlleswestof Kamk)ops. 
Call collect: (604)373-2282. 
156 ACRES, GRAND FORKS 
area. Odglnal ranch bulldinge. 
Hydro, plumbing, mar skiing, goll- 
ing, swimming, boating, fishing. 
Pdvate. $119,000. 987-0081. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED 
ADS 
For just $165.00 you can 
place a 25 word classified 
ad in over 100 newspapers 
throughout B.C. & Yukon. 
For more information call 
your local newspaper or the 
BCYCNA office at (604) 
659-9222. 
HELP WAN'IrED 
-IOUSEWIVES, Mothers and in- 
terested persons needed immedi- 
ately to sell toys and gilts for Na- 
tional Home Party Plan. No in-. 
vestment, delivefles or money 
collection. Call (519)258-7905. 
PERSONALS 
WOULD YOU LIKE to corre- 
spond with unattached Chdstlen 
people, ages 18-80, the object 
being companionship or mar- 
riage. Wdte: ASHGROVE, P.O. 
Box 205, Chase, B.C,, V0E 1M0. 
REAL ESTATE 
RELAX COUNTRY LIVING. 
1,5,10 acre lots. Water; hydro, 
telephone, dver view and dyer 
front. 30 mlleswestof Kamloops. 
Call collect: (604) 373-2282. 
! 
-'lye bedroom home on Itve antes 
in Foal St. James. 30x50 It. shop 
with bathroom. $75,000. Phone 
378-6232. 
Secluded bay, Atlin Lake, north 
B.C. 1.5acree. Bdght, airysabin 
- skylight, greenhouse, sauna, 
shed. Panoramloview. Unparal- 
leled hunting, fishing, gold. 
$27,000. 1-458-2335, 378-4900. 
SERVICES 
Major ICBC and injuw claims. 
Joel A. Wener, trial lawyer for 21 
yearn. Call collect, (604)736- 
5500, Vancouver. If no recovery, 
nofee. No Yukon onquides. 
TRAVEL 
EGYPT - A Special Marlin Travel 
Adventure. October 12, 1990,15 
days. Join this fascinating tour 
throughout Egypt with Laelk Pig. 
less/gnat Egyptian tour leader 
and Egyptian colleagues. This 
unique lout not offered anywhere 
else. Umited group number, 576. 
8178, 530-8838. 
II It 
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! CLASSIFIED AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 
Phone 635-7840 
All classified and classified isplay 
ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa Or Mastercard, except for es- 
tablished business accounts. When 
phoning in ads, please have your 
card number and expiry date ready. 
DEADLINE FOR 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
10 a.m. Tuesday 
DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIED 
DISPLAY ADS ~ 
5 p.m. Monday 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 20 words 
pe r week, plus 20¢ for each addi- 
tionai word per week. All CAPITAL 
or boldface words are $1.00 extra 
per insertion. $2.00 extra for box 
service (plus postage if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the fourth 
ad FREE. Four regular classified 
word ads for the price of three. Sav- 
ings of $4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$5.75 per column inch. Minimum of 
one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS 
$10.00 per week. Non-commercial 
use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES 
$7.00 per column inch per insertion. 
Minimum one inch. 
Terms and Conditions: Advertise- 
ments should be read on the first 
publication day. We are not respon- 
sible for errors appearing beyond the 
first insertion. 
Agreement: It is agreed by any 
display or classified advertiser e- 
questing space that the liability of 
the paper in the event hat errors oc- 
cur in the publishing of any adver- 
tisement shall ~'- limited to the 
amount paid b~, the advertiser for 
the portion of the advertising space. 
occupied by the incorrect i em only, 
and there will be no liability in any 
event beyond the amount paid for 
such advertisement. 
They've Struck Gold!!! 
Louis and Margaret Gair 
were married 50 years ago 
(June 25, 1940) 
Please come and help us 
celebrate this joyous occasion. 
Sunday, July 15, 1990 
1 p.m. at the Kin Hut 
All are welcome! 
Please bring your own picnic lunch. 
Some refreshments will be served. 
Terrace's Best Kept 
Secret Is Out!! 
Lose up to 31 Ibs. m one 
month. Doctor produced. 
Doctor recommended. 
Call 24 hours toll free 
1.978-3092 
Em pl o:yme n topp oil u: n itie s::. '.:: 
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DIRECTOR OF RESIDENT CARE Engagement Terrace Health Care Society is now recruiting for a 
Director of Resident Care. 
Mr. & Mrs. Dave Maroney are pleased to The position will assist the Chief Executive Officer 
announce the engagement of their daughter ' in the administration and coordination of Terracevlew 
Janice Elizabeth to Lloyd Rodney, son o f  Lodge activities and assume the duties of the on.site 
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Higgins of Kelowna, B.C. manager at Terracevlew Lodge. 
A B.Sc.N. and current active registration with the 
Wedding to take place on August 11, 1990 R.N.A.B.C. is required. As well, completion of a recog- 
at the Sacred Heart Church, Terrace, B.C. nized course in Long Term Care Administration, two 
• years' recent related experience in each of long term 
care and acute care, with demonstrated managerial 
skills is a requisite. 
.~  . . _ Please submit your detailed resume in confidence 
[ Ene.rgetlc, Motivated I by Friday, July 13, 1990 at 1400 hours to: 
] Hmrdresser Wanted I Michael Lelslnger, C.E.O. 
[ to work full time in I Terrace Health Care Society 
4720 Haugland Avenue 
I a progressive modern I Terrace, B.C. VSG 2W7 
[ salon. Must have I Phone: 638.4021 
I B.c. license. I 
I Apply at: I' ,~.= , Northwest Community College , " ~.8~o I invites applications f r: 
~r  n~t~~~;i; ~ ii! ! '~:,38.87u ~,o I: ADDICTION RESOURCE 
• I 4624 Greig Ave. I WORKER INSTRUCTORS 
I Terrace, B.C. | 
I . Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-5 .I Our campuses in Hazelton and Prince Rupert offer a unique 
son of Rudy and Sandy 
Koopmans. Wedding to take 
place in 1991. OFFICE NURSE_.:,__ 
Lakelse Community Association is Local medical Clinic re- 
holding a meeting at Oil's Place on quires an office nurse for 
July 17 at 7:30 p.m. to discuss casual relief work. Please Lakelse Air's application for a crown 
for-shore lease at Lakelse. 7/11p , send resume to: 3210 
Emerson Street, Terrace, 
B.C., VaG 2R8. 
l l l  
JOB VACANCY WITH 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 (TERRACE) 
Education Administration Secretary for 
Director of Instruction (Special Services) 
Applications are invited for the position of secretary to the 
Director of Instruction (Special Services) School District No. 
88 (Terrace). This is a 12 month position involving a high 
degree of confidentiality. 
The Incumbent will work closely with District staff and there 
will be extensive contact with Principals, teachers and the 
public. Within the scope of assigned duties the applicant will 
be required to demonstrate a major degree of energy, in- 
itiative and dedication to excellence of work. 
Essential Qualifications: 
1. Demonstrated knowledge, ability and Interest in working 
with word processing and computer equipment. Applicants 
must have IBM WordPerfect experience. 
2. A proven ability to work with tact, diplomacy and efficiency 
under pressure conditions. Excellent written and oral com- 
munication skills are also required. 
3. A proven record of excellent work In a confidential ex- 
ecutive secretarial position. 
4. Knowledge of general office routines and procedures in- 
cluding filing. Typing skills of at least 60 w.p.m., with ac- 
curacy and neatness are essential. (A typing test may be ad- 
ministered.) 
5. A proven ability to accomplish a wide variety of assigned 
tasks within deadlines prescribed and with minimal dally 
supervision. 
6. Discretion and confidentiality in dealing with all matters in- 
cluding personnel and student records. 
7. Compatibility with other staff. 
Applications (with resumes and references) will be accepted 
until July 27, 1990 addressed to: Mr. Bruce, Greenwood, Direc- 
tor of Personnel Services, 3211 Kenney Street, Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 3E9. 
Interviews will be held on August 6 & 7, 1990. 
program which integrates practical and academic learning. It 
is designed to develop paraprofessional drug and alcohol 
workers. 
Areas o f  instruc, t ion may include psychology, sociology, 
counsell ing, English, nutr it ion, addictions, recreation and 
pract icum supervision as a~signed. 
Qual i f icat ions: A degree in a related discipline with sound 
work experience in the drug and alcohol field. A demon- 
strated aptitude for teaching adults is preferred. 
For more information call Hazelton, 842-5291. 
The closing date for applications is July 27, 1990. 
Manager, 
Human Resources, 
Box 725, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
Northwest 
Communi ty  
College , 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
IS SEEKING A 
PROJECT MANAGER 
This self-motivated individual will be hired on a 
minimum two.year appointment and will be expected 
to locate in Prince George. 
THE CHALLENGE 
supervise the planning, site development and con- 
struction of the Prince George campus of the Universi. 
ty of British Columbia 
THE QUAUFICATIONS 
minimum 10 years experience in project manage- 
ment or In related field 
=exper ience and qualifications in engineering or ar. 
chitecture 
The University of Northern BrlUsh Columbia offers a 
unique challenge and opportunity to the development 
of Northern British Columbia. The successful can- 
didate will receive a competitive salary and relocation 
assistance. 
Interested applicants are invited to apply in writing by 
July 20, 1990 to: 
W. Murray Sadler, Q.C. 
Chairman 
Interim Board of Governors 
University of Northem British Columbia 
Box 1950, Station A 
Prince George, B.C. V2L 5E3 
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SPECIAL SERVICES TO CHILDREN 
Terrace & Districtcommunity Services Society is seek. 
ing a dynamic, cheerful person to fulfill the duties of 
receptionist/secretary. 
This person is responsible for providing receptionist/ 
secretarial/general support services to the Society's 
Administrator and other management/professional 
staff; receive and process requests for information, 
process mail, maintain filing system, order materials, 
book meetings and take minutes, arrange travel, corn- 
pose and type confidential correspondence. 
Qualifications: Typing speed of 60 wpm, word process- 
ing experience in Canon or IBM, ability to work ac- 
curately and independently, ability to priorize work, 
most display tact, diplomacy and cheerfulness with 
the ability to communicate effectively. 
A salary of $1,829/month with a comprehensive benefit 
package is offered. 
Applications and resumes must be received by July 13, 
1990. Send to: 
Detlef Beck, Administrator 
Terrace & District Community Services Society' 
#1 • 3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 2X6 
I 
LEGAL INFORMATION 
COUNSELLOR REQUIRED 
To work in Community Law Office. 
The successful candidate mu=st: 
1. Have excellent yping skills. 
2. Have experience with the Co'~Jil S~tb~ ~ind' ' 
preparation of Court docum.ents . . . . . .  
3. Be able to assist people with WCB, UIC, welfare 
appeals, and rental problems. 
4. Have good public relations skills. 
5. Have experience with bookkeeping, computers and 
general office administrative duties. 
Salary is commensurate with experience. 
Please reply in confidence, by Friday, July 20, 1990 
detailing in resume work experlenceand qualifications 
tO: 
L'AX GHELS COMMUNITY LAW 
CENTRE SOCIETY 
3313 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N7 
Telephone 636.2133 
ATTENTION:Terry Brown. 7118c 
I 
TERRACE HEALTH 
CARE SOCIETY 
INTBIFIATE9 HEALTH PARE SERVICES 
HEAD NURSE, EMERGENCY UNIT 
Mills Memorial Hosl)ital invites applications for the full-time 
position of Head Nurse in the Emergency Unit. Reporting to 
the Nursing Services Coordinator, this position is responsible 
for the Quality of Care and Nursing Administration of the 
emergency unit and three-bed surgical day-care service. 
Candidates must have current critical care and trauma 
management experience, ACLS certification, RNABC 
registration. Preference will be given to candidates with Nurs- 
ing Unit administrative experience. 
Salary and benefits in accordance with current BCNU collec- 
tive agreement. This position is for a two-year period com- 
mencing September 6, 1990. Closing date fo applications will 
be August 6, 1990. 
Please reply in confidence to: 
Phillip Grocott 
Director of Personnel 
TERRACE HEALTH CARE SOCIETY 
4720 Haugland Avenue, 
J 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 2W7 
Telephone: (604) 635-2211 
Fax: (604) 635-7639 
Required for Terrace and surrounding area, 
parts and service dealer for Class 6, 7 and 8 
trucks. Contact R.J. (Bob) Cameron at: 
Yellowhead Mack Sales & Service Ltd. 
2019 First Avenue 
Prince George, B.C. V2L 2Z1 
Phone 562-7422 Fax 562-8901 
Gas conversion sale: oll furnace and 
oil tank in working condition. Phone 
635-2655. tfnc 
Home for sale -- 3675 Balsam has a 
fireplace, 14'x16' covered patio 
deck, Jacuzzl bathtub, ensulte and 
more. Asking $94,500. Phons 
635-7152. 7111 p 
Home for sale -- 3672 Balsam offers 
5 bedrooms, nice family home, built- 
in dishwasher, large kitchen with 
lots of ash cupboards. Asking 
$68,000. Phone 635-7152. 7111p 
1979 Chev pickup, 6-cylinder stan- 
dard, excellent running gear. Asking 
$1,500. Phone 635-7585. 7111p 
1977 GMC 19-ft. motorhome, 68,000 
miles, good condition. $12,500 or 
reasonable offer. Phone 635-4451 
(res.) or 638-3193 (work). 7118p 
Employment Opportunity 
with growing Delivery 
Business. Must have de- 
pendable vehicle. Will 
train and supply C.B. 
Driver must be very de- 
pendable and any age 
over 19. Phone 638-8398. 
Refinishing 
has an opening for a colli- 
sion repair technician. 
,Experience necessary; 
would consider a 4th year 
apprentice. Apply in per- 
son 4630 Keith Avenue, or 
phone 635-3929. 
Full-time position avail- 
able for delivery/ware- 
house person. Must be 
neat and have clean 
driver's license. Send 
resume to P.O. Box 8, Ter- 
i race, B.C. V8G 4A2 7/18p 
WANTED 
A service rep for approxi- 
mately 10 hours monthly. 
Send resume to: 
James Mclntyre Agency 
1475 Chevler Blvd. 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
R3T 1Y7 
One full.time position for H()me Sup- 
port Worker I. Caring, mature to pro. 
vide In-home support for elderly and 
disabled people. Duties to Include 
household care, shopping and meal 
preparation. Starting wage, $7;82 
per hour. Apply at 1-3215 Eby St., 
Terrace, or phone 635-5135, ask for 
Betty or Louise. Starting date is as 
soon as possible. 7118c 
Caring, mature posen to provide 
companionship to physically or 
mentally handicapped persons. Re- 
quirements: valid B.C. driver's 
license with business insurance. 
Wages: $5.50 per hour to start in Ju. 
ly. For more information, call Ter- 
race Home Support Services, 
635.5135. Ask for Betty or Louise. 
7111c 
Program assistant nurse needed to 
work days, 20 to 40 hours per week, 
in community agency that provides 
In-home support for elderly and dis- 
abled people. Apply to Betty 
Stewart, 1.3215 Eby St., Terrace, 
B.C. V8Gi 2X6, or phone 635-5135. 
7125c 
Babysitter required In my home. 
Must be mature and reliable. Hours, 
Tuesday to Friday and some Satur- 
day. Phone 635-7683. 7118p 
Gas convemlon sale: Rheem 40 
gallon electric hot water tank, $150; 
Beach 66,000 BTU oil furnace, ap- 
proved for mobile home, 125 gallon 
fuel tank with about 30 gallons of 
fuel Oil, offers. Call 635-4810. tfnp 
I I I  I 
FOR SALE 
Caterpillar 14G grader in 
excellent condition, com- 
plete with snow wing 
(never used). Original fac- 
tory cutting edges in new 
condition. Requires new 
radio. Serious enquiries 
only. Call Wi l ly  at 
633-2467 or call 635-7193. 
Family home on 66 acres, 1,250 
sq.ft, per floor, large kitchen, brick 
fireplace, 4 bedrooms, 2 full baths, 
wood/electric furnace with Hydro 
Plus, spring-fod ponds, 34'x70' 
storage shed. Options include 
satellite dish, J.D. cat, sawmill. 
Three mi. from Lakelse Lake. 
$99,800. Phone 635-6736. 8/lp 
TERRACE DRUGS 
(Northern Health Care) 
All store fixtures 
must be sold. Phone 
AllanlDubeauat: 
635.7274 
FAMILY HOME 
................ In the ............. 
HORSESHOE AREA 
3 plus 1 bedrooms, full 
basement, natural gas 
heat, large back yard, 
quiet street. $75,000. 
Phone 635-9695 
I 
SACRIFICE --  Luxury 
2-bedroom apartment 
with gas fireplace, all ap- 
pliances, plush carpeting 
and ceramic tiles, under- 
cover parking. Call 
638-8179 between 11 a.m. 
and 2 p.m. 7111p i 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 (Terrace) 
has for sale the following: 
one (1) trampoline 195"x122" (mat 87"x148") 
one (1)trampoline 178"x108" (mat 72"x144") 
These may be viewed by calling 635-4931 (local 210) or 
written bids should be submitted to: 
Purchasing Agent, 
School District No. 88 (Terrace), 
3211 Kenney Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E9 
Bids close July 23,1990 at 12 noon. 7118o 
WOODGREEN 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
LUXURY CONDOMINUMS 
4832 Lazelle Avenue 
Natural Gas Fire Places 
Dishwashers, Fridge, Stove, Drapes 
Plush Carpeting, Balconies 
or Personal Patios 
Ceramic Tiled Main Bathrooms & Ensuites 
1/2 Block from Skeena Mall & McDonalds 
Large Kitchens, beautifully appointed 
,k ,k .k ,k ,k "k "k ,k ~r "k 
Resident Manager and Security Entrance 
Undercover Parking 
Price Range 
$31,000-- $47,500 
PHONE: 635,93!7 
l 
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Newspaper roll ends from $5 to $25, 
depending on size. Phone 635-7840. 
Camper for compact truck, fridge, 
stove, furnace, roof rack, sleeps 4, 
excellent condition, $3,000 OBO. 
Phone 635-3042 or 635-5119. 811p 
1982 Chev 4x4, stepslde lift kit, good 
condition, 82,000 kms. Asking $6,000 
OBO. Phone 635-5554. 7/18p 
15.It. Bo . . . . .  3-way fridge, 
3.burner~ SOLD rfour. Phone 
635-4454 after ~) p.m. 7/18p 
1977.78 Royal Monaco station 
wagon. Full electrical hook-up, 
equipped to pull trailer, stereo and 
tape deck. View at 3221 Kenney St. 
or phone 635-5478. 7/11p 
1973 white Westem Star dump 
truck. 1,200 hours on inframe, 14-ft. 
box, In good mechanical condition 
with complete maintenance record. 
Phone 559-8065 or 559-8241 in 
Queen Charlotte City. 7125p 
EX-L MUSIC 
#1 MAIL ORDER 
5-1767 152nd Street 
White Rock, B.C. V4A 4N3 
Phone 538.5122; Fax 538-5109 
Electric guitar strings, $4.50 each; 
acoustic guitar strings, $6 and $6.75 
each; picks, 10 for $1; Siblan cym- 
bals, 40% off; reeds, 75 e for clarinet; 
$1 for alto sax, $1..50 for tenor sax; 
over 4,000 books in stock. All in- 
struments and accessories 
available. Financing O.A.C. Phone 
Steve at 538-5122 or fax 538-5109. 
818c 
1983 Regal Buick, 6-cylinder, 4-door, 
50,000 miles. Asking $4,995. Phone 
635-6767 days. 7/11 p 
1976 114t. Scamper camper, 3-piece 
bathroom, 3-way fridge, furnace, 
3-burner store plus oven. $4,000 
OBO. Call Paul at 624-2254 days, 
CANOE 
& BOAT 
RENTALS 
Wilderness 
Experience 
For more information contact: 
Ken's Marine 4946 Greig 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone: 635-2909. 
U 
I I 
MOUNTAI[NVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, laundry 
facilities and parking. 
638-8398 ,,.0 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years, Full-time, 
part-time or drop-in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 s.m. 
Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 12 noon. 
The Cupboard is located In the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency Inquiries can be 
made in between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. tfn 
' DEATH NOTICES I 
MORSE -- Dorothy Marion, age 59, 
In Prince Rupert on May 30, 1990. 
Cremation took place at the Terrace 
Crematorium. 
LAWSON -- Madge Ross, age 63, in 
Terrace on June 2, 1990. Memorial 
services were held at MacKay's 
Funeral Chapel on Monday, June 4 
at 2 p.m. Cremation took place at 
the Terrace crematorium. 
MElrZ -- Evelyne Jean, age 60, in 
Stewart on June 9, 1990. Funeral ser- 
vices were held In Prince George, 
B.C. 
SMITH -- Fredrick Alexander, age 
74, in Terrace on June 11, 1990. 
Funeral services were held at the 
Knox United Church with the 
Reverend Peter Zlmmer officiating 
on Friday, June 15 at 2 p.m. Inter- 
ment followed In the Old Kitsum- 
kalum Cemetery. 
CHALEIL -- Joseph Auguste, age 
67, in Terrace on June 14, 1990. 
Funeral services were held In the 
Knox United Church with Rev. Stan 
Today we want the world to know 
The birthday news of Sheri 0 
The time gone by, it doesn't show 
To look at her you'd never know 
And so we'd like to tell you so 
That Sheri hit the big Five-O/ 
Happy Birthday! Love from 
your family and friends. 
IN MEMORIAM 
627-7313evenings. 811p , Bailey and Shirley Llndsay of- 
ficlating on Sunday, June 17 at 2 'WANTED TO RENT --  Must rind 
1g-ft. California fiberglass boat, 183 FOR RENT OR LEASE --  Body shop p.m. Interment followed in the Ter- house to rent as soon as possible In Loving Memory 
Chev. engine Inboard, with trailer with spray booth, air compressor, race Municipal Cemetery. for two qulet people. Phone 635-2000 
etc. Phone 635-3995 evenings, rings In floor for frame repair, fire days or 638-1475 after6:30 p.m.' of the Late 
635-6770 bus, hours. 811p proof paint storage. Located at 4526 WEBB --  Irene Vera, age 75, in 7118p FRANK FROESE 
4.88 acres high density residential, Greig Ave., Terrace. Phone 635-2655. Kltimat on June 10, 1990. Memorial 
corner of Haugland Ave. and Kerr tfnc services were held at the Kltlmat WILL TRADE two one-bedroom who died June 23, 1990 
Anglican Church with Father houses on double lot for property Lovingly remembered by 
St., Terrace. 1.07 acres light in -FOR RENT OR LEASE -- Ware- BearistroofflclatingonWednesday, outside Terrace city limits, With or 
duetrlal, lot 4-2801 Kalum St., ac- house suitable for store or shop, June 13 at 10:30 a.m. without house. Phone 627-8209. Jean, Janice and Gerald 
cess from Evergreen St. Lot 3, 14-ft. door, 2,000 sq.ft. Located at 7111p 
150'x160.71', river access, 2605 4523 Greig Ave., Terrace. Phone GAIRDNER --  Ernest James, age70, 
Skeena St., Terrace. Phone 635-6770 635-2655. tfnc in Kltlmat on June 17, 1990. Funeral 
bue. hours, 635.3995 evenings. 811p services were held at the Kltimat HOUSE PAINTING 
FOR RENT --  Main floor of house on Catholic Church with Father Otto of- 
Two-bedroom Waller, natural gas quiet cul.de-sac, close to downtown, ficiatlng on June 20 at 2 p.m. Inter- Clean-Fast-Dependable. 
heat. For more Information, call two bedrooms, laundry facilities, ment at the KItlmat Municipal 
635-7411. 7111p dishwasher, fenced yard, covered Cemetery. 14 years experience. I 
1977 RV90 Suzuki trail bike, asking parking. Suitable for single or quiet AR~~-- -~Ed~ Kevin Turner 849-5888 
I 
$400; 1989 DT50 Yamaha street and couple. No smoking or pets. $500 
trail bike, liquid cooled, excellent per month plus utilities. Phone 72, in KItimat on June 16, 1990. call collect. 
Funeral services were held at condition, asking $1,250. Phone 635-3788. tfnc MacKay's Funeral Chapel with 
635-2821. 7/11p Gloria Christian officiating on June 
22 at 10 a.m. Interment followed In 
the Kltimat Municipal Cemetery. HERON ROAD SUBDIVISION 
PERRY --  Eunlce Blodwln, age 73, in RESIDENTIAL 
LOST -- Lady's round gold Blrks Prince Rupert on June 21, 1990. PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. 
watch, Initials on back, on morning Memorial services were held In the CROWN LAND BY 
of July 3. Reward offered. Phone Prince Rupert United Church with 
635-5885. 7118p Rev. Fred Anderson officiating on PUBLIC OFFERING 
June 26 at 7:30 p.m. Cremation took The Ministry of Crown Lands is 
place at the Terrace Crematorium. requesting Offers to Purchase a 
~ ,  1.0741 hectares of land (con- 
sisting of 3 Lots) available for 
age 31, In Kltlmat, B.C. on June 21, single family or multiple family 
1990. Funeral services were held at development In the City of 
MacKay's Funeral Chapel on Tues- Prince Rupert. 
day, June 22 at 2 p.m. Cremation 
followed service. . The subject property is legally 
described as: Lots 2, 3 and 4, 
-~ ' District Lot 251, Range 5, Coast 
years, in Prince Rupert on June 29, District, Plan 9879 
1990. Memorial servlceswere held In The lots are zoned for low and 
Prince Rupert with Pastor Jim medium density multiple family 
Whaley officiating on July 1 at 2 development whlchalso permits 
p.m. Cremation took place at the the development of single family 
Terrace Crematorium. units. 
SHAW -- Lincoln William, age 25, In Developers who wish to submit 
Dawson Creek on June 25, 1990. an Offer are required to obtain a 
copy of the Mlnistry's informa- 
tion package which Includes 
terms and conditions of sale. 
Development and Marketing Unit 
Ministry of Crown Lands, 
Skeens Region 
Bag 5000. 3726 Alfred Avenue 
Smlthers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
Phone: (604) 847.7334 
Fax: (604) 847-7556 
This call for Offers to Purchase 
Is open until 12:00 noon, Mon- 
day, July 30, 1990. 
Funeral services were held In the been rezoned as "R-2" suited for 
Kltlmat Anglican Church with the two family residential develop- 
Rev. Peter Zlmmer officiating on Ju- ment. FOR LEASE ly 4 at 1:30 p.m. Interment was held In the Kltimat Municipal Cemetery. Prospective Developers are in- 
vited to request information 
Skeena Mall Retail Store. TUBMAN -- George Edward, age57, packages (detailing the terms 
in Prince Rupert on June 30, 1990. and conditions) by contacting; 
Private memorial services were held, Ed Opal, Manager of Develop- Excellent traffic location Cremation took place at the Terrace mentandMarketlng, Mlnistryof 
• Crematorium. Crown Lands, Bag 5000, 
Smlthers, B.C., V0J 2N0. 455 square feet. Good CHAPMAN --  Mary ElIa, age68, In Telephone: 847.7334. Fax: 
Terrace on June 25, 1990. No ser .  847.7556. terms, Call collect: v,oe, were held. Cremation took 
place at the Terrace Crematorium. 
(604) 946-1116 (Vancouver) . , o~, , , ,  Funeral services Ltd. 
were In charge of the arrangements 
i ; ,  for all the above. 
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CLASSIF IED ' i  ' ' ' " i' 
Notice to 
Customers 
The B.C. Utilities Commission has approved 
B.C. Hydro's applicat!on toamend tariffs covering 
extensions, new connections and other services. 
The revised charges which are effective July 1, 1990 
are designed to reflect better the cost of providing 
additional service to customers. Details are available 
from all Hydro offices and are explained ina pam- 
phlet itled Distribution Extension Adjustments. 
m BChydro 
W proud of our service 
B.C. Hydro 
Invitation to Tender 
For janitorial services at Stewart 
District Office located at 19th 
Ave., Stewart, B.C. Tender forms 
and specifications are available 
from A. Anderson, B.C. Hydro, 
5220 Kelth Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Closing date for submission Is 
August 10, 1990. 7118c 
I 
IN THE MATTER OF 
THE BANKRUPTCY OF 
WALTER FRED NELSON 
(Formerly operating as 
"Walter Nelson & Sons 
Trucking Ltd.") 
NOTICE Is hereby given •that 
WALTER FRED NELSON filed an 
assignment on the 22nd day of 
June,~ 1990, and that the first 
meeting of creditors will be held 
on Friday, the 20th day of July, 
1990, at the hour of 9:15 o'clock 
In the forenoon, at The Court 
House, 100 Market Place, In the 
'City of Prince Rupert, in the Pro- 
vince of British Columbia. 
Dated at Prince George, B.C. this 
28th day of June, 1990. 
Deloitte& 
Touche 
Trustee ~k  
#500 - 299 Victoria Street J~  
Prince George, B.C. V2L 5B8 
STEWART, 
• BRITISH COLUMBIA 
REQUEST FOR OFFERS 
TO LEASE 
STEWART ROCK QUARRY 
The Ministry of Crown Lands in- 
vites Offers to Lease as pertains 
to a ten year Lease for Rock 
Quarry purposes on Vacant 
Crown land in the District of 
Stewart, legally described as: 
Uneurveyed portion of District 
Lot S0gg, Casslar District 
Prospective Offerers are Invited 
to request In.formation packages 
'by contacting: Ed Opal, Manager 
of Development and Marketing, 
Ministry of Crown Lands, Bag 
5000, 8mlthers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
Telephone: )604) 647.7334 Fax: 
(604) 847.7556. 
m :x~ :lml II m]/~ [e' I . l [  IZ m 1 
PROJECT 191001. TO Supply'-- / 
labour and materials to RE- 
PLACE CONCRETE FLOOR, 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTA- 
TION AND HIGHWAYS, MAIN 
SHOP, BURNS LAKE. Tender 
documents may be obtained 
after June 26th, 1990 from 
British Columbia Buildings Cor- 
poration, 4825 Keith Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 1K7. Tender 
documents are also available at 
.the Government Agent's Office 
in Smlthers and Burns Lake. 
Sealed Tenders will be received 
at '4825 K~ith °Aven'de, T~rraceT/ 
B.C., V8G 1K7 until 3:00 p.m. July 
13th, 1990 and wlllbe opened in 
public at that time. 
Tender documents may be view- 
ed at Northern B.C. Construction 
Association, 3851 - 18th Avenue, 
Prince George, B.C., V2N 1B1; 
Terrace Construction Associa- 
tion, 4416 Legion Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C., V8G 1N6; Kitimat 
Construction Association, 724 
Enterprise Avenue, Kitimat, B.C., 
V8C 2E6; Prince Rupert Con- 
struct ion Association, 801 
Fraser Street, Prince Rupert, 
B.C., V8J 1R1; Bulkley Valley 
Lakes District Construction 
Association, 4124 Railway Ave- 
nue, Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0. 
For further Information please 
contact Barry Book in Terrace at 
638-3221. 
CITY O-F TERRACE 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Tenders for construction of 
public washrooms at George Lit- 
tle Memorial Park will be receiv- 
ed by the undersigned to 1:30 
p.m. Wednesday, July 18, 1990. 
Work'includes site preparation, 
supply of materials and con- 
struction of a concrete block 
building approximately 45 sq.m. 
in size. 
Plans and tender documents 
may be picked up at Terrace 
Parks and Recreation • Depart- 
ment at the Terrace Arena, 3320 
Kalum Street, 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 
p.m. Monday to Friday. 
Tenders are to be submitted in 
sealed envelopes marked 
"Tender for Public Washrooms 
-- Little Park" and will be open- 
ed at 1:30 p.m. on July 18, 1990. 
The lowest or any tender not 
necessarily accepted. 
E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk. Administrator 
3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2)(8 
I 
PROVINCE OF 
( ~  BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Ministry of 
Environment 
Waste Management 
File No. PR-4712 
• APPLICATION FOR 
• AMENDMENT OF A PERMIT 
UNDER THE PROVISIONS 
OF THE 
WASTE MANAGEMENT ACT 
THIS APPLICATION is to be filed 
with the Regional Waste 
Manager at Bag 5000, Smithers, 
British Columbia, VOJ 2N0. 
"Any person who may be 
adversely affected by the 
discharge or storage of the 
waste may within 30 days from 
the last date of posting under 
section 3 (a) or publication, ser- 
vice or display under section 4, 
write to the manager stating how 
he is affected." 
The purpose of this application 
Is to request an amendment o 
the rate of discharge of refuse 
from our sawmill located in Ter- 
race. 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. (Skeena 
Division) Terrace Operations, of 
P.O. Box 3000, Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 4C6, hereby apply for 
amendment(s) as described 
below to Permit No. PR-4712 
granted on January 3, 1978, last 
amended March 21, 1989, which 
authorizes the discharge of 
refuse from a sawmill yard 
located at Terrace, B.C., to land. 
"Before" 
Section 1.11 -- The maximum 
authorized rate of discharge is 
12,000 m3 annually (discharge 
Intermittently). 
"After" 
Section 1.11 -- The maximum 
authorized rate of discharge is 
40,000 m3 annually (discharge 
intermittently). 
Dated this 28th day of June, 1990 
. . . . . . . .  ~.~ R~n.d Menhinick, 
. . . . .  "638-~137: 
A copy of this application was 
posted at the site in accordance 
with the Waste Management 
Regulations on June 28, 1990. 
7111c 
I labour and materials to 
CONSTRUCT WAREHOUSE, 
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT 
AND MINISTRY OF FORESTS, 
ATLIN, B.C. 
Tender documents may be ob- 
tained after July 3rd, 1990 from 
British Columbia Buildings Cor- 
poration, 4825 Kelth Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 1K7. Tender 
documents are also available at 
the Government Agent's Office 
in Atlln, B.C. and Casslar, B.C. 
$100.00 bid deposit (certified 
cheque) will be required and will 
be refunded upon return of 
plans. 
Sealed Tenders will be received 
at 4825 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 1K7 until 3:00 p.m. July 
25th, 1990 and will be opened In 
public at that time. 
Tender documents may be view- 
ed at Northern B.C. Construction 
Association, 3851 - 18th Avenue, 
Prince George, B.C. V2N 1B1; 
Terrace Construction Associa- 
tion, 4416 Legion Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 1 Ne; Kltlmat Con- 
struction Association, 724 Enter- 
prise Avenue, Kltimat, B.C. V8C 
2E6; Prince Rupert Construction 
Association, 801 Fraser Street, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 1R1; 
Bulkley Valley Lakes District 
Construction Association, 4124 
Railway Avenue, Smithers, B.C. 
VOJ 2N0. 
I For further Information please [ 
I contact Barry Book In Terrace at I 
| 638-3221. 7118c 
BABYSI]-I'ER available Immediately 
In bench area. Non-smoking Morn 
looking to sit 1 or 2 children In own 
home. $201day, $2.50/hour. Phone 
635-3902. 7111p 
Terrace Review - -  Wednesday, July 11, 1990 Ale  
City Council referrals 
The following items were 
referred by city council to commit- 
tee or some other agency Monday 
night for further study and a rec- 
ommendation and MAY be dis- 
cussed at the next scheduled meet- 
ing. Council committee meetings 
are normally open to the public 
and you may attend if interested. 
For more information on meeting 
agenda or scheduling changes 
phone deputy administrator Denise 
Fisher at 635-6311. 
Finance, Personnel and Admin- 
istration Committee, Tuesday, 
July 17, at 12 noon -- Three names 
McKenzle of the Kllselas Band 
Alec Bolton of the Kltsumkalum 
Band, Bob Cooper or Mo Takhar 
from city council, retired logger 
Alex Houlden and a yet to be 
named member of the Chamber of 
Commerce. 
Committee of the Whole, (Time 
and Date to be set) -- A meeting 
with representatives of the North- 
ern Interior Lumber Sector of  the 
Counctl of l~orest industries on the 
subject of "Prescribed Burning". 
According to NILS staff forester 
Joan Thomas, prescribed btLrning is 
an "extremely beneficial tool used 
in many aspects of forest manag- 
have been added to 
requests for property tax exemp- 
.ti_qn. The Kermode Friendship 
Society for their property at 3313 
Kalum St., the Ksan House Society 
for their properties on Hall St., and 
the Mills Memorial Hospital Aux- 
iliary for their Hospital Auxiliary 
Thrift Shop at 4544 Lazelle Ave. 
Planning and Public Works 
Committee, Wednesday, July 18, 
at 12 noon -- A letter from a Ter- 
race optometrist pointing out that 
at least four new or extensively 
renovated buildings in Terrace are 
being completed without access 
ramps. Paul Clark calls the over- 
sight a misinterpretation f the 
building code and asks that cor- 
rective measures be taken. 
Tourism and Economic Devel- 
opment Committee, Thursday, 
July 19, at 12 noon -- A sugges- 
tion from alderman Bob Cooper 
that an abandoned railway tunnel 
near Kwinitsa might be turned into 
a tourist attraction. 
Community and Recreations 
Servkes Committee, Thursday, 
July 19, at 4 p.m. -- A 1990/91 
Fees and Charges schedule sub- 
mitted by the Superintendent of 
Parks and Recreation, Steve Scott. 
Increases of three to five percent 
are recommended forall city man- 
aged recreation services. The only 
exceptions are three and six month 
pool passes where the recom- 
mended increase is 25 percent. 
According to Scott, the current 
fees for three and six month pool 
passes are among the lowest in the 
province and they will still be an 
"excellent value" even with the 25 
percent increase. 
Forests Committee (Time and 
Date to be set) -- A letter from the 
Northern Interior Lumber Sector of 
the Council of Forest Industries of 
B.C. concerning the province's Old 
Growth Strategy. NILS assistant 
general manager, Brian Gilfillan, 
says they expect the province's 
'working group' to propose the 
removal of large areas of old 
growth forest from the northern 
interior's working forest and this 
may harm the stability of some 
rural communities. This working 
group, however says Gilflllan, 
doesn't have adequate northern 
representation a d he asks munici- 
pal councils in the north to submit 
names for membership. 
Members on the city's newly 
appointed Forests Committee 
include: Don Chesley of Skcena 
Sawmills, Dan Tuomi or Pat 
Ogawa of Skeena Cellulose, Rod 
Arnold of RJA Forestry, Gerry 
Dodd of Shanott Enterprises, Sur- 
inder Malhotra of IWA Canada, 
John McMynn of TEAC, Wilfred 
the list of ement". According to Thomas, "It 
is used for improving rangeland for 
domestic animals and wildlife, for 
reducing fire hazards and for site 
preparation for tree planting." The 
city's newly appointed Forests 
Committee will be invited to 
attend. 
Several items have been referred 
to various members of city admini- 
stration. The director of engineer- 
ing has been asked to discuss the 
detrimental effect of the Halliwell 
upgrade project on the business of 
Northern Light Studio. On a 
motion by alderman Bob Cooper, 
city administration has been asked 
to write a letter-endorsing the 
construction of a third runway in 
Vancouver. Alderman Darryl Lau- 
rent says the third runway is im- 
portant to all B.C. residents and 
Ruth Halleck suggests that Rich- 
mond might reciprocate with a 
letter asking the Ministry of Tmns- 
[~rt ~ f~t  tmc k ~ek  sc~dule to 
install MLS  at the Terrace airport. 
Administration has been asked to 
meet with School District 88 and 
the Parks and Recreation Depart- 
ment o draft a policy with regard 
to the placement of school and 
playground signs in Terrace and 
return the draft to the Public 
Works Committee. It has been 
suggested that school zone signs be 
replaced by playground signs in 
recognition of the fact that children 
use these areas on a regular basis 
and not just during school hours. 
Prior to the next Public Works 
Committee meeting, administration 
has been asked to further investi- 
gate traffic management altema- 
fives at the corner of Lazelle and 
Eby. According to alderman Ruth 
Halleck, there is also an ongoing 
investigation i to traffic manage- 
mere at all aowntown mtersectmns. 
Administration has been asked to 
investigate complaints from Cra- 
mar Ave. residents that a property 
in their ncighbeurhood is unsightly 
and noisy. Administration must 
determine if the property in ques- 
tion was used for commercial 
purposes prior to the passing of a 
bylaw declaring the area residential 
and it has also been asked to in- 
vestigate the need for a zoning 
bylaw enforcement officer. The 
results of this investigation are to 
be returned to the Planning and 
Public Works Committee for fur- 
ther consideration. 
And finally, the city planner has 
been asked to research the history 
of a piece of property located at 
3302 Eby and identify existing 
land uses in the area surrounding 
that same piece of pm~rty. The 
owner, Norman . Heighington, has 
• requested the property be rezoned, 
L ~ (! 
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AS THESE 4-H CLUB MEMBERS return from a four-day visit to 
Vanderhoof, two others are boarding a plane for Japan. Above 
are chaperone Marry Eisner (rear) and 4-H club members (from 
left) Kristy Strachan, Brandy Rafuse, Kirsten Muller and lan 
Hayes. 
University of Northern 
B.C. is on its way 
The University of Northern 
B.C. is on its way. 
The legislature in Victoria has 
passed the University of North- 
ern B.C. Act and has announced 
a $10 million matching funding 
program similar to the other 
three universities, said Bruce 
Strachan, Minister of Advanced 
Education, following the June 
22 meeting of the UNBC Interim 
Advisory Committee in Prince 
George. 
Margaret Dediluke, UNBC 
committee r presentative in Ter- 
race, reported that the meetings, 
which ran over into Sunday 
morning, were "positive and 
enlightening" and: 
• The engineering firm of KLM 
Consultants conducting a site 
selection for the Prince George 
campus, has a short list of five 
potential sites on which they will 
be conducting testing of soils 
and intrastructure before mak- 
ing a final recommendation. 
• The search for the president 
of the new university has pro- 
duced some very good ap- 
plicants. 
• Proposals for the curriculum 
are being studied and recom- 
mended. 
e Target date is September 
1992, with the phazing in of 
many courses prior to that date. 
0.The.three .northern colleges 
and the university board will be 
meeting jointly during the sum- 
mer to discuss the best educa- 
tional models. 
"The new Act is a bridge," 
saidBruceStrachan, Minister Of 
Advanced Education, " to  allow 
UNBC,tO.proceed With neces-' 
saw development, rwhen UNBC 
has completed two successful 
years at an audited enrolment 
level of 2,500 fu l l - t ime 
equivalent students (FTE's), 
UNBC will be brought under the 
University Act which presently 
controls the operation of the 
current universities." 
Strachan did not make any 
specific reference to the develop- 
ment of regional campuses, 
however, advisory committee 
chairman Murray Sadler sug- 
gested in his press release June 
15 that one of the most impor- 
tant issues facing UNBC would 
be a good working relationship 
with the community college. 
Don Morrison, speaking for 
Don Anderson, the president of 
Northwest Community College 
in Terrace, said that in a broad 
sense, the direction of the new 
university is very positive. "We 
are looking forward to greater 
input at meetings later this 
month," he said. 
In the meantime, Dediluke 
says that two people have 
already approached her with 
suggestions for curriculum: for a 
Masters of Business Administra- 
tion; and for theology in par- 
ticular, the development of an 
undergraduate level course. 
"Suggestions from the people 
of this area on the development 
of curricula and courses would 
be welcome," said Dediluke. 
"My number • at the Kermodei 
Phys io therapy Centre is 
635-0101. If I am busy, my 
secretary will take your message 
and I can return your call." 
The next meeting of the com- 
mittee will be July 21. 
4-H-membershit .the rails Logo . : : ,  
~ ~ n  
, P_n  
'~ l f  ~.hl,  1 II m lV 'q lw  III 
• Four Terrace 4-H club members 
left for VanderEoof last Saturday 
for the first half of a July 
exchange ~sit.-Tmvclling via Rail 
-with chaperone Mar~ Eisner were 
lan Hayes, 12; Kits, ten Muller, 10, 
Brandy .Rafuse, 10, and K_,'isty 
Strachan, 10. The foursome returns 
to Terrace today with their Van- 
derhoof twins, who will be their 
guest for four days. 
Of all the programs offered by 
4-H, exchange programs are 
among the most popular. There's 
adventure. For some their first dde 
on a train. There are new friends. 
Along the way the Terrace kids 
were joined by three in Telkwa, 
one in Houston, and two in Burns 
Lake. And there are new exper'- 
icnces. Living with another family 
for a few days, learning about heir 
twin's projects, and seeing another 
part of the country. And for the 
younger set the trip isn't expen- 
sive. The cost for each club mem- 
ber on the Vanderhoof exchange is
only $20. The balance is paid by 
the 4-H regional councfl from the 
one dollar per member member- 
ship fee. 
For these four Terrace Club mem- 
bers, though, this junior exchange 
visit is only an introduction to 
what might lay ahead. A couple of 
teenage Terrace club members 
leave today on an exchange visit 
of their own and they won't be 
travelling by train. Trevor Muller 
and Quentin Rafuse leave by plane 
for Vancouver today and after an 
overnight stay at the Delta River 
Inn, board a second aircraft bound 
for Japan. 
The cost for this trip is a little 
more, $1,800 to be exact, but it's 
still a bargain. Muller and Rafuse 
will live with their Japanese 4-H 
host for five weeks. Next summer, 
their Japanese twins will complete 
the exchange when they fiy to 
Terrace to spend five weeks with 
the family of their Terrace twin. 
Want a unique identity for the 
University of Northern British 
Columbia? Perhaps you might pot 
your artistic skills together and 
come up.with a uniquely northern 
logo for thisbudding imtitution of 
seco.ndary education. If. you czme. 
up with the,winner you'll get more 
than just recognition --.the logo , 
will appear on letterhead, posters, 
brochures, vehicles, business cards, 
book bags :and other related uni- 
versity material -- the creator of 
the winning entry gets $500 in 
cash as well. 
Entry forms are available from 
the University of Northern B.C. at 
514-550 Victoria St., Prince 
George, V2L 2K1. And make sure 
you get one of these entry forms. 
They contain the background in- 
formation, roles and procedures of 
the competition. And an added 
note to spur you along; the winner 
of the 'name contest' lives in 
Pdnee George so let's make sure 
the northwest creates the UNBC 
logo. 
Negotiators take summer break 
by Ted Strachan 
Contract negotiations between 
teachers and School District 88 
have been placed on hold for the 
summer. One item was resolved in 
their final session last month but 
three others are still unresolved 
and there will be no more meet- 
ings until September. 
According to the TDTA, agree- 
ment has been reached on pay 
perieds. Changes agreed to include 
movement towards a standard of 
electronic payroll deposit, at the 
request of the board, and provision 
for a payroll savings plan, at the 
request of the association. Teachers 
currently employed will continue 
to receive payment by cheque, if 
they prefer. 
As of June 30, Part-Month Pay- 
ments and Deductions were at an 
impasse. According to the TDTA. 
the board rejected teacher propo- 
sals relating to both this item and 
the related topics of non-instruc- 
tional days and work year. Accord- 
ing to the TDTA, the board gave 
no reasons for rejecting these latter 
items. "' : ..... ;'" 
Allowances, though, were still 
under discussion when talks 
adjourned. The association rejected 
a board proposal to create a posi- 
tion of Co-ordinator of Secondary 
School Activities as being in con- 
flict with the contractual provision 
that all extra-curricular ctivities 
are voluntary. 
According to the TDTA, board 
negotiator Ralph Elke rejected a 
TDTA proposal to tie allowances 
to the salary grid. The TDTA 
quotes Elke as saying, "I'd be a 
damn fool to hook it to the gdd. 
I've been down that road before as 
a negotiator." Elkc, says the 
TDTA, apparently feels that 
increases for each ~ailowande 
should be negotiated separately 
with each new set of negotiations. 
Also, a board proposal for cre- 
ation of two levels of District 
Co-ordinator positions were 
reviewed, says the TDTA. The 
TDTA negotiating team however, 
has indicated its wish for further 
clarification before responding. 
The final item, Part Time Tea- 
chem' Payand Benefits w~s set 
aside pending discussion of it link 
to Article 30 in the TDTA propo- 
sal and further research oh the 
pension implications of ~e 'I'DTA 
language. 
The next bargaining se~lons 
have tentatively been set for Sept. 
22 and 23 and Oct. 12 to 14. 
A RED cRoss BLOOD DONOR CLINIC is taking place today at Skeena Junior Secondary School, 
from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. Last weekend, RN Anne Ward and hospital social work~ Anna Schoops 
• demonstrated the process on mannequin "Annie" aboard the Blood Donor goat in the $keena Md 
parking lot. Terrace and area residents are encouraged to participate In this worthwhile endeavour. 
t f  
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A TRIP AROUND THE WORLD QUILT IN A DAY was the project for fourteen members of the Skeena Valley Quilters who 
gottogether to measure, cut and sew at Centennial Christian School recently. Participants in this ambitious project were 
Joyce VanderKwaak, Joyce Casorso, Eileen Micks, Norma Morrison, Cathy Baxter, Geri Mantel, Ann Bandstra, Catherina 
Faber, Hilda Euverman, Thora Arnold-Smith, Linda Smith, Lois Long, Dee Beetle and Colleen Sande. 
anza, but that doesn't mean the_. they-maintain tlie operation of the 
. . . . . . . . . .  gears, of:pmgress--:areh't quietly airstrip. 
Seven Sisters hiking trails alive and well 
...... ~ "" ....... ' ~:'~""' ": '"' "" ,Chiefs. The ' metr~ -.Ionger"t~nthe We. haven't hefi'rd a 'lot about additio'~ the:' company ,wall alsO',, gak ~'i~ered~ry =" " : " "  _ Capilmio 
Seven Sisters Ventures Inc. and likely acquire tenure to the Wood- expected out, come-of- thesemi~et~ suspension bridge which is current- 
their planned hiking trail extravag- cock .airstrip with the condition. ---ings"is ajoint venture proposal that ly billed as the worlds longest. 
will make it easier to access fund- 
An administrative memo to the 
regional district board of directors 
also states that the company con- 
tinues to solicit private funding for 
their estimated $15.2 million pro- 
jectand may consider public sector 
funding. To this end, company 
representatives have met with the 
Minister of Tourism and are sched- 
uled to make a presentation tothe 
cabinet committee responsible for 
economic development later this 
month. 
Also underway at the present 
time are meetings with the Gitwan- 
whirring away. According to the 
Regional District of Kitimat-Sti- 
kine, Seven Sisters Ventures are 
continuing with the planning of 
their lodge-to-lodge hiking devel- 
opment at Doreen, which is west 
of the Skeena River about half 
way between Terrace and Kitwan- 
ga, and hold an investigative p r- 
mit from the Lands Branch. 
What this means is that consul- 
tants and company representatives 
are busy with site evaluations, 
engineering studies, building 
design and project costing., In 
Fire 
update 
Contributed by Earle Holt 
There were no new fires 
reported in the Kalum Forest 
District during the past week. 
The total number of fires for the 
1990 fire season is 20. All fires 
have been extinguished. 
The unsettled weather has 
kept the fire danger low in 
most of the district, with the ex- 
ception of the Kitimat River area 
' ' which is in moderate. If we have 
several days of sunny, warm 
.weather, most of the district will 
climb back. into a moderate 
• danger level. 
, The public plays an important 
' part i'nrep0rting fires. If you see 
a fire youcan report it by calling 
• the operator and asking for 
Zenith5555. . , 
ing for Native economic develo- 
pment. 
The memo suggests we will see 
some positive steps toward the 
development of this project this 
summer. Specifically, land tenure 
consolidation, some rez0ning appli- 
cations, and possibly some con- 
struction at proposed bridge sites. 
Seven Sisters Ventures has 
already identified 26 points on the 
proposed trail system that will 
require bridging. The most signifi- 
cant being a gorge where they plan 
to build a suspension bridge 250 to 
300 metres long; about 100 to 150 
Cal accreditation proceeds 
The staff of Caledonia Senior Secondary School are 
pleased to announce that they have successfully completed the 
first phase of their accreditation process. They wish to public- 
ly thank the board of school trustees, the district staff and the 
external team for the support and encouragement given. 
The external team has praised the school for its high level 
of scholarship success, high level of enrolment in some 
academic ourses, many strong and successful extra cur- 
ricular programs featuring positive interaction between staff 
and  students, student deportment and friendliness, 
cleanliness of the facility and development of new programs 
for students. 
In addition to the plans for improvement already suggested 
by staff, the team recommended several other action plans 
(such as examining the school attendance policy, continuing 
to increase the staff's knowledge of various teaching 
strategies and maintaining high expectations for all students) 
,to further improve the school's educational environment. 
In cooperation with the district staff and board of school 
trustees, the staff of Caledonia look forward to beginning 
work on their five-year "School Growth Plan" early in the 
1990/91 school year . . . .  
• " . . . .  I 
Seniors advisory 
committee set 
Terrace city council has ap- 
pointed eight members to the 
newly established Seniors Ad- 
visory Commission. The Com- 
mission members were chosen 
from a list of 14 applicants. 
In announcing the appoint- 
ments Terrace mayor Jack 
Talstra said, "We were very 
pleased with the number of in- 
dividuals who indicated their 
desire to serve on the Commis- 
sion. This clearly shows our 
community's interest in ensuring 
proper levels of service xist for 
our senior residents. I and 
members of council look for- 
ward to working closely with the 
Seniors Advisory Commission." 
The Commission members 
are: Dave Dennis, Aileen Frank, 
Lou Gair, Beverly Greening, 
Cheri Kemenz, James MacKay, 
Gladys Oliver and Sadie Parnell. 
Alderman Ruth Halleck has 
been appointed council liaison 
for the Commission. 
The Commission will meet 
monthly and act as an advisory 
body to council. It will provide 
recommendations through items 
referred by council as well as 
generate ideas onit_s own-aimed 
at enhancing the quality of life 
for seniors in the community. 
For more information, con- 
tact Doug Smith, Community 
Facilitator, 635-6311. 
PETS OF THE WEEK are two furry little ladies - a mixed tabby 
and a white kitten with an "owl" face, both three months old. 
Playful and affectionate, they are awaiting adoption at the Terrace 
Animal Shelter, 4632 Haugland Ave. Phone 635-9372. Their 
mother is also looking for a good home. 
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'Where To Find It' Guide 
j ,  Terrace ~ ~~~ 
f Tree Trzmming 2Boa Kenney Street B & G 
Will cut down any tree, ~ Terrace, B:: GROCERY "s~mv, ,  ~~ CHANGES ,I Wolfe Tanning System 
,-" LANZA products ~ k~- Laundromat & Carwash  
Phone for on Opl,oi,,hne,H !.t'~"~ ".../~l~, Oper~ 8 :30"  10 :30  d,  ily . 
635.7400 _ L  TOTAL HAlE CARE 
TOTAL ~;~ ~ ;V'~- - ~  TERRACE LTD. ~ ~ S [ ~ ~ : ~  
4711-A Kelth Ave. BUSINESS SERVICES ,ERccwsERs..Am..OUTeOA,OS 
, TYPING " HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
Gla  Sp  Auto ss eclalists *VOICE PAGERS*PHOTOCOPYING YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
HOMELIBHT LAWNMOWERS 
.24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
l SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
DL No. 7550 & POWER PRODUCTS 
ICBC ~'~J~. ' l  'f ~=c la ims  handled promptly 638-8195 Greig Ave,Terrace 
VV~,~- 'm- -s -  VV  [tJ~ #1-3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C., V8G 2N4 ; " 
"-~-QUALITY BELTING & S IMONS CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs Carpentry- Renovations 
Durable _, H=gh Quality "'No Job too Smut/'" 
Vulcanizing Repairs Seniors Rates 
We specialize in conveyor belt No matter what you're selling - -  a car, ahouse;a ~ stove.,. 
installations, splicing, and repairs 35]4 King Ave. , whatever-- a classified ad takes it off your hands. Many 
vulcanizing and pulley lagging Terrace, B.C. Malcolm Simons people consult our classified section when they're looking 
• for used items. The next time you have a treasure to sell [638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638-0663 VBG4Z3 Ph. 635-7724 give classified a try because . . . classified sells it alll 
• I 
MUFFLER CENTRE AND PAINT CENTER Landscapzng 
"lfyou'resatisfied, tellothers I ~ l  if not tell us." DESIGN -- INSTALLATION 
. . . . . .  MAINTENANCE Jor~ Blake 
RaN or AL  4918 Greig Ave .  ~ V  I Nor 7'S Auto Refinishing Ltd. I COMMERCIAL--RESIDENTIAl. 635-2572 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 • LAWN REJUVENATION 3923 S~npacn Cres. ...... Phone 638-1991 / V 635=3929 4630 KEITH, TERRACE I • PRUNING * SPRING CLEAN UP Terrace, B.C. 
t _j • IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
SAT LLITETV ~~TERRACEPREICUT ] 
Cancom/Valuevision authorized dealer 
PRO-TECH 
ELECTRONIC ~ * Hemlock & CedarFenmng * l 
• ENGINEERING ~ 0 )  BUY DIRECT FROM MILL I 
Resldentl~l;cCt:cT:e;~lu~lparnn:nltndustrial' ' 2903 Braun Street, 635-5981 tl 
635-5134 ,,,, Lakelse, Terrace . i Terrace, B.C. J 
Your corl~plete ~ PhO~Oe rG l~[ph  source for all im[kal J :~l  Jon's ice 
your heating ~ w~ddi.g, Jo. . . . .  Custom Framing 
needs. 1" -~ '~ ~r~[~y'~ittings ~.  Mat CpU~g s
Northwest Consolidated 5 MinutePassposts ~ l.imited P,4;t;nn~ 
Dry Mounting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Suppy Ltd. Laminating 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. Bus. 635-5288 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7i58 Terrace, B.C. V8G IP9 Res. 635-5544 
& ~rematorium ~t~. 
4626 Davis Avenue 
. . . .  , Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
Phone: 604.635.2444 
Serving Northwestern B.C. 
i [] 
! 
• : . • , 
SKiDOO 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles, Chslnsaws' 
Snowmobiles, Mldne Supplies 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES * LTD.. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635~384 
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Local mining supplier 
enthusiastic about Alaskans 
by Betty Barton . where to go and who to contact." quarters at the airport there 
In Anchorage, Townsend met because it's most central to the rest 
i 
Greg Townsend, owner of North- "with honourary Canadian Consul, of the world. Townsend observes 
west Consolidated, says of Run Sheardown. Sheardown was a "There are more planes in Alaska j. 
Alaskans, "They're such hospi- big help, says. Townsend, and he than anywhere lse in theworld." 
table people and they all want our has lots of contacts. In addition to Townsend explains, "Now our 
business." Townsend's company is his consul position, Sheardown is only transportation problem is to 
a distributor for mining supplies a mining consultant and does much Cominco's SNIP mine. The road 
and steel pipe, among other things, of his consulting in Russia (only a (the lskut Resource Road) will do 
Townsend was one of seven nor- short flight from Alaska). it for us." On July 30th, the first 
them manufaeturers/supp!iers to From Michael Bums, the presi- barge shipment for Cominco's 
participate in a recent Trade dent of the Key Bank of Alaska, SNIP projeetwillleaveVaneouver 
Mission to Alaska. Although it Townsend learned that there are for Wrangell, Alaska and fiom 
was conducted at the same time as few tradespeople in Alaska, and an there •supplies will be airlifted to 
the City of Terrace's Trade overabundance of lawyers! the project site. Townsend encour- 'i'i~:,?,:~ ........... 
Mission to southeast Alaska, Because Alaska has settled its land ages the local Chamber and the .... ..... 
Townsend's was sponsored by the claims question, many of the law- City of Terrace to continue lobby- 
B.C. Trade Development Corpor- yers are now at loose ends. ing for the road, and a customs 
ation, New Exporters to Border Townsend met with U.S. Cus- facility at Terrace/Kitimat Airport, 
States program. Townsend's toms officials in Anchorage. He "Don't just sit back and assume 
group, which included another was assured that, as long as the it's going to happen." 
Terrace business, Pacific Regener- paper work is in order, there would Greg Townsend sees Alaska as ~:i~:' 
• ation (tree nursery, represented by be no problem shipping his mining an untapped market for B.C.'s 
Tom HaTTie) toured Ketchikan, supplies and steel pipes to Alaska. northwest. He -hopes to attend a 
Juneau and Anchorage. Townsend He had a tour of the shipping mining convention i n Anchorage in GREG TOWNSEND says of Alaskans, "They're such hospitable 
says, "We're going back. This trip facilities in Anchorage. Federal October. And from there? people and they all want our business." 
was exploratory. Now we know Express has its international head- 
Bylaw enforcement in Thornhiil 
by Ted Strachal, 
he has refused to cooperate. The board and face the same situation 
Several Thornhill b,,_sinesses and regional district has asked the as the Copper Mountain land 
private residences are on notice to property owner to appear before owner if they don't clean up their 
conform to regional district bylaws the regional district board to land. These include businesses on 
or expect possible legal action, explain why he shouldn't be forced Old Lakelse Lake Road near Hem- 
Perhaps the most serious case to clean up the site and if he fails lock and Hwy. 16 East near No- 
involves R.C.R Forest Contractors. to gain their sympathy could face votny and private residences in the 
They-have-been-told to close their legal action. 3100 block Crescent St., 2700 
automotive repair business on There are also seven other block Clark St., 1900 block Bob- 
Skinner St. by July 15 of this year. Thornhill property owners whose sein Crescent, and two in the 3800 
According to the regional district, names will be submitted to the block Skinner St. 
RCR Forest is operating the busi- 
ness contrary to permitted uses 
listed in the Thornhill Zoning 
Bylaw and if they don't comply 
they can expect he regional dis- 
trier to proceed with legal action. 
Another case involves a private 
residence on Kirkaldy St. in the 
Copper Mountain subdivision. 
C--- According to the regional district, 
this property owner is in violation ~ ! ~ . t~Y°U wwi ~ ! 
ARTIST ANNE MARIE NEHRING was in Terrace recently to of the Untidy and Unsightly Prem- clean. 
conduct a painting workshop. A versatile and talented lady, ises Bylaw and although he has ! 
Nehringwasals°onthewinningteamintheDragonBoatRaces beent°ldt°cleanupseveraltimes' ~ .~..:_.1~ ~,4~~1 / 
held in Hong Kong in May. even offered assistance in doing it, . .only i 
From paint brush to dragon boat , 
Dragon Boat Racing calls race. They won the silver in 1988 the Skeena area, she will go on " ~ ~  
forth such exotic images to us in and then the prize, the gold, in to Prince Rupert fern workshop 
northern B.C., that it was en- 1989. And now in 1990, they at Dons River, then back to 
chanting to meet someone who have won again, to prove that it Vancouver for an exhibition at 
has just participated. Not just was not just an accident. Whistler before setting off for ED N ESDAY IS  
participated, but had actually The crew of the 22-member the High Arctic and another DR RTY  SH IRT  
been a member of the winning all-woman team come from unique experience. In Baffin 
team -- at the Dragon Boat many parts of the country, but Island, she will conduct another DAY 
Championship races in Hung they train in Vancouver, inten- workshop under the auspices of 
Kong in May.' sifying their efforts during the the federal government in the Men's or Ladies'  cot ton  b/end 
• Anne Marie Nehring, our own early spring leading up to the Art College of the North. dress or business shirts expertly 
artist from the Pacific North- crucial race in May. "What a wonderful upper- laundered. 
v, est, is one of the crew of the Anne Marie has been in Ter- tunity," she said, "to be able to 
Dragon Boat from Vancouver, race this week to conduct a teach and to paint in the Arctic! 
the team which has stunned the workshop in painting at North- And to meet the people of the v, Only drive-thru in town 
world by winning the gold west Community College under real north." ~ Best, most reliable and cleanest service 
medal. And not only once, but the sponsorship of the Terrace Few people have such an op- ~ Drop off point at Thornhill .Public Market 
winning it a second time this Recreation Department, an in- portunity to live and work and 
year. In competition with the spirational week for students move from the South Pacific to ¢=tera'eanr, 
countries f romtheeasternand and instructoralike. Shehopes the NorthernArctic;fromboat i___ t / l~_~a~.=~l~ 
south Pacific where Dragon to be able to return to Terrace racing to painting instructor; to [ 
Boats are traditional 'and who early next year, probably in experience the versatil ity, 1 l i 
h have always produced the win- January, to "experiment with challenge and excitement of so o:00 n,m. In 6:00 p.m. - -  Monday In Fr iday  neTs. snow and its coloring," said many talents and such diverse e:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. - -  Saturday  • KIDDIE CORNER FROM THE POST OFFICE This is the fifth year that the Anne Marie. people. 
~couver team has entered the After visiting her friends in . 
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A RECENT 'NEIGHBOURHOOD BARBEQUE" at Terraceview Lodge attracted dozens of people 
with an open invitation to stop by and join in. Parents pushing strollers or brood in tow and groups 
of neighbouring teens joined Terraceview staff and residents in a welcome break in their daily 
routine. 
CHUI CH DII ECTOI Y 
Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Mass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan F. Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00' a.m. O.M.I. 
11:30 a.m. 
'4830 Straume Avenue b35-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Church 
Holy Eucharist: 10 a.m. Priest in Charge: 
Sunday School: 10 a.m. Rev. Eugene Miller 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 635-9019 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Sunday School - 11:30 a.m. 
Worship Service - 11:30 a.m. 
Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
i I Sabbath School: Pastor: Saturday 9:30 a.m. Ole Unruh m 635-7313 
scared to death ° ' ° "  Prayer Meeting: Local lady almost Saturday,l:0Oo.m. Wednesday 7:0O p.m. 
3306 Griffiths ' 635-3232 
by Tad Strachan 
Like any other opposing roups, 
pet owners and non-pet owners 
have to coexist in this world. A 
situation is currently brewing, 
however, that, if left unchecked, 
could lead to some differences of 
opinion. 
Recently, a Terrace woman in 
her late sixties was do ing :her  
weekly shopping. This task isn't 
easy for this lady, though. She's 
partially crippled, has a heart con- 
dition and some difficulty commu- 
nicating verbally because she lost 
her voice several years ago. Still, 
she's able to get by with consider- 
able independence. ' 
Recently, she ran into a serious 
problem in a local parking lot. Her 
path to the car in which she was 
riding was blocked by a pick-up 
truck with a dog in the back. As 
she made her way around the pick- 
up, the dog, apparently trying to 
protect its own territory, tried to 
attack her. Fortunately, it was 
restrained with a rope and the 
woman was unharmed. She didn't 
know that the dog was restrained 
and she could have had a heart 
attack. Or, if the dog hadn't been 
restrained, as many aren't, she 
could have been attacked and she 
wouldn't have had the agility to 
defend herself or the voice to cry 
out for help. 
Animal control officer Frank 
Bowsher says this• sort of situation 
isn't unusual but it's difficult to 
control. Everyone has rights, inclu- 
ding dog owners. Letting Fide 
jump in the back of the truck as 
you leave the yard is as much a 
Canadian right as the right to carry 
a gun is in the United States. And 
in this ease, the dog owner wasn't 
breaking the law. 
Bowsher says there are la~s,that 
cover the transportation f  animals. 
The intent of these laws, however, 
taking issue with the point is being 
a little picky. On the other hand, 
it's his job to protect both the 
animal and the public. And accor- 
ding to our senior, her sense of 
security was  violated and her 
health, possibly her life, endan- 
gered. 
Dog owners may find solutions 
on their own, says Bowsher. They 
might ry finding more out-of-the-- 
Way parking spots. Or, as is some- 
times the ease, if the dog i s known 
is to protect the animal.., not the to .be:vicious or.itS :p'rimary pur- 
public. Under Section 66  of the pose is guard duty, they will 
Motor Vehicle Act, the truck must • muzzle their pets. Under the law, 
have a railing capable of confining vicious or guard dogs must be 
the animal or as an alternative it
must be caged or tied in a manner 
that will prevent it from jumping 
or falling from the 
one not complying 
can be charged. 
vehicle. Any- 
with this law 
So under the law, the dog owner 
in the example above was probably 
correct. But there are some fine 
points here. In the first place the 
dog was confined by only a single 
rope and according to Bowsher, 
under the law, a single rope might 
not fill the bill. With a single rope, 
the dog may be still be able to 
jump or fall from the vehicle and 
either land on  the road or be 
hanged. Therefore, the dog isn't 
really confined unless two ropes 
are used. 
Bowsher says he understands if 
you're a dog owner and feel that 
muzzled in a public place anyway. 
But posting a warning sign might 
also be in order suggests Eowsher. 
In reality, though, probably not 
all dog owners are going to show 
this type of consideration for the 
general public. In that case, there 
might be another solution and the 
community of Stewart might be 
breaking some ground here. Bow- 
sher says that Stewart officials are 
considering a bylaw that would 
ban pick-ups with dogs from pri- 
vate or public parking lots entirely. 
This solution, though, could lead to 
considerable debate. 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 
Pastor : 
W.E. Glasspell 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 635-5 1 1 
Fish lodge flounders 
A application by Martin Schmid- 
erer of Exclusive Ry Fishing to 
purchase a piece of unsurveyed 
crown land near the Gossen Creek 
subdivision has been turned down 
by the Ministry of Crown Lands. 
Schmiderer already operates a 
commercial fishing lodge in the 
Gossen Creek Subdivision which 
the regional district claimed at one 
time was non.conforming with 
existing bylaws. That• arguemcnt 
r.Wound up in court and Schmiderer 
won that battle. 
Schmiderer was less successful 
with this proposal, however, which 
he claimed in his application to be 
a replacement for the existing 
lodge but which some regional 
district board members believed 
might be a second fishing lodge. 
In declining Schmidsrer's applic- 
ation, Crown Land administration 
manager Run Creber cited publi c 
opposition to the p lan and 
explained that the area in question 
had been left undeveloped inten- 
tionally "to act as a buffer to ac- 
commodate river bank erosion and 
to provide for public use of the 
river frontage". 
Cmber also told the regional 
district hat they planned to protect 
the area in question from any 
further development by establish- 
ing an, official reserve for buffer 
purposes. Creber suggested that the 
regional district might want to 
further protect he site by designat- 
ing,the area as a park. "The Minis- 
try of Parks has indicated that they 
would be pleased to participate in 
a review process to assess public 
needs at this time," said Creber. 
Terrace Full Gospel Christian Fellowship 
NEW LOCATION: 
• 3222 Munme Street 
~ Pastor: Slade Compton 
Sunday Service: 10:30 p.m, 
Church: 638.8384 Res.: 638-0829 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Evening Worship: Minister: 
10:30 a.m. Every 2nd Sunday: Stan Bailey 
: Sunday School: hymns only Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 7:00 p.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Early Service: 
8:30 a.m. 
Associate Pastor: 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service: 11:15 a.m. 
3511 Eby Street 
Pastor:. 
John Caplln 
Cliff Slebert 
Prayer Time: 
6:00 p.m. 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
635-2434 
The Alliance Church 
Worship Service: 10:30 a.m. 
Phone office for location Pastor: Rick Wlebe 
Ass't Pastor: Douglas Glnn of Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
All are cordially Invited 
Youth Ministries * Home Bible Studies , Visitation 
.4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
i Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Information call 
4643 Walsh Avenue 635-648C 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Pastor:. 
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. Peter Sluys -- 635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladles' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:30 a.m, & 7:45p.m. 
3602 Sparks 635.7207 
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Mike to Montreal 
MIKE CHRISTENSEN is off to the national finals in Montreal this 
coming weekend. He's been sponsored by many local businesses 
and individuals. All the best, Mikel 
Northwest at B.C, 
Summer Games 
The Northwest's zone seven is 
sending a total of 335 athletes, 
coaches, chaperones, managers 
and officials to this weekend's 
B.C. Summer Games at Prince 
George. : ,, i 
Terrace tops the list with 125 
participants. The second largest 
number is from: Prince Rupert 
- -  76. 
Smithers is sending 43 people 
while 40 are going from Kitimat. 
Other numbers for zone seven 
include Telkwa (18), Burns Lake 
(17), Kitwanga (11), Hazelton 
(3), Houston (1), Queen 
Charlottes (1). 
Following is the list of Terrace 
competitors: 
Ladies' golf - -  Leona Wilcox, 
Gail Johnson, Linda Hamilton. 
Trapshooting - -  Victor Dean, 
Russ Hicks. 
Parachuting - -  Tom Simp- 
son, Gary Paulson, Cheri 
Hebert, Roger Chicoine. 
Boys' volleyball - -  Kurt 
Muller, Mark deJong, Carl Red- 
mond, Shawn Palagian, Guy 
Mortimer, Chris Wilkinson, Ken 
Pound, Mike Newhouse, Dale 
Hansen, Matt Soules. 
Cycling, road racing - -  
Chrion Kantakis. 
Handgun - -  Louise Folmer, 
Peter Nicholson, Terry Morris. 
Black powder shooting - -  
Peter Nicholson, Mike Rossiter, 
Dave Hogarth, Wayne Kirby, 
Lucas Kirby. 
Girls' volleyball -- Chris Ir- 
ving, Trish Ward, Kathy 
O'Br ian,  Jennifer Brook, 
Devona Knowles. 
Baseball - -  Greg Cownan, 
Bryan Fick, Brent Neeve, Mark 
Neeve, Brett Kluss, Chad 
Ziegler, Gary Peden, Art 
Soares, Garth Mutschke, Ryan 
Kennedy, Trevor Hoffman, Rob 
Larmour, Mike Kennedy, Kevin 
Clarke, Jim Fick, George Neeve. 
Tennis  --  Chuck Cey, 
Richard Kriegi, Swarnn Mann, 
Heater Flewin, Nancy Condon, 
Terrace bicycle ace Mike 
Christensen came home for a 
few days last week to seek home- 
town sponsorship to attend na- 
tional finals at Montreal this 
coming weekend. 
He got the support he sought, 
then headed back to the lower 
mainland for more racing before 
the big eastern Canada event. 
On July 1 weekend, •prior to 
driving home for five days, Mike 
took part in the seventh race of 
the Canada Cup series at Vic- 
toria. 
It was called the Victoria 
Grand Prix, and it included pro- 
fessional riders among the en- 
trants. It put Mike up against his 
toughest competition so far in 
his early career. 
It started with a 155-kilometer 
road race. He didn't have a very 
good first half, but came on 
strong at the end to finish 23rd. 
"I was really pleased with my 
result because only 52 riders out 
of more than 100 finished the 
race,,' he told us. 
The next morning was a 10-K 
time trial which Mike felt was a 
poor effort on his part. He 
timed in about 15 minutes 
(around 40-kilometers-an-hour), 
far off the pace set by top riders. 
"They were doing 47 and 48 
kilometers an hour, so I know I 
have quite a ways to go." 
Next was a late evening 
criterium where Mike wound up 
with the pack. "I think I ended 
up about 27th overall at Vic- 
toria," Mike said. 
He ended the weekend with 
Vancouver's Gastown ride. 
Mike said the pros raced 
separate from his "class two" 
group. 
Still a bit tired from his Vic- 
toria session, Mike managed an 
eighth-place finish. He was up 
against 80 riders in this group. 
This past weekend, Mike took 
part in the B.C. criterium cham- 
pionships at Kelowna. " I 'm not 
a criterium-type rider," he ex- 
plained. "I like the long, hilly 
road races. But I'll do my best at 
Kelowna." 
After the nationals this 
weekend, he comes back to his 
home province for the B.C. time 
trial championships. Then he's 
looking forward to some lengthy 
stage races (races of varied 
lengths over several days) in 
Oregon and Washington. 
He still plans to return home 
by mid-September to resume his 
job at Sundance Ski and Sport, 
and train intensely during the 
winter months. 
"I really appreciate hose who 
offered to sponsor me for the 
Montrealtrip," Mike told us. 
Special thanks to Dr. V.A. 
Lepp, Richards Cleaners, Royal 
Bank of Canada, R. Dale Green- 
wood, D.C., A & W, Terrace 
Review, Great West Life (Chuck 
Cey), Northern Drugs, Erwin's 
Jewellers, Terrace Builders Cen- 
tre, Sight and Sound, Donna 
Loutitt, Dr. Dennis Fisher, First 
Choice Travel, Tilden Rent-a- 
Car, Demers & Brodie, Webb 
Refrigeration, Ev's Men's Wear, 
Dr. Paul Clark, Canada Safe- 
way, Eric Johanson, Wilkinson 
Business Machines, Braid In- 
surance Agencies, Sundance Ski 
& Sports, First Choice Builders 
Supply, Dr. Joe Zucchiatti. 
Diane Cey, Fran Mann, Renat 
Weber. 
C.A.S.A. youth swimming 
Denise Vanderlee, Tori Macken- Volley fest 
Tama zie, Samantha Mackenzie, " ~ortlxwes~ volleyball t.eams 
MackenZie, TirnWils0n. ' ' ~': ~ .... -,:,...~,~r w.~:,, '~ ',-~ ~,,,-~: are ]nv~tea to take part m the 
Horseshoe pitching --  Henry first annual 'Terrace Volley-fest' 
Archibald, Joe Wideman, Fdon 
Sharpe. 
Sof tba l l -  Lori Buteau, Lynn 
Henry, Rebecca VanHerk, Jen- 
nifer Murie, Marsha Postuk, 
Kristen Torgalson, Tricia 
Walker, Debbie Wabanga, 
Chera Therr ien,  Detane 
VanHulle, Ambur Hall, Tammy 
Clarabut, Dawn Thomsen, 
Shannon Hamuis, Susan Mun- 
,son, Chrystal Sparks, Kara 
Myers, Jacque Scriver, Lisa 
VanHulle, Anna Graham, Vic- 
tor Buteau, Peter Pauls. 
Men's soccer - -  Roger 
DaSilva. 
Women's soccer - -  Andrea 
Komlos, Shannon O'Brien, 
Monica Holubowski, Jackie 
Thomsen, Jann Marie Wilson, 
Jody Cox, Shammi Dhansaw, 
Monica Rauter, Jenny Brady, 
Mui Luc, Bridget Brown, Rhian- 
non George, Kerry Paulis, Flip 
Cervo, Pam Lamb. 
Diving - -  Janet McGee, Jason 
McPhie, Shane Illingworth, 
Scott McGinlay, Harald Arm- 
strong. 
English equestrian ~ Lory 
Knull, Darcie Buller. 
Western equestrian - -  Tina 
Knull, Dan Muller, Marty 
Eisner, C0rea Anderson, Kim 
Rempel, Barb Essay. 
Basketball - -  Fernando Milt- 
jamens, Shawn Ducharme, Dar- 
ren Bell, Jassie Osei-Tutu, Shan- 
non Murdoch, Leah Wilson, 
Lara Tessaro, Mag Hugon. 
Regional sports coming events 
read the 
Terrace Review 
at Riverside Park on August 11 
weekend. 
Mixed teams of players over 
19 years are invited to take part. 
The entry fee is $60 a team, with 
an entry deadline of August 1. 
This will be the first time for a 
volleyball tournament at River- 
side -- past tourneys have been 
held at Rotary Park. To add to 
the festivities, organizers will set 
up a refreshment garden. 
Entry forms are available at 
the Terrace arena rec office. 
More information isavailable at 
the office by phoning 638-1174. 
The tournament is co-sponsored 
by the Parks and Recreation 
Department and the Terrace 
mixed scrub league. 
-o "HOckey school 
Northwest reps at 
Canada Games 
With regular school out of the 
way, Terrace and District boys 
and girls are being asked to look 
at another type of school coming 
up in August. It's Terrace Minor 
Hockey's annual summer school 
running in two week-long ses- 
sions -- Aug. 13 to 18, and Aug. 
20 to 25. It covers youngsters up 
to midget age and costs $100 per 
week, or $175 if you take in both 
weeks. The school is nearing 
capacity, so youngsters are 
reminded to sign up by the end 
of July at latest. Entry forms are 
available at the arena rec office, 
All Seasons Sports or Terrace 
Totem Ford. 
The Western Canada Summer 
Games are underway at Winni- 
peg. They'll continue until July 
14. The Northwest zone is rep- 
resented by a few athletes• 
Kitimat's Gloria Trudeau is 
competing in the archery sec- 
tion. In wrestling, Cam Johnson 
of Telkwa and Heath Bolster of 
Smithers are taking part. Donna 
Fisher of Terrace is listed for 
weightlifting, while Terrace's 
Val Philpott is on the B.C. 
women's basketball team. And 
Kitimat's Allison Barriscale has 
a swim team berth. 
EVERYONE WELCOMEI 
(Age 14 years and up) 
Lucky l' nllar 
alace 
ghway 16 West 
PEN AT 4:30 P.M. 
SUNDAY: Terrace Athletics Association 
MONDAY: Terrace Minor Hockey (First three Mondays of 
every month) 
Terrace Minor Baseball (Remaining Mondays of 
every month) 
Regular TUESDAY: Kermode Friendship Society Extra 
( ~  WEDNESDAY: Terrace Blue Back Swim Club ~ _  
Terrace Peaks Gymnastics 
THURSDAY: Sponsoring Comm. to 747 Cadets 
Order of the Royal Purple 
EARLY FRIDAY: Canadian Paraplegic Association 
LATE FRIDAY: Nisga a Tribal Council (Terrace Local) 
SATURDAY: Canadian Parents For French -- Morning 
B.C. Paraplegic Foundation -- Evening 
Games  LATE NIGHT: Kinsmen Club of Terrace • Games  
Terrace Figure Skating Club- (Alternate) 
Thank you| Have a Nice dayl 
I i ,  
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AN ACTION-PACKED WEEKEND - the annual Skeena Valley 
men's open golf tournament in Terrace on Canada Day weekend. 
Skeena Valley open golf 
It was Skeena Valley pro- 
manager Dan Rosengren by 
three strokes over arch rival 
John Morgan of Smithers for 
low gross honors at the annual 
Skeena Valley men's open golf 
tournament in Terrace on 
Canada Day weekend. 
Rosengren posted a 219 for 
his 54-hole score on the par 72 
course. Morgan shot a 222, 
while young Jason Gordon of 
Prince Rupert stayed in cOnten- 
tion with a 229. 
On day one, Rosengren took a 
three-stroke lead over Morgan 
(73-76). Rosey's tournament low 
round of 68 on day two more or 
less clinched the title as he out- 
scored Morgan by 11 strokes 
(68-79). 
Morgan fought back with a 70 
on the final day, but Rosengren 
had enough of a lead to win, 
despite his 75. 
Kitimat's Rod Donaldson 
came up with low net honors. 
His handicap of nine helpedhim 
to a 205 total, six better than 
Bruno Hidber and Jim Holland 
of Terrace. 
Gross and net winners in all 
flights (listed from first to thii'd) 
are as follows: 
Championship flight - -  
(gross) John Morgan, Jason 
Gordon, J.F. Malenfant; (net) 
Jim Holland, John Yasinchuk, 
Jim Rigler." 
First flight - -  (gross) Andy 
Ruygrok,  Mike Kerbrat,  
Clayton Lloyd-Jones; (net) Greg 
Broome, Teru Yamamoto, 
Marcel Sawan. 
Second f l ight -  (gross) Matt 
Bone, Dave Comfort, Ken Fed- 
derson; (net) Ray Rego, Stu 
Crouse, Harold Cox. 
Third flight - -  (gross) Sandy 
Farkvam, Phil Landry, Joe 
Nelson; (net) Tony Freiria, Ben 
Cote, Colin Zenuk. 
Rainettes win 
in the rain 
The Prince Rupert Rainettes 
lost their first game at the an- 
nual Terrace Northern Stealers 
ladies' fastball tournament on 
Canada Day weekend, but they 
won their next five games to 
pocket first-prize money in the 
five-team series at Riverside 
Park. 
The coast gals (apparently 
trained to play in muddy condi- 
tions) lost to the host Stealers 
8-2 in their opener of the round- 
robin portion. Then they came 
back to beat Hazelton's Skeena 
A's 11-9, down Terrace North- 
coast Raven Bantams 13-6, and 
blank Skeena Crossing 8-0. 
That put them into the four- 
team, single knockout series 
where they downed Skeena A's 
7-5. The other set saw Skeena 
• Crossing upset the Stealers 5-4. 
Skeena A's then took on 
Skeena Crossing for the right to 
get another shot at Rainettes. 
A's won 13-6. 
But Rainettes came through 
with their third straight win over 
the A's by a 3-1 score. Rainettes 
won top money of $600, while 
A's took home $400 for run- 
nerup. Skeena Crossing won 
$250 for third place. 
Rainettes had two of the four 
top individual awards - -  Jackie 
Abbott as best pitcher and Linda 
Roberts as top hitter. 
The most valu~',~ble player was 
Linda Black of the Stealers. 
Skeena A's Pansy Wright was 
best catcher. 
All-star team selections were 
- -  Tina O'Brien and Gwen 
Weget of Skeena Crossing; 
Lynne Henry and Dawn Thomp- 
son of Northcoast Ravens; Janet 
Sheppard and Teri Smith of 
Rainettes; Lisa MacKinnon of 
Skeena A's; and Eva Marie 
Sarich and Noelle Bullei01 of 
Stealers. 
The Stealers travel to Kispiox 
on July 27 weekend for district 
playdowns. 
Scores of all games can be 
found in this week's scoreboard. 
? Th Scores Are...  
. . . " , • • 
Skeena Valley Open 1990 
CHAMP FLIGHT 
• Dan Rosengren, Terrace 
John Morgan, Smithers 
Jason Gordon, Prince Rupert 
FIRST• FLIGHT 
Andy Ruygrok, Terrace 
• Mike Kerbrat, Terrace 
Clay Lloyd-Jones, Terrace 
SECOND FLIGHT 
Matt Bone, Terrace 
Dave Comfort, Terrace 
Ken Feddersen, Terrace 
THIRD FLIGHT 
Sandy Farkvam, Terrace 
Philllp Landry, Terrace 
Joe Nelson, Prince Rupert 
Gross Net, 
219 219 
222 222 
229 220 
Gross Net 
252 216 
253 220 
257 227 
Gross Net. 
261 210 
266 218 
268 • 223 
Gross Net 
276 213 
286 223 
288 228 
Northern Stealers Ladies' Fastball 
Tournament at Riverside Park - -  
Canada Day Weekend 
Northern Stealers 8,'Prince Rupert Rainettes 2 
Skeena A's 8, Skeena Crossing 7 
Rainettes 11, Skeena A's 9 
Skeena Crossing 16, Northcoast Ravens 1 
Rainettes 13, Northcoast Ravens 6 
Skeena A's 8, Northern Stealers 3 
Northern Stealers 11, Northcoast Ravens 11 
Rainettes 8, Skeena Crossing 0 
Skeena Crossing 4, Northern Stealers 4 
Skeena A's 11, Northcoast Ravens 5 
Skeena Crossing 5, Northern Stealers 4 
Rainettes 7, Skeena A's 5 
Skeena A's 13, Skeena Crossing 6 
Rainettes 3, Skeena A's 1 
Monson Men's Fastball Tournament 
at Northwest College - -  
Canada Day Weekend 
Northwest OIdtimers 7, Prince Rupert Oceanview 0 
Cole Petroleum Juniors 6, Wee Geordies 1 
Tymoschuk Agencies 12, Kitimat Merchants 8 
Prince Rupert Duffy's 6, Northwest Oldtimers 3 
Cole Petroleum 9, Smithers 2 
Pr. George Lad's Construction 4, Skeena-Hamilton 3 
Oceanview 3, Wee Geordies 1 
Kitimat Merchants 3, Skeena-Hamilton 2 
Northwest Oldtimers 13, Oceanvlew 0 
Kitimat Merchants 10, Smithers 0 
Duffy's 7, Tymoschuk Agencies 3 
Lad's Construction 5, Cole Petroleum 1 
Northwest Oldtimers 6, Cole Petroleum 4 
Kitlmat Merchants 10, Tymoschuk Agencies 0 
Duffy's 8, Lad's Construction 0 
Kitlmat Merchants 3, Northwest Oldtimers 0 
Kitimat Merchants 2, Lad's Construction 1 
Terrace Youth Soccer 
Girls' division 
Tide Lakers 4, Pizza Hut 2 
Rlchards 8, Kinettes 0 
Rlchards 3, Pizza Hut 1 
Tide Lakers 7, Klnettes 5 
Under-12 division 
Northwest Sportsman 3, Finning 2 
Cedarland 7, Brady F-C 2 
Bandstra 1, Sight & Sound 0 (default) 
Terrace Scrub Softball 
Bunters 16, Dairy Queen 15 
Garfields 18, Northern Motor Inn 3 
R and R Express 14, Finning 13 
Northern 16, Bunters 12 
Rosswood Rebels 18, Castouts 11 
Rosswood Rebels 17, Almwood A's 12 
McDonald's 10, Psycho Chickens 9 
Thornhill Pub 6, Alkles 5 
Terrace Men's SIo-pitch League 
Terrace Inn 23, Bill's Plumbing 4 
Terrace Inn 28, Rudon Rowdies 8 
Rudon Rowdies 7, SKB Molsons 6 
Westpolnt Rentals 13, Terrace Inn6 
Westpolnt Rentals 3, SKB Molsons 0 
Terrace Mixed SIo.pitch P,eague 
Bases Wild 10, Heavy Hitters 2 
Bases Wild 8, Brewmasters 2 
, Kitimat Merchants 4, Duffy's 3 
• i:ii i: ? i: ComeOverii !toitheilPrb!esstona'!s a t  i :i , 
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PRINCE RUPERT RAINETTES won five out of six games to capture the Terrace Stealers' annual 
ladies fastball t0umament on Canada Day weekend. The Rainettes won $600 for their effort In the 
five-team series. 
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bzke races - 
12 compete 
SPECIAL OLYMPICS SUMMER GAMES are finally being hosted in B.C. and competitors Silas Clayton, John Reid, Bryan 
Smith and their coach Maureen Clent (all of Terrace) are participating. Pictured above are many of the 35 members of the 
Terrace Special Olympics group. 
Terrace competitors off to Special Olympics 
Excitement was high as the 
three Terrace contestants set off 
with their coach for the Special 
Olympic Summer Games in 
Vancouver July 10 to 15. 
This is the first time the 
Games are being hosted by B.C. 
and for contestants Silas 
Clayton, John Reid, Bryan 
Smith and their coach Maureen 
Clent, it will be the culmination 
of their years of training. 
It is the 10th anniversary of 
Special Olympics in B.C. and 
Terrace began training five years 
ago in bowling, swimming and 
floor hockey, with powerlifting 
and soccer when there are 
coaches and facilities available. 
Although the Special Olym- 
pics are a highlight for the Ter- 
race club, the main value of their 
program is the year-round 
pleasure and training for the 
whole group. For the 35 
registered members the oppor- 
tunity for recreation and 
socializing is as important as the 
skill development and con- 
fidence building. 
"The trips out of town add a 
dimension of travel and meeting 
with new situations," said coach 
Joan Cox, "and we are grateful 
to Farwest Bus Lines for 
donating a bus and MeEwan 
Motors for their help in travel, 
but there is still the accommoda- 
tion and other costs to be met." 
"The Terrace club is proud 
that with the enthusiastic help of 
the service clubs and businesses 
and individuals of Terrace who 
have given of their time and 
money, they are able to be self- 
supporting," said Cox, speaking 
for the club. "Skeena Broad- 
casters has set up a Trust Fund 
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THE KITIMAT MERCHANTS won the MolSon men's 10-team double-knockout fastbal! tournament 
on a soggy Canada Day weekend. 
through their Partners in Com- 
munity Service Society. The re- 
cent charity golf tournament 
raised over $6,000 which went 
directly into the Trust Fund 
capital account and the club will 
receive the interest from the 
Trust each year that will 
guarantee part of their annual 
income." 
"Each year George Yeast 
donates a hand-crafted picnic 
table," she said, "to be used as a 
fund-raiser, such as the raffle 
last year won by Cory Albright. 
This year the club is preparing 
for the Northern Winter Games 
in Terrace, the B.C. Winter 
Games in Duncan and the B.C. 
Special Olympics in Prince 
George, in addition to their 
regular activities. 
"Anyone with an hour or two 
a week to spare would be wel- 
come," she said. "The time 
spent is challenging and very 
rewarding." 
Kitimat's three-part bicycle 
races on Canada Day weekend 
lacked two things --  good 
weather and competitors. 
However, with only 12 riders, 
they managed to pull off all 
three events. Peter Meger won 
the 80-kilometer road race, 
while Jusi Jaakkola took the 
16-K time trial. The 30-K 
cr i ter ium went to Dave 
Almwood of Hazelton. 
Exposure 
to 
sunlight 
Contributed by Donna Jewell 
Did you know that unpro- 
tected exposure to sunlight in- 
creases the risk of developing 
skin cancer? The peak age-range 
for skin cancer is about 10 years 
lower than for most other 
cancers; therefore, young adults 
are commonly affected by this 
type of cancer. The effects of 
sun exposure are cumulative 
from birth, emphasizing the im- 
portance of protecting ourselves 
from the sun's rays, starting in 
our earliest years. 
It is hard to believe that sun- 
shine can be associated with a 
serious disease, especially when 
sunny days play a big role in lift- 
ing our spirits. Suntans make 
people feel good about them- 
selves. However, exposure to the 
sun may be doing more harm 
than good. The good news is 
that we can still enjoy the sun 
and have summer fun by taking 
a few sensible precautions when 
out in the sun. 
B.C. Tel wishes to advise that the 
switching conversion scheduled for 
• June 28 in Lakelse has been delayed. 
We regret any inconvenience the delay 
may cause for customers who were 
looking forward to using the features 
provided by the new equipment. B.C. 
Tel will make the delay as short as 
possible and will advise our Lakelse 
customers of the new conversion date. 
B.C. 
=~make i t  awayof life. 
Kitimat collects fastball bucks 
Kitimat Merchants won the 
Molson men's 10-team double- 
knockout fastball tournament 
held at Terrace's Northwest Col- 
lege on a soggy Canada Day 
weekend. And they did it the 
hard way - -  winning six in a row 
after dropping their opening 
game. 
Merchants' 4-3 'victory over 
previously unbeaten Prince 
Rupert Duffy's in the tourna- 
ment final'earned them $1,500 
top prize. Duffy's went home 
with $I,000 for runnerup. 
Prince George Lad's Con- 
struction earned $600 for third 
place, while the host Terrace 
Northwest Oldtimers banked 
$400 for fourth place. 
Kitimat was outscored 12-8 in 
their Opener against Tymoschuk 
agencies. After that they were 
unbeatable. 
Merchants got on the winning 
track with a 3-2 triumph over 
Skeena-Hamilton. Then they 
blanked Smithers 104) before 
entering the final day of play. 
In their four, last-day games 
they started with a revenge 10-0 
win over Tymoschuk, then 
blanked the Oldtimers 3-0. 
Game three of the day saw them 
edge Prince George lads 2-1, to 
set up the big money game 
against Duffy's. 
Merchants used only Clint 
Marshall to pitch them to vic- 
tory that final day. He tossed 28 
innings. In one game he struck 
out seven in a row. 
Scores of all games are in this 
week's coreboard. 
Terrace Bluebacks Swim Club 
Swim Skill Development Camp 
July 16 to 27 
Monday to Friday, 4 to 5 p.m. 
$20 for 2 weeks, $15 for 1 week 
For children ages 8 to 12 who passed 
Red Cross "Blue" level and want to increase 
their swimming skills. 
To register, call: 
Shelley Morgan at 638.8976 
Mary Bowering at 638.010i 
Swim club office at 635-7988 
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.~SYSTEMS L TD..~ 
TEL: (604) 635-2728 
FAX: (604) 635-7197 uwnm 
RES: (604) 635-2191 MEMBER OFT~u~rm~ 
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3111BLAKEBURN ST., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 3J1 
We Do Catering Right 
4660 Lakelse 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 R4 
635-3663 
Free Estimates 
Pick Up & Delivery 
Satisfaction 
Guaranteed 
Bargain Reupholstery & Repairs 
Vinyl, Leather and Canvas 
Nothing's Too Small or Too Big For Us 
Bus: 638-0141 
~' J~ ~""  '~ ' - - '~ '~ • ~ "~ * copy & restoration of B/W photos 
• commercial photography 
• CUSTOM FRAMING 
& NAN RICHARDSON 
PH. 635-3204 
Terrace, B,C. 
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BUS. 635-5848 
~ SUNOANCE 
SKI & SPORTS (1981) LTD. 
4736 LAKELSE AVE., 
TERRACE, B.C., VSG 1FI6 
call Dan at: 
Exposure Photographic Studio 
;17 Lazelle Avenue c ,~ s~.) 
Phone 635.9714 
SALES&SERVICE 
JOHN (JACK) WeEGGm 
GENERAL MANAGER 
~.  ~ POHLE AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
VSG 4S8 
BUS. (6O4) 638-O261 
RES. (604) 635.4380 
i 
3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace, •B.C. 
V8G 2X8 
Telephone and 
Fax Number:: 
635-6311 
l mal l  
iOTORt~mtS 
IlWII 
A Feclefal Indm.riel Company 
MOlt 
3686 Hiff 
Terrace,  t 
Telephon( 
Toll Free:~ 
MOHAWK TERRA(3! 
STOP 'N' SHOP i 
4760 Lakelse Ave, 
Terrace, B.C. , 
636-6935 ' 
( 
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/i#i Northern Computer 
Don Suttis " 
Manager 
4720 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace. B.O. VSG 1T2 : 
Phone (604) 638-0321 
I 
Fax (604)638-0442 
I I [ --:L 
Northern Mountain Helicopters Inc. 
P.O. BOx 360, Prince George Airport, Prince George, B.C. V2L 4S2 
Fax: (604) 963-9015 Telex: 047.8027 
P.O. Box 628, Terrace, B.C. VBG 4B8 
Bus: (604)'.638-1955 
Independen 
Supply (Tet 
2903 Kenney St.! 
Phone 638-0248 
i 
es in '4th annual Skeena Valley 
athl n  Tnathlon" July 15 
O The fourth annual Skeena Valley Triathlon has 
attracted 165 entrants overall for the three-sport event, 
coming up Sunday, July 15. 
Organizer Dr. Dale Greenwood said they had 165 
L 
. . . .  :~.::. : entrants as of last week. A last-minute surge of both 
" . .team and singles entries brought the list up to more 
* ~ : than 30 over last year's record total. 
~ . . . .  : The race will start promptly 10 am, with the swim at 
Lakelse picnic site (not Furlong Bay campsite, last 
year's venue). The first event is the One kilometre 
:swim. Lastyear's fastest swim ~as13rainutes. 
Then the biking - from the picnic site to the old gas 
station, just before the Mount Layton Hotsprings, turn 
.~ around there, back to the weigh .scales at the 
intersection to highways 16 and 37 and back to the 
. . . .  , o= picnic site. Last year's fastest biker was timed at one 
=,~',;/,, hour and nine seconds. 
~r~,~ The triathlon concludes with a 10K run from the 
Sw~o ~ Lakelse picnic site to the Oli's turnoff and back to the 
...... "~'"~ ~ picnic site. Last year's fastest time was 32 minutes 10 
: ~ seconds. The total race will take just over three hours. 
" Spectators are requested to get there early for good 
parking. Overflow parking will be available at the Parks 
i Branch headquarters across the highway from the picnic 
site. 
The Skeena Valley Triathlon is organized by the Skeena Valley 
Triathlon Association (Tony Torigliag Dennis Lissimore, Roy Long, 
Tim MacLean, Dale Greenwood and Chris Holtom) in co.operation 
with many local businesses and service clubs. 
Re-fueling will begin at 4 p.m. at the Thornhill 
Community Centre. The banquet starts at 5 and the 
awards presentations commence at 6 p.m. NOTE: No 
tickets will be available at the door. 
nLIJ,O'RH.5 
~: Gym 8, Fitness Centre 
4545 Lazelle 
Terrace 
635-4130 ~ 
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Ekeena 
CELLULOSE INC. 
I 
TERRACE OPERATIONS 
BOX 3000 TERRACE, B.C. V8G 4C6 
• I 
Benson Optical Laboratories Ltd. 
4608 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4C3 
(604) 638-0341 
Same day service on most prescriptions. 
Cedar land  T i re  Serv ice  L td .  
4929 KEITH AVENUE IERRACE, B.C. VSG IK7 
635-6170 
Member Owned - Truly Canadian 
Terrace 
... Co,op,, 
Association 
4617 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1 N2  
635-6347 
:;;.i":,, 
!, 
i 
FIW~tS 
hway 16 East, Box 730 
LC. V8G 4B8 
): (604) 635-6245 
1-800-663-7670 
! _ ~ lB i~ l  ~ 
t 
:i E 
MOHAWK 
I industrial 
'race) Ltd: 
, Terrace, B.C. 
Fax 638-0963 
~~..Freightliner M.B. Trucks 
PARTS - -SALES - -  SERVICE 
Call No Charge I 800 663-7766 
1635-4938l 
FAX ~/635-9535 
5408 I~GHWA¥ 18, TERRACE 
BYTOt~I OF.SEt. 8N.ES LTD. 
~'~'~ :; ~A"> V ~ I  I~  I ' :  ... ~ . x : ~ ~ ~ i ~ i ~ ! ~ } i ~ ~ ~  i : . .  . '~J. ~:/:  "::~S~ '~. :' ":::::'e. :~?'. ~:," $~' 
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BUSINESS MACHINES 
TERRACE 638.8585 
4552 Lakelse Ave. Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P8 
PRINCE RUPERT 624.5714 
737 Fraser St., Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 1R1 
KITIMAT 632-5037 
I I 
L.E.J. INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS LTD. 
3467 HWY. 16 EAST 
P.O. BOX 369 
TERRACE, B.C. 
V8G 4B4 
~, .  ,,. PHONE- 635-9198 ~ F~O(: 635-9115 
I I I  I I  
Speet:  PI IHII I ; STIIIIOrlEI S 
4554 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
635-7181 or TOLL FREE 1-800-772-6130 
I 
cMcztz tq 
473;5S~:?; :AMa Inlu e 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R9 
Telephone 635-6195 
J & J STABLES 
Matson Road, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6171 or 638-8018 
We offer trail rides, lessons, overnight 
rides and kids' camp. 
! 
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.... Smaha/Owens  wedding celebrated , 
• The sun came out shining sorized with darker grey cum- antics. Nikki DeHoog, Donna 
brightly for the wedding of • merbund and tie, while his at- Mailloux and Leah Sunder- 
Leah Smaha and Ross Owens• tendants' cummerbunds and wood performed a skit they 
Leah, daughter of long-time ties were mauve colored to called "Dragnet". "They told of 
residents Sally and Jack compliment the Bridesmaids' the Bride and Groom's first 
Smaha, and Ross, son of Hope dresses. Leah and Ross then meeting and called it the "First 
and Ron Owens of Norris each presented their mothers Encounter of the Newfy 
Arm, Newfoundland, were with a rose. Pastor Cliff Kind"• There was also an open 
married on June 2, 1990• The Siebert delivered his message, mike at the reception for any- 
double ring ceremony took He spoke of Love that is pa- body wishing to tell a tale and 
place in the Alliance Church tient and kind, Love that does some of the guests took advan- 
with •Pastor Cliff Siebert of- not hold anger and Love that is tage of the opportunity. Dane- 
ficiating. The mothers of the hope and truth. After the ex- ing followed to the music of 
Bride and Groom lit the change of the Vows and Rings, Dan's Musical Varieties. 
candles to the song "This is the the happy couple lit the Unity The next dayan open house 
Day", Four-year-old flowergirl candle. While signing the was held at the home of the 
Lindsay Smaha, cousin of the Register, Valerie Sutherland Bride's parents. The couple 
Bride, started the processional, played and sang "Only God then left for a honeymoon i
Lindsay wore a mauve colored Could Love You More". Hawaii, where a surprise 
dress and carried a dainty George Little Memorial Park awaited them. A relative of the 
ceramic basket filled with was the setting for the official Bride, Colene Wong, resident 
mauve, lilac and yellow picture-taking afterwards, of Hawaii, arranged for them 
flowers. She was followed by A reception was held at the to attend a Luau, and after- 
Bridesmaids Donna Mailloux, Thornhill Community Centre. wards took them on a sight- 
Andrea Heal, and Maid of Master of Ceremonies was seeing trip around the Island. 
Honor Leah Sunderwood. They John Clift, uncle of the Bride. Out-of-town guests were the 
wore beautiful three-quarter Pastor Rick Wiebe said Grace Groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
length mauve dresses, each car- and a delicious catered inner Ron Owens, Norris Arm, 
rying a nosegay of yellow was served to approximately Nfld.; Mr. and Mrs. Gordon 
daisies and lilacs. The Bride 250 guests. The hall was very Stockley, Toronto; Mr. and 
looked stunningly beautiful and tastefully decorated by Lynn Mrs. Trevor Bentz, Steven 
happy as she entered the Foote and Friends. Wrapped Bentz, Lauri Geddis, Warren 
church on the arm of her pieces of cherry pound cake, Bentz, Gordon Gamble and Vi 
father to the song "I'11 Be Lov- baked by Ellen Sunderwood, Slute, all of Kamloops; Gwen 
ing You Forever". She wore a was the dessert. Anderson and Tony Clift, both 
long white gown, with off-the- Gordon Gamble, an old of Vancouver; Carol Jane 
shoulder uffled boufant family friend from Kamloops, Gray, Pat, Roy, Michael and 
sleeves, delicate beadwork and proposed the toast to the Bride, Kevin Atkinson, all of Surrey; 
a long beautifully flowing to whicl~ the Groom responded. Lorraine Stacey, North Van- 
cathedral train with a scalloped Gordon Gamble had also pro- couver; ~,Andrea Heal~ Burnaby; 
lace edge. She carried a bou, posed the to~t to the Bride's Leah and Ellen Sunderwood, 
quet of yellow and purple mother on her wedding day in Sardis; Lynda Bertliff, Camp- 
freesias, purple anemones and June, 1962. Best Man Rod bell River; Joey Van Horne 
lilacs. , Owens gave a toast to the and Brian Kennedy, Victoria; 
Awaiting her at the altar Bridesmaids. The Bride and Henry, Paul and Tim 
were the Groom, Best Man Groom then cut the wedding Mickelow, Hazelton; Rod 
Rod Owens, brother of the cake, baked by the Bride's Owens, New Westminster; and 
Groom, and Groomsmen Larry mother and beautifully Joe Bischoff, Celista, B.C. 
Smaha, brother of the Bride, decorated by Hazel Chretien. 
and Alan Ippel, friend of the Friends of the couple, calling 
Groom. All were very hand- themselves "The Snake Belly 
somely dressed in grey tuxedos. Band", entertained everybody 
The Groom's tuxedo was acces- with their hilarious ongs and 
LEAH SMAHA AND ROSS OWENS were married last month at 
the All iance Church in Terrace. 
Student All-Stars? 
This Thursday, July 12 at Riverside Park at 7 p.m., the 
Canada Employment Centre for Students team, the Student 
All-Stars, are challenging the T.K. Blues of CFTK. The Stu- 
dent All-Stars, is, a te~aa, composed of students from both Ter- 
race and 'Kitimat, a~ (veil as some bacl~-up from the regular 
Canada Employment Centre. The last game that was played 
was in 1984 against he Media All-Stars in which they won 
22-14. This year in the spirit of competition, the Student All- 
Stars are not only planning on winning the baseball game, but 
also the tri-city Casual Job Competition that started on July 9 
and continues until the 18th. McDonald's is donating refresh- 
ments for the game, and we encourage all spectators to come 
on out and support us. Even if the Student All-Stars can't pull 
off the win, they still have a good chance of winning the 
Casual Job Competition, so if you have an odd job that needs 
to get done you can call Nicki or Ingrid at the Canada 
Employment Centre for Students at 635-7134 or just drop in. 
B.C. Update 
econom,cs  
Economic Indicators 
The B.C. unemployment rate 
dropped to 7.4 percent in May 
- -  its lowest level since 1981. 
The actual number of people 
employed in the province reach- 
ed 1,494 mill ion, an increase in 
employment of 42,000 over the 
previous month, enough to over- 
come an increase of 29,000 in 
the labor force and push down 
the unemployment rate. 
B.C.'s economic performance 
is attracting many people. Total 
migration to B.C. in the first 
quarter of 1990 was 10,327, 
roughly equal to the first quarter 
of last year which was a near- 
record year: 
New North 
The B.C.. government has 
commissioned a $400,000 study 
on the feasibility of developing a 
provincially-regulated northern 
port encompassing a seaport in 
Kitimat and the airport at Ter- 
race as ~'eli  as supporting in- 
i dustrial lands. 
- -  i i i  
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FREE BLANKET 
Bundle up your water heater 
in a cosy blanket.., and save money. 
~l l~ l~]~[~ Making your 
electric water 
~[~[~[~t~ heater more 
energy-efficient 
can save you up to 10% on your household 
water heating costs. 
That's why B.C.Hydro is making you 
a cosy offer: a free insulating blanket for 
your electric* water heater, installed free 
of charge. 
It's an offer worth $40. 
Natural gas is a convenient and econo- 
mical way to heat water. So if you have a 
gas line into your house, your best option 
is to convert o gas the next time you buy a 
water heater. To help you out, B.C.Hydro, 
along with your gas company, will give you 
a $150 cash discount if you purchase a
new gas water heater within the next year. 
But if you don't have gas service in 
your home, we'd still like your electric 
water heater to be as energy-efficient as
possible. So, when we install the insulating 
blahket, we'll give you a coupon that's 
good for a $20 rebate on a newPower 
Smart electric water heater. 
If for any technical reason your 
electric water heater cannot be fitted with 
an insulating blanket, we'll offer you the 
same $20 rebate. 
So bundle up. Your water heater will 
save heat, you'll save on your electrical 
bills, and we'll all save energy. 
To arrange for a contractor to install 
the water heater blanket, call 
Medallion Services Ltd. 
gChUd at 
~O W Monday thru Friday 
ice1 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
J p , J ~ p P # : / : For sail/y r~ a.wms, natural gas. Im~pam and oil-fir~ d wau r lu au rs ch~ m~t quali~ f i ;  this ~ 'er  
• . . . . . .  , , Applies to B.C.Hydro customers only . . . . .  
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The really 
big numbers 
by Fae Mooney 
"Sorry I haven't 
wi'itten, but I've 
• ' been travelling 
: ihr0ugh space at 
66,500: .miles per 
hour and had to 
hold on with both 
hands..." 
That's what the 
greeting card said. 
The cover showed a 
frantic little charac- 
ter tenaciously 
gripping planet 
Earth as it hurtled 
through space in its 
orbit around the Sun. 
Have you ever wondered where in that great expanse of Space this tiny, 
living planet is going? I don't mean in terms of destiny, but in physical 
fact ~ where in the world are we, as travellers in spaceship Earth, going? 
Sometimes I think I read too much --  I do read other things 
besides greetings cards. This, for example, in Canada and the 
World: Close to half of Canadians do not know it takes Earth 
one year (365 days) to go around the Sun. And that's not the 
worst news. Results of the Decima Research poll taken last year 
revealed that women were one of the worst informed groups. We 
are considered science illiterates. The only good news revealed in 
the survey was the fact that we westerners were the high scorers 
across Canada. 
Let it not be said of us, dwellers of the Pacific Northwest, that 
we are scientific illiterates. We know where we're going. Right? 
Even if it appears we are going nowhere at all... 
It may appear that we are not moving through Space. We look 
up into the night sky from time to time and notice no change in 
the brightness of a star, suggesting we might be approaching it or 
it might be approaching us. In fact, except for the normal 
seasonal changes:in the sky, we seeno changes~at all. 
One of the most evident seasonal changes at [his time;0f year is 
the length of our days, with lingering sunsets after ten o'clock 
and twilight hat lasts until dawn. The longest day of the year, or 
summer solstice, occurred June 21st and really has nothing to do 
with where we are going... 
But the fact that Earth has reached its greatest distance 
from the Sun does. Our orbit-around the Sun is not a perfect cir- 
cle. Instead it is slightly oval and a bit off-centre, which means 
that in our annual circuit there is a point where we come closer 
to the Sun (this occurs January 4th) and a point at the opposite 
end of our orbit where our homeworld has flung itself out to a 
distance of 152,089,120 kin. from the Sun. This happened on July 
4th. Scientists call this point in the Earth's orbit aphelion. Our 
close approach, or perihelion, brings us to within 147,099,880 
km. Earth's average distance from the Sun is 149.6 million 
kilometers, or about 93 million miles. 
How fast are we travelling around the Sun? Should we be 
holding on with both hands like the little man on the greeting 
card? Not to worry. Gravity keeps our feet planted on terra 
firma. 
Not only do we live on the equivalent of a spinning top in 
Space (that spinning is what gives us day andnight), Earth and 
its occupants are travelling in our annual almost-circular o bit 
around the Sun at close to thirty kilometers per second. Let's see, 
that calculates to be a distance of approximately nine hundred 
and thirty-eight million, eight hundred and ninety-one thusand, 
three hundred and sixty kilometers travelled between birthdays. 
We're really moving! And that's just our merry-go-round ride 
around the Sun. 
Our star is also onthe move, dragging Earth and its solar com- 
panions along with it at an estimated speed of two hundred and 
fifty kilometers per second. In its orbit around our Milky Way 
galaxy, one complete circuit takes our solar sy.stem (which is 
located close to two-thirds of the way out from the galactic en- 
tre) over 225 million years. Within the Milky Way other stars are 
also circling the galactic entre; some of them are close neigh- 
bours in Space(the Alpha Centauri group is a little over four 
light years distant). And, like ears on a freeway, some stars are 
travelling faster than others, overtaking those in the next lane. 
Some are approaching us, others are receding. One of the nearer 
• stars to the Sun is Kapteyn's Star. It's now two hundred and 
ninety-three kilometers closer to us than it was one second 
before. And Capella, that sparkling crystal jewel just above the 
mountain tops to the north on June evenings i  one thousand, 
eight hundred kilometers nearer to us than just a minute ago. But 
Capella is 45 light years away. (A light year is the distance light 
travels in one Earth year. In  just one second light travels a 
distance of 299,792.5 kilometers. In one minute, that's almost 18 
million kilometers, ln an hour -- over a billion kilometers... 
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: -  Greig Houlden steps down 
One of Terrace's active sons is 
returning to the life he loves: 
changing his lifestyle complete- 
ly, from the thrust and parry of 
political pressure to the con- 
templation and quiet of rural 
scenery. 
by Nancy On" 
Greig Houlden, president of 
the local Terrace and District 
Teachers' Association, stepped 
down from office on June 30, 
turning the presidency over to 
his successor, Robert Brown. 
"It has been a challenging 
position," said Greig, "but I 
have enjoyed it. It has been real- 
ly productive for me. As I said at 
the last (school) board meeting, 
I will continue to work to im- 
prove employee/employer r la- 
tions in the long term. I believe 
we have positive developments 
to build on, and I will try to do 
what I can to promote a positive 
attitude." 
Next week, Greig will leave 
with his family (wife Jacque, son 
Adam, 13, and daughter Sarah, 
10) for his small ranch in the 
Kispiox. Sarah is particularly ex- 
cited, as they already have 
horses at their ranch and she 
loves to ride. Adam is going to 
miss his friends, but is looking 
forward to a different life. 
The Houldens are not 
strangers to rural life. They have 
many memories of  their child- 
hood here in Terrace before it 
became a city. Jacque (nee Dem- 
mitt) has many pleasant recollec- 
tions of Terrace, and Greig, 
• whose father'is Charlie Houlden 
(now of Smithers), was one of 
GREIG HOULDEN made his last presentation as president of the 
Terrace and District Teachers' Association at Skeena Junior 
Secondary School's Awards Day ceremonies. 
seven brothers and a sister aised 
in Terrace. His uncle, Alex 
Houlden, is still here. His 
mother, Bernice, now Lemly, 
has retired from Government 
Agent in Houston and has a 
farm in the Kispiox. 
Greig attended Cassie Hall 
School and trod the hallowed 
halls of Skeena Secondary when 
it was the high school, the one 
and only in Terrace. 
From there he went to UBC 
graduating in 1969 with a Major 
in history and then to the 
University of Toronto for his 
Masters in  history. 'In 1979/80 
he enrolled in the Professional 
Development program (PDP) 
from Simon Fraser at Northwest 
Community College to receive 
his teaching certificate under the 
direction of Christine Eide 
(now principal at Parkside 
Primary). 
Another change for Greig will 
be teaching in an elementary 
school in New Hazelton. He has 
formerly taught in secondary 
schools. 
Greig will not drop out entire- 
ly from the activities of the 
TDTA, as he will continue with 
the bargaining team under chair- 
man Frank Rowe. 
;!  
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Organic gardening growing 
Under the direction of Bill 
Hayes of Old Remo, 21 people 
gathered in the Terrace library 
meeting roorn Tuesday, June 26 
to discuss organic gardening and 
its implications for the future in 
this area. 
With growing awareness of 
environmental contamination 
and depletion of the soil, there 
has been a snowballing demand 
in North America for foods 
grown without chemical fer- 
tilizers or chemical pesticides. 
For this reason the Government 
of B.C., in July 1989, intro- 
duced the Food Choice Act, Bill 
85 -- in order to provide an um- 
brella for the formulation of 
standard organic ertification i  
this province. 
With standard certification, 
those interested in Terrace 
would then be able to sell their 
produce to the local super- 
markets. They may sell it now 
but not under the  label 
"organic" even though for the 
most part it may be. 
Seven regional organizations 
in B.C. recently banded together 
to form the Alliance of B.C. 
Organic Producers. It has not 
been determined yet in the Ter- 
race group of organic gardeners 
whether some will join this 
organization or not. This was 
their first meeting. Bill Hayes 
said that their purpose in coming 
together was four-fold. 
"Pr imari ly,"  he said, "I 
would like to see an increase in 
the value of gardening in indi- 
vidual ives. It has many benefits 
and is a perfect educational tool 
for school children." 
He is also interested in pro- 
moting a Heritage Seed Pro- 
gram. "There are people trying 
to maintain old varieties of 
plants," he said. "Chemical 
companies are taking over seed 
production. For example, they 
develop seeds that grow better 
with certain chemical fertilizers 
they sell, etc." 
As far as organic ertification 
is concerned, Hayes mentioned 
the potentially lucrative aspect 
of organic gardening. He knows 
of one producer who grossed 
$40,000 growing vegetables last 
year. With certification, how- 
ever, the grower is responsible to
the public that what is sold is 
genuine., Stiff penalties are 
levied otherwise. In Washington 
State, certification can be 
achieved in one year whereas in 
B.C., at the present time, it is a 
long drawn out process. 
The fourth reasofi for bring- 
ing organic gardeners together in 
this area was to exchange seeds, 
information, ideas and encour- 
agement. It is expedient in buy- 
ing some types of seeds and 
products to bring in larger 
amounts and divide it up among 
interested buyers. 
Much useful information was 
dispensed at this meeting. It was 
noted that Canada leads the 
world in organic research at 
MacDonald College of McGiU 
University. At this point, the 
third world countries have bene- 
fitted primarily from research in 
the area of composting. 
If thistles and daisies are pro- 
lific, then there may be a 
_phosphorous deficiency in the 
soil, participants learned at this 
meeting. If there is a problem 
with cutworms, feed them lots 
of cornmeal and they'll die of 
const ipat ion  (or was it 
dysentry?). Chickadees eat tent 
caterpillar eggs in the winter. 
Wasps kill aphids. Ants don't 
like tansey and ladybugs love 
it... This was just a sample. 
This group hopes to meet once 
a month until after the harvest, 
then again in January when peo- 
ple are planning their gardens 
for next summer. Anyone in- 
terested in joining the group 
may call Bill Hayes at 635-3278. 
If yOU ore o women 
40 or over, 
this program is o must. 
THE MOBILE 
MAMMOGRAPHY 
CENTRE 
will be coming to your com- 
munity. Call 1-800-663-9203 
or call Kamloops 828-4916. 
Mamm~,mphy 
~m ot" 
British Cohmlbia 
'? 
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EVA AND TOM HOVLAND celebrated their fiftieth anniversary a few months early. They felt it was 
easier for family outside Terrace to get here. The Hovlands have three sons and two daughters. 
Tom is 74 and Evais 72. They've been in Terrace for21 years and plan on staying. They consider 
Terrace to be "just about the most beautiful place in B.C." 
A little cheer for Skeena = 
Valley Fall Fair 
A little cheer will likely be added draft beer and bottled wine coolers CLASSIFIEDS 
to the activities at this year's 
Skcena Valley Fall Fair which 
takes place Sept. 1 to 3. The 
regional district has given their 
approval for the Terrace Kinsmen 
to host a beer garden during the 
event and all that's required now is 
the approval of the RCMP. 
In his r% .~t to the regional 
district, Kinsmen director-at- large 
Dennis Malanowieh, said they 
planned to set up a 40 by 100 foot 
tent at' the Thornhill Community 
Grounds where they will be selling 
as well as a variety of snacks. All 
proceeds, according to Malano- 
wich, will go to local charities. 
The regional district has also 
given the nod to another equest 
for a Thomhill beer garden. The 
Skeena Athletics are hosting a 
slo-pitch ball tournament in Thorn- 
hill• ~gly :,21 and 22 and would like 
to sell a few suds. As in the case 
of the fall fair, final approval for a 
liquor licence is the mandate of the 
RCMP. 
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JULY 3RD WAS THE INAUGURAL RUN of handyDART bus 
service in Terrace. "The introduction of handyDART in Terrace is 
a recognition of how important his transportation service is to 
disabled people in the area," commented mayor Jack Talstra. For 
more info, call 635-6617. 
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR. . .  
; . . . . . ,  , 
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE...  
This emblem Identifies 
the civic-minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
In the community. 
Erlinda - -  635-6526 
Brenda-Lee - -  635-2605 
Karen - -  638-0707 
Katharin - -  635-7504 
I n 
NORTHWES r ARTS AND 
ENTERTAINMENT CALENDAR 
Terrace Art Gallery - -  
• Until July 14 - -  paintings by Tom McHarg of Kispiox, "Awakening of 
Colour". 
• July 17 to Sept. 1 - -  Mixed media summer show, 
• August 4, noon to 5 p.m. - -  "Arts in Motion" in Lower Little Park. 
• August 6, 2 p.m. - -  "Woodsy Whim" puppet show. 
Northern Motor Inn, George's Pub - -  
• Until July 28 - -  Reg Alexander. 
The Terrace Inn - -  
• Gigi's - -  Blondie Butler and Paradise Alley 
• Augie's - -  Ken Guy. 
Kitimat Centennial Museum - -  
• Until Aug. 5 - -  "Fabricated Dreams". 
• July 7 and 21 - -  Stitch by Stitch: Quilting in the museum demonstra- 
tions. 
J 
Biggest, greatest, most 
amazing Reading Club 
Brought to you by the B.C. Library Ass'n and the Terrace 
Public Library, with assistance of the Library Sciences Branch 
of the Ministry of Municipal Affairs, Recreation and Culture 
Where can you find the greatest books, the most amazing 
activities, and the longest bookworm ever. At the Terrace Public 
Library's "biggest, greatest, most amazing Reading Club". We think 
it will be the most fun cveri Who can join? Anyone who likes to 
read or to be read to. 
How does it work? You can join any time now. Just come down 
to the library. You wi l lbe given a special reading club button, a 
bookmark, and a booklet to get you started. You can record the 
books you read in the booklet, which also has some amazing facts 
and some of the hardest riddles. 
Watch Wormsworth growl As long as you keep reading, our 
bookworm will keep on growingt For more information, please call 
the library at 638-8177. 
HAT DAY July 12 - A hat-making workshop for children aged 6 
and up. 
POETRY WORKSHOP July 19 - for children aged 8 and up. 
BEAT THE HEAT July 26 - Bring your own fan and watch a 
frosty video "The Snowman". 
LET'S GET READY FOR THE RIVERBOAT DAYS PARADE 
August 2 - Make posters and placards. March in the 
parade with Wormsworth, (with a permission slip 
from your parents). 
MAKE A WIND (IN THE WILLOWS) SOCK August 9 - for 
children 6 and up. 
WILLY WONKA'S CAKE CAPER August 16 - Come and concoct 
a cake. For children 6 and up 
F ine D in ing  
~ S ~  in quiet surroundings! 
5 p.m. --  10 p.m. 
4620 Lakelse Avenue 
638-8141 
Polly's Ca e 
~,:~. 4 . 
~ Chinese & Western Cuisine 
' ' Mon.~Thuts, 10:30 a.rn. -- midnight 
Frl. & Sat. 10:30 a.rn. - -  1 a.m. 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. - -  10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638-1848 or 638"8034 
GIM'S 
RESTAURANT 
~AY Chinese & Canadian Food ~'~.~ 
~;~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • ~}~!, 
lit  M , , , , .  - lO:OO p. , , .  
~ Thursday !! :30 a.m. - -  1,:00 n m .Z..~: 
Fri - Sat 11:30 a.m. m I;00 a.;n. "~"  
Sunday 12:00 a.m. 10:00 p.m. 
4643 Park A venue 635-6111 
This Week 
/i  iii  ¸ i 
"In Augie's Lounge" 
Daily Luncheon Buffet 
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
Monday to Friday 
Soup/Salads/& Hot Entree 
-- $6.25 
Piano Stylings by 
Glenn Fossum 
4551 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Phone: 635-6630 
TOLL-FREE: 1-600-663.8156 FAX: 635.2788 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
[~.~1 4606 Grelg Ave., for Take.Out 
Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635.6184 
• ,' " '% ,,~,,:,-e¢~, -.,~.~ ,:: 
Ananatess and "Honeybee" 
She travels around the coun- 
tryside in a fuchsia colored 
motorhome named 'Honeybee'. 
Her travelling companions are 
12 dogs and one cat. She says 
people think she's crazy, which 
is okay with her because she's 
happy. Inscribed across the 
front of the motorhome is the 
logo 'The Rainbow Dogooders'. 
by Harriett Fjaagesund 
Tess Tessier, known to count- 
less children as Ananatess or 
simply Nana (which means 
grandmother in Inuit), is doing 
something very few of us are 
able to -  fulfilling a dream. 
She and her roving band of 
animal ambassadors travel to 
schools around the province 
teaching children about caring 
and sharing; and about learning 
to respect all life, human and 
non-human. 
Her dogs, many of which she 
rescued from animal shelters, 
are all different breeds, colors 
and sizes. They are a meta- 
phorical representation of a 
mixed-race society, and Nana 
Tess says that if they can all get 
along together living in a 
motorhome, then the rest of the 
world should be able to get 
along with each other. 
Nana Tess and the Rainbow 
Dogooders entertalned the chil- 
dren at Clarence Michiel 
Elementary School June 22 (and 
again at Thornhill Elementary 
June 25). 
After introducing each of the 
dogs and mascot Tigaroo and 
cat, who thinks he's a dog, she 
gave a slide presentation of her 
travels ,into the far north where 
she spends part of  each:year liv- 
ing with the Imiit. 
Then to the delight of children 
and teachers alike, the dogswent 
into action. One dog danced, an- 
other sang along to a tape of the 
Willy Nelson song "On the 
Road Again". Still another 
caught and ate biscuits from on 
top of her nose. The presenta- 
A little 
• cheer  
A little cheer will likely be added 
to the activities at this year's 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair which 
takes place Sept. 1 to 3. The 
regional district has given their 
approval for the Terrace Kinsmen 
to host a beer garden during the 
event and all that's required now is 
the approval of the RCMP. 
In his request to the regional 
district, Kinsmen director at large 
Dennis Malanowich, said they 
planned to set up a 40 by 100 foot 
tent at the Thornhill Community 
Grotmds where they will be selling 
draft beer and bottled wine coolers 
as well as a variety of snacks. All 
proceeds, according to Malano- 
wich, will go to local charities. 
The regional district has also 
given the nod to another requesl 
for a Thornhill beer garden. The 
Skeena Athletics are hosting a 
slo-pitch ball tournament in Thorn- 
hill July 21 and 22 and would like 
to sell a few suds. A~ in the case 
of the fall fair, final approval f0ra 
liquor licence is the mandate of the 
RCMP. 
tion often includes dressing the 
dogs in ethnic costumes, but 
Nana Tess had to forego that 
this time because of a badly 
sprained ankle. 
She then taught the children 
some words in the Inuit lan- 
guage, and later answered ques- 
tions on everything from how to 
train a dog to why she chose the 
name Rainbow Dogooders (she 
explained that her dogs are all 
the colors of the rainbow and 
that she's always thought of 
animals as doing good things). 
At the end of the presentation 
the children were allowed to file 
past and pet each of the dogs. 
Tess Testier is a remarkable 
woman just bursting with 
energy. But she comes by it 
naturally; her grandmother was 
the first female skipper on the 
Mackenzie River, and her 
mother was the first female 
jockey in Canada. Tess des- 
scribes herself as a gypsy and a 
doer. 
She homesteaded north of 
Terrace with her husband, raised 
seven children, hunted, fished, 
even built a log cabin. For 
several years she worked at the 
Terrace Daily Herald as photog- 
rapher and feature writer. 
But her life changed after an 
accident in which she was badly 
burned. Her husband was dead 
and her children grown, so she 
promised herself a second 
chance at life if she recovered. 
And recover she did. She sold 
everything she owned, bought a 
van and began travelling. 
The Rainbow Dogooders was 
formed 15 years ag6~"after a 
disastrous trip to Newfoundland 
with a good friend. By the time 
theyreached their destination 
they'were no longer friends. Tess 
stopped at an animal shelter and 
adopted the first of her travel- 
ling companions - -  Gigi, a small 
poodle terrior. Since then she's 
never looked back. 
Tess says she and the Do- 
gooders have probably visited 
2,000 schools over the years, 
entertained 6,000 Beavers from 
around the province for the 
Scouts Canada Dream-On '81 
festival, and they have been on 
CBC. 
She was sponsored by B.C. 
Tel in 1988, but because of bud- 
get cutbacks her contract was 
not renewed last year. Having a 
sponsor allowed her to go into 
some of the more remote parts 
of the province. 
She's hoping to pick up an- 
othersP0nsor soon, and has 
written every president of every 
big corporation she can think of. 
"They've all been helpful, send- 
ing back coupons and whatnot, 
but nothing definite has been 
finalized with any one corpora- 
tion yet. But we're hopeful." 
"We"  refers to Tess's 
business manager Glen Mor- 
rison, who is also president and 
treasurer of Rainbow Do- 
gooders Publishing Co., and 
Sandra Seekings, vice-president 
and secretary. 
But not having a sponsor 
hasn't slowed Tess down any. 
She's just completed the first of 
what will eventually be 12 chil- 
drens' books. Each story will 
feature one of her dogs and will 
be told from the animal's point 
of  view, and each will •be com- 
pletely non-violent because, as 
Tess explains, there is already 
too much violence in the world 
and what she is trying to do is a 
reversal of violence. 
They're also hoping to estab- 
lish some cottage industries - -  
pins, puppet§;'T~shirts~ caled- 
dars, etc. A complete video of 
each dog is now in the making, 
and will be distributed by 
Unicorn Distribution & Market- 
ing Inc. 
Tess is hoping to expand her 
animal ambassadors to include a 
creature from the sea and one 
from the air. She's also looking 
for a miniature horse, and 
er Dining Delights 
n Local Waters • 
Stuffed Filet of Sole 
Shrimp stuffed sole in a 
chardonay saffron sauce 
$14.95 
Salmon Wellington 
Filet of Salmon in puff 
pastry with spinach 
$14.95 
Cajun Salmon Steak 
Dustedwith Cajun spice, pan fried 
with a tomato ginger salsa 
,,.. $13.95 
Smoked Salmon Fettucini 
Noodles tossed in a light cream sauce 
" with smoked salmon and chives 
$12.95 
Ask about our Banquet Facilities! We cater in our downstairs location from 
60 - 160 people. MUSIC AND LARGE DANCE FLOOR A SPECIAL FEATURE! 
For  more  in fo rmat ion  and  reservat ions  c¢1h356 
9161 
"  afiartau  e laura t 
~ Ill The friendliest "lnn".,townl 
" l~ j  ~ ] ~ U  " Make  our place "Your Place to enjoy an 
l i~  V~l~l  evening of intimate dining and reasonable pricesl 
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TESS TESSIER - People think she's crazy, which is okay with her 
because she's happy. With her travelling companions, 12 dogs 
and one cat, she travels the countryside in her fuchsia coloured 
motorhome named "Honeybee". 
possibly a small goat. She's 
strong on environmental issues 
and wants to tell stories from the 
point of view of all earth's 
creatures. 
So where to next? The Rain- 
bow Dogooders will be in 
Princeton August 6 and 7 for 
Billy Miner Day. Then they're 
off to the Vancouver, Seattle 
and New York Trades Fairs. 
There are thosewho may 
think Tess Tessier is tilting at 
windmills, but her message is 
simple and clear: "Earth is a 
school house. We're all here for 
lessons, and we must learn those 
lessons with self-esteem and 
positive energy." 
Her first book, 'Iceberg Tea', 
is on sale for $12.95. It's Gigi's 
story of her rescue from the 
animal shelter, and her first trip 
up to the high arctic. I 
thoroughly enjoyed the story. 
It's well illustrated, and even has 
a glossary of Inuit words. The 
second book in the series should 
be out shortly. 
Tess invites children to write 
to her (she has stacks and stacks 
of letters from children and 
adults). Or how about joining 
the Rainbow Dogooders Fan 
Club? Address all cor- 
respondence to: The Rainbow 
Dogooders Publishing Co., 2645 
McKenzie Street, Penticton, 
B.C. V2A 6J1. 
ARIES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21-June 20 
CANCER 
June 21-July 22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
Emphasis is on domestic interests. The home may 
be the center of a successful business venture 
with mate or partner. 
You can take a front row center seat in a competi- 
tive situation. A no-nonsense attitude stablishes 
your position 
You are cast in the role of mediator in dealing 
with relatives or neighbors. Your services are 
valuable. 
Contact with an influential being qpens the door 
to a new path of expression. Be ready to meet the 
unexpected. 
An encounter with one at the top hirits of secrets 
for your ears only. Stay tuned for further develop- 
ments. 
Group ties keep your social ife in constant motion. 
A newcomer to your circle is especially appealing. 
So many opportunities come your way it's hard 
to make choices. Mix business with pleasure. 
Talk things over. 
Aspects point to a head-on confrontation in 
partnership matters. Be especially careful in local 
travel and neighborhood get-togethers. 
You'll be making some important decisions in 
the weeks ahead, as to joint assets and finan- 
cial transactions. 
Success in partnership dealings is pretty well as- 
sured, but not without a breathtaking turn of 
events. 
Be selective in admitting others in to the family 
circle. Check credentials before hiring house- 
hold help. 
The love bug could get you when you least expect 
it. Share these precious moments with close kin. 
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LARA ROLDO, senior student travel counsellor at the Terrace 
Travel InfoCentre poses with her mother, Iole (pronounced 
YOLAE). Mrs. Roldo was Lara's early inspiration to learn 
languages - by the dozen, Lara? 
Who is... ,, Lara  Ro ldo?  
by Betty Barton 
Lara Roldo is the vivacious and 
outgoing senior student travel 
counsellor at the Terrace Travel 
InfoCcntrc. This is Lara's second 
summer doing a job she considers 
"the best job in Terra~". And she 
says, "Bobble Phillips is an excel- 
lent person to work for - the best 
boss anybody could hayer" Lara 
has already basically committed 
herself to next summer at the 
Travel InfoCentre, as well. 
Lara feels her position as senior 
travel counsellor links up with 
exactly what she wants to do. And 
it's given her insights into all sorts 
of people and career Opportunities. 
She says "It's the people that make 
this job so great." Lara and her co- 
workers Kicra Sundbcrg and 
Selcna Tank enjoy socializing with 
tourists and locals who drop in 
looking for information on their 
travels. Lara recently met an Aus- 
tralian couple who were so enthu- 
siastic about the service they 
received at the InfoCentrc that hey 
came back after a trip to Stewart 
to share their adventures. Lara 
Forestry 
committee 
" l nn l  na°o° ~ ~ : ~ ~ C (  ~ The City of Terrace has nam, 
ed a Forestry Committee to 
N.E,W,S 
RObert Q. Smith 
General Manager 
SUMMERTIME VISITORS 
When friends or relatives come to Terrace this sum- 
mer, tell them about the super Bed & Breakfast 
Package at the new Terrace Inn. Reserve a room and 
they get a complimentary Full Breakfast plus the free 
use of the Terrace Aquatic Centre - -  with two •swim- 
ming pools, a dry Nordic sauna, whirlpool, weight room 
and Finnish steam sauna. Also, every guest gets a 
Bonus Coupon Book packed with valuable discount 
vouchers for Terrace stores, shops and attractions. 
The place to stay in Terrace is the new Terrace Inn. 
GOLF PACKAGE 
Stay with us on our Golf Package Plan and for only 
$38 per person, per night (based on double occupancy), 
you get a room for one night and 18 holes of golf (Green 
Fees) at Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club. And, 
you also receive our other bonus features including a 
Free Breakfast and Bonus Coupon Book. 
Call and reserve a Golf Package for yourself or a 
visitor. 
SPORT FISHING 
The Terrace Inn offers a Fresh Water Trophy Fishing 
Package with Northwest Fishing Guides. One to Four- 
Day Packages are available starting at $199 per person, 
twin accommodation. This includes 8 hours fishing 
with Northwest Fishing Guides, transportation from 
hotel and back, fishing boat and tackle, box lunch, 
modern room accommodation, a full breakfast, pass to 
Terrace Aquatic Cen,tre, and Bonus Coupon Book. Call 
and ask us to send you our Sport Fishing brochure. 
council. The Committee's 
membership was announced 
during the July 3' meeting of 
council. 
Mayor Jack Talstra said, 
"The forestry industry in Ter- 
race is an economic main stay. 
Now more than ever a public 
committee is needed to advise 
• council on the issues facing the 
industry and as a result he City 
of Terrace. On behalf of coun- 
cil, I want to thank the members 
of the committee for allowing 
their name to stand and we look 
forward to their input in the 
months to come." 
The Committee membership 
is as follows: Rod Arnold, RJA 
Forestry; Alec' Bolton, Kitsum- 
kalum Band; Don Cheslcy, 
Skeena Sawmills; Gerry Dodd, 
Shanott Enterprises; Alec 
Houlden,  Retired; John 
McMynn, TEAC chairman; 
Wilfred McKenzie, Kitsclas 
Band; Doug McLeod, Chamber 
of Commerce; Dan Tuomi, 
Skeena Cellulose; and Bob 
Cooper, city council r0presen- 
tative. 
The mandate of the Commit- 
tee is to meet regularly and 
discuss both the broader and 
more specific issues which are 
facing the forest industry and as 
a result he City of Terrace. The 
Committee as necessary will pro- 
vide recommendations to coun- 
cil with respect o matters im- 
pacting the forest industry. The 
Committee will also deal with 
items referred to it by council 
and make recommendations as a
result. 
It is expected the Forest Com- 
mittee's first meeting will be 
held within the next two weeks. 
For further information, con- 
tact Doug Smith, Community 
Facilitator, 635-6311. 
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invited them homo for a barbecue 
and they stayed in the area an 
extra four days. The tourists end 
the girls pins, little presents and 
lots of postcards in appreciation. 
I.ant is going into a third year 
language program at the Univcisity 
of Victoria and says "this is a great 
place to practise my languages. 
Tourists feel good when you can 
say a few words to them in their 
own language." Lara has quite a 
selection to choose from. English 
and Italian are her mother tongues. 
Lara explains that both her parents 
are Italian, Until she went to kind- 
ergarten, she spoke very little 
English. 
Thanks to her mother's foresight 
and persistence, Lara got a formal 
education in Italian at home, while 
she gained a formal education in 
English at school. Lara feels it's 
easier to pick up another language 
once you've got a second one. 
With that philosophy to live by, 
Lara Roldo is majoring in Spanish, 
taking a minor in Italian and also 
taking French and German, on the 
side. 
At UVic, Lara is president of the 
• Italian Club, She says they enjoy 
watching movies, especially Fel- 
lini, in Italian with English sub- 
titles for those not totally profi- 
cient in their second language. 
They go out for dinners together 
and occasionally sponsor functions 
for the school at large. 
Lara has always been a busy 
lady. She was really into sports 
including basketball, volleyball and 
horseback riding in high school. 
And she loved to draw and paint. 
She finished Grade 11 French in 
Grade 10, but never eally thought 
about going on in languages. 
Lara explains that her love for 
languages evolved out of a trip to 
Italy with her younger brother, 
Nine, in 1988. With her already- 
proficient Italian, Lara delighted in  
the discovery of the history, cul- 
ture and people of their heritage. 
She had been to visit relatives in 
1985, but thinks she just wasn't 
old enough to really appreciate he 
impact of the trip. She vows, "My 
children will speak Italian." 
Lara, 21, plans to go back to 
Europe in 1992 when she's grad- 
uated with her BA in languages. 
There, she'll attend the University 
of Pemgia in Italy. All her subjects 
will be offered in Italian and Lara 
thinks she'll probably take art 
history, history and literature. Lara 
says "My parents arc proud that 
we're preserving the language and 
the family history." 
Upon her return to Canada, prob- 
ably in early 1993, I.ant plans to 
go back to school for a diploma in 
teaching English as a second lang- 
uage. With her background, work 
experience and education, Lara 
feels that many doors will be open 
to her. She'd love to be a translat- 
or, teach English or possibly work 
for Tourism B.C. 
TERR'AC.E, 
TOURISM PROVIDES EMPLOYMENT FOR A WIDE RANGE OF 
SKILLS,.. AND FOR ALL AGES! THE ECONOMIC BENEFITS TO 
OUR CITY ARE SIGNIFICANT,.. AND EVERY RESIDENT HAS A 
STAKE IN MAKING THE VISITOR'S STAY ENJOYABLE. BARB 
BOWEN, GREYHOUND LINES AGENT IN TERRACE, MOVED TO 
TERRACE WITH HER HUSBAND FOUR YEARS AGO FROM PRINCE 
GEORGE. BARB LIKESTHE GOOD WEATHER ANDTHE FRIENDLY 
PEOPLE SHE'S MET... AND SAYS IT'S A GREAT PLACE TO RAISE 
" r l  i P I r~  P A 14, J i l l  ~11 
WITIt ASSISTANCE FROM 1HE CITY OF TERRACE 
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A 'r ago yea 
this week.  
by Ted Straehan 
"DAY OF DECISION FOR 
SHAMES." This was one of the 
front page stories a year ago this 
week. A proposal for the Ministry 
of Highways to complete the last 
four kilometres of the Shames 
Mountain ski resort access road 
had the approval of the Treasury 
oBoard, but there was still one 
hurdle to clear. We were told.we 
wouldn't have to wait long, how- 
ever. MLA Dave Parker said the 
matter would be dealt with one 
way or another and an announce- 
ment would be made soon. 
AT THE SAME TIME, Terrace 
council was pondering a construc- 
tion project of their own and it too 
hinged on government funding. A 
petition signed by 10 North Sparks 
residents called for the construc- 
tion of a sewer line on that street. 
Council was told by Public Works, 
however, the project was too 
expensive -- sections of the project 
would require blasting a 26 foot 
deep ditch out of solid rock. Still, 
there was some hope. Public 
Works had discussed the project 
with Municipal Affairs and a cost 
sharing program might be arranged 
where the province would cover 
about 35 percent of the total cost. 
AND ANOTHER GROUP HAD 
ALREADY RECEIVED ADDI- 
TIONAL FUNDING. The Terrace 
Sexual Assault Centre received a 
funding boost of about 30 percent 
from attorney general Bud Smith a 
year ago this week. The Terrace 
centre received an additional 
$15,000 to augment heir current 
budget for assisting victims of 
child sexual abuse and spousal 
assault. This boosted the centre's 
annual share of cash from the 
province to $63,000 and this meant 
more people would get more help. 
• LOOKING AT A LARGER 
CHUNK OF OUR PART OF THE 
.WORLD, the Ministry of High- 
ways:and Transportation made a 
$1 million commitment oward 
upgrad!ng the Bob Quinn airstrip 
northeast of Stewart. This was in 
answer to safety concerns evolving 
from the fact that the existing Bob 
Quinn airstrip was in reality noth- 
ing more than a part of Hwy. 37 
and that meant competition 
between cars, trucks and aircraft. 
Tnis arrangement, of course, was- 
n't popular with anyone; least of 
all the operators of Iskut Valley 
• mining concerns. The new 3,500 
foot gravel Bob Quinn airstrip 
would be in operation by Sept. 30 
we were told, 
With this problem apparently 
solved, though, it looked as though 
the provincewas going to have to 
find a solutlon t O competition 
between users of anotherpiece of 
real estate as well. Gil Payne, 
representingthe northwest region 
of the B.C./Wildlife Federation 
had filed objections over the pro- 
posed'80 Idlometre Seven Sisters 
hiking trail proposal. According to 
Payne, If the proposal went ahead, 
northwest residents would be 
denied access to Crown Land and 
this wasn't an acceptable arrange- 
ment. 
Payne also expressed concern on 
behalf of the logging industry, 
saying it was probable that Seven 
Sisters developers would lobby for 
the exclusion of all logging in the 
area once they had exclusive rights 
to trails in the area. 
THE BOUNDARIES FOR A 
"SMALLER" AND "BETTER" 
SKEENA RIDING HAD BEEN 
DRAWN and were scheduled for 
consideration by the legislature. 
And it appeared as though the new 
electoral map drawn by Justice 
Thomas Fisher would be passed 
with few changes. For Skeena 
Riding, this meant some shrinkage 
and in the next election there 
would be only 30,788 eligible 
voters rather than the 43,436 who 
votcd in the election before.Hazel- 
ton, Smithers and all the rural 
areas east of Kitwanga would be 
deleted as well as Hartley Bay. 
In other northwest changes, Atlin 
riding would virtually disappear; 
Dease Lake and Telegraph Creek 
along with Hazelton and Smithers 
would become a part of the newly- 
-created Bulkley-Stikine riding and 
the Naas Valley and Stewart would 
become a part of the North Coast 
riding along with Prince Rupert, 
the O~uccn Charlottes, and coastal 
Native villages as far south as 
Bella Bc l la .  
This lead to a little speculation; if 
;these boundaries .had.existed in the 
previous election Dave Parker 
would still have won but with a 
greatly reduced margin. What 
would this mean In elections to 
come? According to information 
obtained by the B.C. elections 
branch, the 1986 election tally 
ended with 7,122 (48.55 percent) 
for Parker and 6,164 (42.02) for 
NDP incumbent Frank Howard. If 
the proposed boundaries had been 
in place, however, the count would 
have shown 4,953 (48.13 percent) 
for Parker and 4,609 (44.79 per- - 
cent) for Howard. 
IN THE BUSINESS WORLD, 
the Premier Gold project north of 
Stewart fulfilled Westmin's expec- 
tations a year ago this week when 
the mine went into full production. 
As of the end of June, 1989, 15 
dory bars (mixed gold and silver) 
had been shipped out. Repap's 
Watsop l~lafid pulp mill was sitting 
on tl~e other end of the financial 
teeter totter, though. A fire at the 
end of June caused an estimated $4 
• million in damage and cut the 
mill's output by 50 percent. A 
representative of the company said 
it would be about three weeks 
before the mill resumed full prod- 
uction. 
. Taxes were a topic for discussion 
a year ag o this week. The Regional 
District of Kitimat-Stikine sup- 
ported Quesnel's position on the 
proposed nine percent federal 
Goods and Services Tax. Accord- 
ing to mayor Michael Pearce of 
It Quesnel, his council lamented 
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FUN IN THE SUN - Soccer was a popular summertime activity a year ago this 
week. 
over the ramifications that the new 
tax will bring -- particulary when 
compounded with our existing 
provincial sales tax". Pearce specu- 
lated that even utility services 
would fall under the new tax as 
asked, "Where will it stop?!'. 
There was a glimmer of hope for 
the overworked and underpayed, 
however. The province announced 
the minimum wage would rise to 
$5 from $4.50 per hour by the 
Spring of 1990. This would affect 
about five percent of the working 
population in the province accord- 
ing to the government. On the 
downside, though, if Pearce was 
right, that extra 50 cents per hour. 
might only go to the fads anyway: 
IN THE WORLD OF HEALTH, 
the nurses' strike was nearing an 
end.., perhaps. It was a year ago 
today that nurses around the prov- 
ince cast-their deciding ballots and 
while a few would opt to go back 
to work there were others who said 
the latest offer wasn't good 
enough. When one local nurse was 
asked for a prediction, she said it 
was impossible to tell; it could go 
either way. "I think it's going to 
be a surprise for everyone," said 
Ursula Althaus. 
SCHOOL WAS OUT BUT 
THERE WERE STILL THINGS 
HAPPENING IN EDUCATION. 
Janewa Osei-Tutu arrived home 
June 21 after spending a year in 
Mexico as a Rotary exchange 
student. She admitted to being 
homesick at first but said that once 
she got to know the people she felt 
right at home. 'lit was nice -- 
people have respect," she comm- 
ented. 
AND IN SPORTS, the Terrace 
Summer Hockey School was flU- 
ing fast and the B.C. under-16 
boys' all-star basketball team split 
four games at Lubbock, Texas. 
Representing Terrace on that team 
were Mike Parker and Kanin Osei- 
-Tutu. In other action the B.C. 
team defeated El Paso by close to 
30 points, lost to Houston by 20 
points and came up nine points 
short in Washington D.C. 
Terrace was a big part of the 
B.C. Summer Games, Of  378 
athletes representing the Northwest 
zone, 191 were from Terrace; one 
of the largest groups ever entered ~
from our community. On the local 
s~ne, the Kitimat Merchants' won 
first place and $1,000 in the 
Northwest Oldtimers' Fastball 
Tournament in Terrace but overall 
we stayed oven; Terrace cyclist 
Mike Christensen took first place 
in the first a~ual Kitimat River 
Challenge race. iiiiiiTiiii iT !iii!! ii!ii !7i!i! Ti iiiii!i!!l 
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A,sak certified in 
F, re Academy 
CLIFF ASAK 
Cliff Asak of the Nisga'a In- 
dian Band was one of four B.C. 
native f iref ighters who 
graduated from the Justice- In- 
.~ ~stitute (J I)of B.C.'s fire training 
officers program June 3. 
Asak and the other instructors 
are experienced fire service 
volunteers who were selected for 
training through a competition. 
They graduated from a train- 
ing program that gives them cer- 
tification as B.C. fire training 
officers in the J I 's Fire 
Academy. 
Asak is a captain with the 
volunteer fire district in the Nass 
Valley where he has lived all his 
life. He has been with the VFP 
since its inception six years ago. 
Under contract with Indian 
and Northern Affairs Canada 
the Fire Academy at the Justice 
Institute chose the  native 
firefighters to train in municipal 
fire protection for native band 
fire departments. 
"Indian Affairs needed to 
train native band fire depart- 
ments, so instead of hiring 
trainers and setting up a separate 
system, they brought heir best 
• .candidates to us , "  Fire 
Academy director Paul Smith 
said. 
"It's a great example of how 
the JI can work with all levels of 
government," Smith said. 
The new instructors will con- 
duct a total of 81 courses at In- 
dian band locations around the 
province. When that round of 
courses is complete they will be 
eligible for further contract 
work as trainers. 
"Their future ¢mployability 
in municipal and federal fire 
departments will also be greatly 
enhanced by the training officers 
program," Smith said. The fire 
training officers curriculum in- 
cluded intensive instructional 
techniques, incident command 
and technical skills develop- 
ment. They learned how to han- 
dle fires in buildings, cars and 
aircraft, and trained in pro- 
cedures for handling dangerous 
goods and medical emergencies. 
Since 1983 the Fire Academy 
has offered training to native 
band fire departments in B.C. 
and Saskatchewan. The 1990-91 
program breaks new ground by 
employing native instructors to 
offer the courses. 
Located in Vancouver, the JI 
provides justice and public safe- 
ty training through five 
academies and the educational 
service division. Academies train 
• po l i ce ,  f i re ,  ambulance and cor -  
• / '. rectiqnsofficers. ~ . . . . .  
I 
Coming events... 
Information concerning the Twin River Estates project Is available 
from the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing Society office, corner of 
Apsley Street and Lakelse Avenue, each Thursday from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Heritage Park Is now open to the public five days a week, Wednesday 
to Sunday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. For information regarding school tours, 
weddings, family portraits or large group tours, phone Heritage Park 
at 635-4546 or 635.2508. 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School summer hours are as follows: Of- 
fice will be open daily from 9 a.m. to 12 nOon, 1 to 3 p.m. until July 13, 
close for three weeks, and re-open August 7 (hours as before). 
Counsellors will be available for students wlshir~g to make course 
changes August 27, 28 and 29. 
Wednesday, July 11 -- NOTICE TO GOLFERS. There will be a special 
general meeting at the clubhouse at 8 p.m. to pass a special resolu- 
tion regarding financing the purchase of the Kaminsky property. 
Thumday, July 12 --  Hat Dayl ! at the Terrace Public Library, 10:30 a.m. 
or 2 p.m. A hat making workshop for children aged six and up. You can 
make the smartest or the silliest, the tallest, the smallest, or Just the 
most fantastic hat ever! Please register for morning or afternoon ses- 
sion. Please call the library at 638-8177 for further Information. 
Sunday, July 15 - -  Ultreyal Potluck supper at 6 p.m. at St. Matthew's 
Church, 4506 Lakelse Ave., Terrace. All welcome. 
Our Coming Events column is a Public seryiceoffpred by the Tar.' 
race Review. Deadline is Friday a t5  p.m. Coming Events must be 
mailed In or dropped off at our office, 4535 Craig Avenue, typed or in 
legible writing. 
library at 638-8177 for further Information. 
Monday, July 23 -- Welfare rights and responsibilities workshop for 
"recipients and advocates", 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.,at the Skeena Health- 
Unit, 3412 Kalum Street In Terrace. Funded bythe Law Foundation of 
B.C. For more Information,.cal! Jerry at 635-4631. 
July 23 to 27 - Join the Journeys with Jesus Vacation Bible School at 
Knox United Church, 4907 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, from 9 a.m. to 12 
noon. All children ages six to 12 welcome. 
Saturday, July 28 - -  Oldtlmers' reunion banquet at the Terrace Inn 
(formerly the Terrace Hotel). Social hour starts at 8 p.m. and dinner will 
be at 7 p.m. Tickets are available at Northern Healthcare (formerly Ter- 
race Drugs) on Kalum St., at Grace Fell Florest on Lakelse Ave,, and at 
Rose's Shop on Lazelle Ave. Please get your tickets early. For more In, 
formation, please phone Julia Little at 635-5205. 
Wednesday, August I -- Mills Memorlal Hospital Auxlllary Is holdlng 
a logo contest (plcture of a Stellar Jay and a dogwood branch, 5x7 or 
8x10, natural colours). Deadllne Is August 1. Mall your entry to Mllls 
Memorial Hospltal Auxlllary, Box 506, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B5, for sub- 
mlsslon by the Auxlllary to the B.C. Assoclatlon of Hospital Auxlllary's 
office In Vancouver by Aug. 17. The wlnnlng logo will be used by the 
B.C.A.H.A. on T-shlrts, note paper and other, objects to be determlned 
on a later date. If you wanLyour deblgi~ returned, enclose full name 
July 16 • 20 --  Credit Unlorl Soccer School for children ages six to 14. and mailing addre~sS bn a stamped envelope. 
Half day program with younger children in the morning, older children .............. 
in the afternoon. Location --  Christy Park. App!lcatlonsmaybe picked August 3 to 5 -- 1980 grads of Caledonia Senior Secondaw 10-year 
up at the Credit Union, Terrace Youth-Soccer Assoc., elementary and 
primary schoo!s..For furtherinformation, call Liz at 638-0466. 
.July 16 to August 10 --  The Terrace Peaks Gymnastics Club has 
booked Skeena Junior Secondary School for a gymnastics summer 
camp, Mondays through Fridays. Pat McRoberts, new head coach for 
the club, will be In charge of all programs. Children three years and up 
may register for one week or more, and registration forms can be 
picked up at All Seasons Sporting Goods. All proceeds from the camp 
will go towards construction of the club's new gymnasium, so come 
out for some summer tumbling fun. 
Tuesday, July 17 -- A Diabetic Day Care Clinic will be held at Mills 
Memorial Hospital from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the education room. 
Diabetic patients must have a doctor's referral, and then contact the 
dietitian, Joan Marr, R.D.N., at 638-4050 between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. 
Thumday, July 19 -- Poetry workshop for children aged eight an up at 
the Terrace Public Library at 2 p.rn. Short and snappy, or long and 
lingering. This is your chance to wallow in words and have fun making 
poems of all shapes and sizes. Please register in advance. Phone the 
reunion. To grads and all persons who should have graduated in 1980, 
reunion will be at the Terrace Inn. For details call 638-1214 or send let- 
ter to 2088 Cypress St., Terrace, B.C., V8G 5G3. 
Until August 5 --  The Kltlmat Centennial Museum presents 
"Fabricated Dreams" --  historic quilts from the Vancouver Museum. 
Quilts by local craftsmen will enhance this exhibition. Museum hours: 
Tuesday to Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Sunday, 12 noon to 5 p.m. 
Closed Monday. 
August 24 to 26 -- Cariboo College kicks off Celebration '90, marking 
20 years of service with a homecoming weekend. If you're a former 
student or staff member, plan to visit the Kamloops Campus and Join 
the fun. Activities will Include a Bar-B-Q, dance, department spon- 
sored events, music and entertainment. It's a family affair! For more 
information or to let us know you're coming, call Arise at 
1-800-663-2955. 
Tuesday, Sept. 4 -- The next general meeting of the Ladles' Auxiliary 
to the Royal Canadian Legion Br. 13 will be at the Legion starting at 8 
p.m. Zone Commander Lovgren will be making her official visit to our 
L.A. Come out to the meeting and meet her. 
FOR LESS 
THAN $110' ............... 
A MONT  .... 
Honda's leasing program can put you in the 
driver's eat for less than you might think. For 
example, a 48 month lease on Honda's new 
H4514H will cost you less than $110" a month. 
This model features our brand new Slick 
Shift TMhydrostatic transmission a d a 14 hp 
overhead valve, liquid-cooled ngine. 
Some of the advantages of leasing include: 
1. Low initial payment. 
If you don't want to put down a large 
down payment, leasing may be an at- 
tractive option. 
2. Lower month ly  payments,  
Your lease payments may be consider- 
ably lower than if you borrowed to buy 
a new tractor 
3. Leasing doesn't ie up your line of credit. 
This is important for anyone considering 
a loan for any other purpose. 
4. Competitive f inance rates 
Honda will tailor their very competitive 
finance rates to suit your needa 
• 'Based on a 48 month closed end lease of $108.25 per month (plus PST), OAC with first 
payment and security deposit due on delivery. Based on MSRP of $4,039. Rate subject 
to change without notice, 
1 4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace ' Ph. 635-6384 
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